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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Engage Your Hippocampus: Experience with Ambiguous Events Influences Imagination and 

Decision-Making during Novel Ambiguous Situations 

 

by 

 

Cynthia Diane Fast 

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2014 

Professor Aaron P. Blaisdell, Chair 

 

How do we decide what to do when faced with an ambiguous situation with only partial 

information available? Considerable evidence suggests that we apply inferential reasoning 

strategies that draw on our past experiences to generate predictions about the new 

circumstance. Importantly, the ability to make decisions when faced with uncertainty 

declines disproportionately with age, particularly among clinical populations suffering from 

cognitive decline, such as in Alzheimer’s disease. However the causes of these deficits 

remain poorly understood and effective treatment methods have yet to be identified. In this 

thesis, a series of experiments were conducted to develop a non-human model of decision-

making under ambiguity. Chapter 1 serves as a review of relevant empirical work 

establishing that non-human animals are capable of learning about events that are 

physically absent from a situation. Chapter 2 demonstrated that rats discriminate between 

the ambiguous and explicit absence of a relevant event. Importantly, the ability to respond 

sensitively to the ambiguous event was dependent on the type of task the rats had prior to 

the test. Rats that had learned a complex discrimination responded differently when a cue 
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was ambiguously absent compared to when it was explicitly absent during test, while rats 

that had learned a simpler discrimination did not. Chapter 3 examined the necessary and 

sufficient features of cue experience that contribute to this behavioral sensitivity to 

ambiguous situations and suggested that elements of solution strategy engaged during 

these experiences determine the approach to ambiguity. Chapter 4 utilized the rat model of 

decision-making under ambiguity established in Chapters 2 and 3 to examine the underlying 

neural mechanisms mediating this ability. The hippocampus and, to a lesser extent, the 

prefrontal cortex were found to be critically involved. Specifically, cholinergic modulation 

within the hippocampus was necessary for rats to utilize inferential reasoning-like strategies 

in the ambiguous situation. This finding parallels the discovery that cholinergic function and 

the hippocampus undergo significant atrophy in aging populations, especially among 

Alzheimer’s patients. Additionally, it was discovered that different patterns of neural activity 

within the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex were engaged when rats utilized this 

reasoning strategy under ambiguity compared to rats that did not experience an ambiguous 

test situation or rats that failed to exercise reasoning when faced with ambiguity. The ability 

to retrieve an image (representation) of the ambiguous event was determined to be critically 

important for inferential reasoning abilities in Chapter 5. Collectively, the results suggest that 

experience with ambiguous cues (that signal two competing outcomes) facilitates the use of 

imagery and guides decision-making in novel and ambiguous situations. This thesis has the 

potential to inform learning theories and the development of behavioral and pharmacological 

interventions to enhance these abilities or prevent them from erosion in humans.  
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Chapter One: Introduction: Learning about Absent Events 

Many decisions are made under conditions of uncertainty. We rarely have direct 

access to all of the information in our environment pertinent to making an important 

decision. In fact, our lives are replete with ambiguous situations that nonetheless require 

consideration. Yet it is unclear what cognitive processes enable the distinction between 

explicit and ambiguous situations and how this understanding influences what we learn and 

what decisions we make. Moreover, the ability to make decisions in the face of uncertainty 

declines disproportionately with age (Moreno et al, 2010; West, 1996), creating a need for 

effective means of enhancing this ability. 

Of direct relevance to the question of how decisions are made when environmental 

cues are absent, is the question of how we learn about absent events. During his seminal 

work on digestive processes, Pavlov (1927) characterized the process by which animals 

learn relationships about events in their environment. He discovered that placing a food 

substance (such as meat powder) in a dog’s mouth caused the dog to reflexively salivate. 

However, if presentation of the meat powder consistently occurred in the presence of , or 

immediately following, another neutral event in the environment (one that did not produce a 

reflexive response, such as the approach of the experimenter or the sound of a metronome), 

the dog began to salivate to these cues alone.  

Pavlov hypothesized that this change in behavior was due to the dog forming an 

association between the neutral cue and delivery of the biologically significant event. To 

explain this phenomenon, he proposed the stimulus substitution model. He hypothesized 

that the biologically significant event elicited reflexive responses by means of an innate 

connection between two different centers in the brain, one responsible for detecting the 

event and one for producing the response. Because this connection did not require prior 

experience to guide behavior, Pavlov referred to the event as the unconditional stimu lus 
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(US) and the response as the unconditional response (UR). He postulated that repeated 

presentations of a neutral stimulus with the US caused a connection to form between brain 

centers responsible for detecting or representing the two events (the neutra l stimulus and 

US). Responding to the previously neutral event was contingent on prior experience with the 

cue, so he termed this event the conditional stimulus (CS) and the response it generated the 

conditional response (CR). Thus, the metronome CS was capable of eliciting a salivation CR 

in Pavlov’s dogs by means of activating the US center in the brain; in other words the CS 

could substitute for the US in generating the response.   

Pavlov’s student, Konorski, expounded on Pavlov’s ideas and proposed that  

representations of the US (controlled by the US brain center or ‘gnostic unit’ in Konorski’s 

terms) could be elicited by the CS only after the relationship between the CS and US had 

been established, in other words, after learning or conditioning. Prior to conditioning, 

Konorski (1967) claimed that only physical presentation of the US itself could generate an 

internal representation of that US. However, as a result of conditioning and the development 

of a connection between the CS and US (CS-US or S-S association), the previously neutral 

CS could invoke the same perceptual processing of the US (even in its absence). Konorski 

(1967) speculated that this CS-evoked representation (gnostic activity) of the US caused the 

subject to imagine or hallucinate the absent US as an explanation for performance of the 

CR.      

Modern learning theorists generally agree with Pavlov and Konorski that conditional 

(or conditioned) responding is governed by the formation of an association between the CS 

and US (e.g., Hearst, 1991; Rescorla, 1988). For example, the Rescorla-Wagner model 

(RW; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & Rescorla, 1972) formalizes changes in the 

connection between the CS and US according to a linear learning function. The model, (ΔV 

= αβ(λ-V)), posits that learning (changes, Δ, in associative strength, V) results from 

surprise, i.e., when a discrepancy exists between expected events (V) and actual 
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outcomes (λ, related to the asymptotic level of learning supported by the US) where both α 

(learning rate parameters of each stimulus presented on a given trial, related to the saliency 

of the stimuli) and β (learning rate supported by the US relevance) are constants. The model 

predicts that the magnitude or probability of a CR increases as a result of an association 

between the CS and US. Once this association is established, occurrence of the US is 

predicted by mere presentation of the CS-itself; in other words the expectation of the US, 

given the CS, drives the CR.    

Pavlov (1927) also documented situations where subjects appeared to learn about 

events that were not actually present. He discovered that a well-established CR could 

diminish as a result of repeated presentation of the CS without the US with which it had 

been associated, a process known as extinction. According to RW, the surprising omission 

of the US weakens or erases the previously formed connection between the CS and US.  

Considerable empirical evidence (see Bouton, 2004 for a review) argues against destruction 

of the CS-US association as an explanation for attenuated CRs. Indeed, Pavlov himself 

believed that extinction did not generate ‘unlearning’ but rather the formation of new 

inhibitory associations that effectively suppressed expression of the CR. Nonetheless, by 

both accounts, the non-occurrence of the US fosters additional learning in extinction.  

This chapter will review additional accounts whereby learning occurs in the explicit 

absence of events. I will first focus on a number of well-established phenomena, such as 

conditioned inhibition, latent inhibition, perceptual learning, sensory preconditioning, and 

higher-order conditioning. Then I will examine mediated conditioning and retrospective 

revaluation experiments that offer evidence that the use of imagery guides learning about 

absent events. Finally, I will present more recent results that suggest images also have the 

ability to modulate performance even when there has not been an opportunity for learning. 

Consideration of relevant theories will be discussed and I will argue that, in light of the 

empirical evidence, modifications are necessary.     
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Learning about events in the absence of others 

 

Conditioned inhibition 

In addition to extinction, Pavlov (1927) also described another situation in which 

subjects appeared to learn about absent US events. Unlike extinction, however, 

presentations of the CS without the US did not attenuate responding to the CS-itself. In this 

procedure, a CS (A) is presented with the US, unless it is presented in conjunction with a 

second stimulus (X). In the latter case, the US is not presented (i.e., A+, AX-, where ‘+’ and 

‘-’ refer to the presence or absence of the US, respectively). Following this procedure, X 

develops the ability to suppress the CR otherwise demonstrated to A. Additionally, if X was 

later paired with the US, subjects required more trials to develop a CR to X in comparison to 

another neutral stimulus (Y) that was paired with the US. This result suggested that some 

specific learning (as opposed to the absence of learning) had occurred to X in the absence 

of the US. Modern researchers (c.f., Rescorla, 1969) have also demonstrated that X 

transfers its ability to suppress responding to other well-established CSs. Indeed, these two 

tests (retardation-of-acquisition and summation, respectively) suggest that experiencing X in 

the absence of the US does not produce a lack of learning but rather a very specific 

association to predict the absence of the US.  

The RW model readily addresses such learning situations. During AX- trials, the 

presence of A contributes to a positive expectancy of the US (developed during separate A+ 

trials). When X is novel, it does not contribute any value to the V-value representing 

expectancy. The absence of the US causes λ to equal 0, leading to a negative error term 

that prompts a reduction in V-value for each cue present. Because X began with a neutral 

associative strength (Vx = 0), this reduction produces a negative V-value for X. In this 

manner, RW describes excitatory and inhibitory learning as symmetrically opposite. At 

asymptote, the subject does not demonstrate a CR during AX- trials because the +VA and 
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the –VX sum to produce no expectancy of the US. When the US is not presented, this 

expectancy is not violated, so learning ceases.  

This account corresponds with a related phenomenon termed ‘protection from 

extinction’ (e.g., Rescorla, 2003; Soltysik et al., 1983). In protection from extinction, the 

excitatory association to a stimulus (B) is maintained, despite no longer occurring in the 

presence of the US, if B is presented in conjunction with an established conditioned inhibitor 

(X) during extinction trials. Note that B and X were not trained together and prior to 

occurring with X, B had also been presented with the US. Thus, X’s ability to predict the 

absence of the US allows B to maintain its association with the US, despite no longer 

occurring with it. 

 

Latent Inhibition 

Latent inhibition (or the CS pre-exposure effect) occurs when prior experience with 

only the CS produces slower learning when the same CS is later paired with a US.  Latent 

inhibition has been demonstrated across a broad variety of preparations and species (for a 

particularly extensive review, see Lubow, 1973). Despite its name, latent inhibition does not 

actually involve inhibitory learning. Rescorla (1971) demonstrated that a CS that was 

previously presented in isolation did not acquire the ability to predict the absence of the US 

any more rapidly than another neutral stimulus trained as a conditioned inhibitor (following 

the procedure described above). Others (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980) have 

suggested that the pre-exposure with the CS changes its associability in terms of the 

attention directed toward the CS.  

Interestingly, De la Casa & Lubow (2002) demonstrated that introducing a delay 

between the conditioning phase (occurring after pre-exposure) and the testing phase 

actually attenuated the effects of pre-exposure, in other words, introducing a time delay 

reduced or eliminated latent inhibition. This same effect was not shown when a delay was 
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introduced between the pre-exposure and acquisition phases (De la Casa & Lubow, 2002). 

These results call into question whether latent inhibition really represents a learning deficit 

as opposed to impaired performance at test. Surprisingly, the researchers (e.g., De la Casa 

& Lubow, 2000, 2002; Lubow & De la Casa, 2002) also found that changing contexts during 

the long delay between acquisition and testing actually increased the latent inhibition effect, 

a result referred to as delay-induced super-latent inhibition.  

To reconcile the attenuation and facilitation effects demonstrated by delays in 

different preparations, De la Casa & Lubow (2005) conducted two experiments to determine 

the factors influencing delay-induced super-latent inhibition. The authors concluded that 

delay-induced super-latent inhibition may be due to facilitation of a primacy effect wherein 

substantial delays involving a shift in context produce performance that is more reliant on 

the first-learned association (in latent inhibition, this would be the CS-0 association) while 

short delays (or long-delays without a change in context) enjoy the primacy effect whereby 

more recently learned associations exert control over behavior (the CS-US association).  

 It is interesting that introducing the delay with a change in context could somehow 

modulate performance at test. This suggests that either 1) additional learning occurred (or 

failed to occur) during this phase when all cues were absent (e.g., if the delay occurred 

within the same context, perhaps the reduction in latent inhibition could be explained by 

extinction of context associations) or 2) performance was modulated by a period of non-

exposure to the cue. In either case, periods of time without any direct exposure to the cue 

somehow influenced how the subject subsequently responded to that cue during test.   

Whether latent inhibition demonstrates learning about the absent US or the formation 

of competing association (e.g., relationships with the context) that alter the associability or 

processing of the cue, latent inhibition nonetheless demonstrates that learning  about a cue 

in the absence of relevant stimuli (e.g., US) influences subsequent learning.  
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Perceptual learning 

Accounts of perceptual learning appear paradoxical with regards to latent inhibition 

as they often show that prior exposure to a combination of cues increases later 

discrimination between the cues. McLaren, Kaye, & Mackintosh, (1989) demonstrated that 

intermixed pre-exposure to two compounds of cues that share a common element (e.g., AX 

and BX) led to enhanced perception/discrimination of the unique elements (A and B). 

Likewise, Espinet, Iraola, Bennett, & Mackintosh (1995) demonstrated that intermixed pre-

exposure to two flavor compounds (AX and BX, A and B were citric acid and salt while X 

was saccharin) prior to flavor aversion conditioning with one of the flavors (e.g., ALiCl) 

caused the other flavor (B) to develop inhibition as assessed through summation and 

retardation-of-acquisition. Leonard & Hall (1999) replicated these results in a conditioned 

suppression preparation. Furthermore, comparison between subjects that had intermixed 

versus blocked (e.g., all AX experiences occurring before all BX trials) pre-exposure with the 

compounds revealed that intermixed pre-exposure led to superior discrimination between 

the cues.  

In Hall’s (2009) review of experimental designs and results between both human and 

non-human perceptual learning tasks, he identified the commonality that inter-mixed pre-

exposure to similar stimuli facilitate later discrimination (measured via a generalization test 

or acquisition of a new association between one cue and an outcome) much better than 

blocked pre-exposure. Blocked pre-exposure typically fails to improve performance above 

that demonstrated by subjects without any prior experience with the stimuli. Hall suggests 

this effect is produced by increasing the salience of unique element features of the cues 

compared to the common element features (those that make them similar) during the pre-

exposure phase. Akin to attentional theories of learning (Pearce & Hall, 1980), a surprising 

omission of an event (or in this case, feature) boosts the salience or associability of the cue 

that is present. The pre-exposure can be viewed as consisting of AX and BX trials where X 
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constitutes the common features between the cues, and A and B are the unique elements. 

After inter-mixed pre-exposure to these cues, the subject may expect to see A when it 

detects X, but when it is absent (on BX trials), this is surprising and the unique elements 

enjoy a boost to salience. In this way, learning, by means of modulated attention to cues 

that are explicitly present, is driven by the absent cues. 

Although it is not typically described in terms of perceptual learning, the immediate 

shock deficit described by Fanselow (1990) provides another seemingly paradoxical effect 

of pre-exposure in light of latent inhibition. The immediate shock deficit involves contextual 

fear conditioning. When rats are placed in the conditioning chamber and receive a foot 

shock within 30 sec of placement, they demonstrate amnesia for the experience when later 

placed in the same chamber. That is, rats do not elicit a typical fear response of freezing to 

the context-alone during re-exposure, indicative of minimal or non-existent fear learning. 

However, if rats are given a 2-min pre-exposed to the same conditioning chamber context 

the day preceding conditioning (involving the foot shock), their context-fear learning is 

facilitated such that re-exposure to the chamber after conditioning elicits freezing.  

Fanselow (1999) suggests that the context is composed of a unique configuration of 

cues. As opposed to punctate stimuli typically used in conditioning experiments (such as a 

tone or light) that can be represented elementally, a representation of the context 

configuration requires time to form. If, as Pavlov (1927) and Konorski (1967) proposed, it is 

the representation of the event that enters into associative learning, then it follows that 

additional time (achieved through pre-exposure; Fanselow, 1990) is needed to develop the 

representation of the configuration before learning can occur. Thus, the immediate shock 

deficit demonstrates learning in the explicit absence of biologically relevant cues. In this 

case, the learning may involve the formation of a representation (neural connection or 

mental image) of the ambient situation. 
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Sensory preconditioning  

Brogden (1939) first demonstrated a learning phenomenon he termed sensory 

preconditioning. In an initial phase of conditioning, Brogden simultaneously presented dogs 

with a Bell and a Light. The dogs did not demonstrate any change in behavior during this 

phase of training (because neither the bell nor the light was particularly relevant). Following 

this training, Brogden then presented the Bell followed by Shock. During subsequent probe 

trials with the Light (that had only been paired with the Bell prior to conditioning) the dogs 

demonstrated a fear response, indicative of a Light-Shock association, despite the Light 

never having been paired with the shock. Thus, the dogs acquired an additional  association 

regarding the Light, despite its absence. This could be achieved through integration of the 

associations formed during the separate phases of training based on the common element, 

Bell. In other words, the dogs could have developed a Light-Bell association during initial 

training and a BellShock association during Phase II, such that an integrated association 

of Light-BellShock generated an expectancy of the shock at test that drove their fear CR 

to the Light. Conversely, it is possible that the Light-Bell association from Phase I training 

enabled the Bell to generate an image of the Light during Phase II presentations of the Bell. 

The image of the Light would then be present during the BellShock trials of Phase II, 

enabling additional learning about the Light even though the Light itsel f was not explicitly 

present. This explanation is typically considered to be less parsimonious, however, because 

it requires an assumption about the use of images or additional neural activity. Thus, the 

integration of associations account is commonly favored.    

Prewitt (1967) also demonstrated sensory preconditioning; however, in her procedure 

the neutral stimuli were presented serially during initial training. Nonetheless, subjects still 

demonstrated an expectancy of the US when presented with just the cue that had not 

occurred during the conditioning phase of the experiment. The same explanations for 
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learning hold true for Prewitt’s (1967) results; namely that integration of associations 

developed during the separate phases of training drove responding at test.  

In an interesting spin with connections to latent inhibition, Rescorla & Freberg (1978) 

demonstrated that if one of the cues (a flavor in their experiment) is presented 

independently prior to conditioning with the other cue, the sensory preconditioning effect is 

significantly attenuated. Their training involved presentation of AB in Phase I, followed by B-

alone extinction in an intermediate phase, then BUS during the conditioning phase, before 

final probe trials with A at test. If sensory preconditioning involves an integration or chaining 

of separately formed associations such that AB and BUS so ABUS drives 

responding during test trials with only A, then presenting B-alone prior to pairings with the 

US should do little to disrupt the chain of these underlying associations. Interestingly, it 

didn’t matter which cue the researchers presented during the intermediate extinction phase; 

B-alone presentations disrupted responding to A at test just as much as A-alone 

presentations.  

This led Rescorla & Cunningham (1978) to postulate the existence of bi-directional 

associations between cues (especially those presented simultaneously, which may hinder 

their ability to be integrated as a chain). In other words, during initial A and B pairings, not 

only does A develop an association with B (enabling it to retrieve an image or representation 

of B) but B also develops an association with A (likewise enabling it to call up an image of A, 

even in its absence). If this image is present during BUS trials, it is possible that the 

image itself enters into a direct association with the US as the basis for subsequent 

responding during A-alone trials. Additionally, if B-alone extinction treatment weakens or 

otherwise interferes with B’s ability to retrieve an image of A, this could explain the 

attenuation of sensory preconditioning. Although Rescorla & Cunningham (1978) interpreted 

their results in different terms related to configural representations of the A and B cues and 

degrees of generalization, indeed, the view that an image of A could acquire direct 
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association with a physically presented US serves as the basis for Holland’s (1983) modified 

SOP mediated conditioning model (to be discussed in further detail below).     

 Hall (1996) suggests that backward sensory preconditioning could serve as one 

method to distinguish between the two models (integration of associations or learning about 

images). Backward sensory preconditioning typically involves serial presentation of cues 

with the initial phase identical to standard preconditioning; the two neutral cues are 

presented together (AB). The following conditioning phase involves AUS trials (as 

opposed to BUS trials according to the standard procedure). Subsequent probe trials with 

B-alone are then conducted. Early tests of this procedure (e.g., Brown & King, 1969; 

Coppock, 1958; Tait, Marquis, Williams, Weinstein, & Suboski, 1969; but see Ward-

Robinson & Hall, 1996) seemed to support the associative chaining account with little 

responding to B during test trials. However, given more recent work regarding the role of 

timing in the development of associations and performance of a conditioned response 

(Denniston & Miller, 2007), it is possible that inadequate parameters were used in these 

experiments to enable detection of the excitatory association that may have formed between 

the absent cue and the US.  

Holland & Ross (1983) report an alternative method for investigating the 

development of associations between neutral stimuli presented prior to conditioning. They 

pre-exposed rats to serially paired stimuli (visual, V, and auditory, A; VA) followed by 

appetitive conditioning using a serial presentation of the pre-exposed cues (VAFood). 

This training served as a savings test of the V-A association formed during pre-exposure; 

subjects that received pre-exposure developed conditioned responding to V more rapidly 

during the second conditioning phase.  

In a follow-up experiment, Holland & Ross (1983) investigated the specificity of the 

facilitation effect by pre-exposing subjects to two pairs of serially presented cues (V1A1 

and V2A2). Groups of subjects then underwent appetitive Pavlovian conditioning using 
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congruent sequences of cues (V1A1Food and V2A2Food) or incongruent 

sequences (V1A2Food; V2A1Food). The development of CRs to the visual cues 

developed more rapidly for rats that experienced serial patterns that were congruent to the 

pre-exposure pattern compared to rats that experienced incongruent patterns. This result 

supports the hypothesis that the savings effect demonstrated in Experiment 1 was due to 

the development of an association between the neutral cues experienced during the pre-

exposure phase. Furthermore, the results suggest that these associations involve 

representations that are quite specific. 

 The authors conclude that the procedure they developed offers a viable alternative to 

sensory preconditioning procedures for assessing the development of associations between 

neutral stimuli. They argue that their savings test procedure may be of more use in detecting 

such associations because it does not involve presenting the cues separately (which could 

lead to generalization decrement or weakening of the original association between the cues 

of interest) and does not require integration of temporal and reinforcement contexts (a 

process that could conceivably attenuate the strength of an otherwise well -established 

association).  

 

Higher-order conditioning  

Pavlov (1927) first described higher-order conditioning that is, in many ways, similar 

to sensory preconditioning. The primary distinction between the two procedures is that the 

order of the training phases is reversed. In higher-order conditioning, the initial phase of 

training involves conditioning one cue with the US (e.g., AUS). Following this conditioning, 

the conditioned cue, A, is presented with a novel stimulus (B) either simultaneously or in 

serial fashion. As with sensory preconditioning, the final phase involves probe trials with the 

cue that was never directly presented with the US, i.e., B-alone probe trials. Second-order 

conditioning is established when responding indicative of US expectancy is demonstrated to 
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B during this test. As with sensory preconditioning, one explanation for B’s ability to elicit 

responding is through an integration or chaining of associations following the logical 

premises that if A predicts the US, and A and B occur together, then B likewise predicts the 

US.  

Unlike sensory preconditioning, at least two other common alternative explanations 

exist. One alternative is that A develops significance (or conditional reinforcement value) 

during initial training with the US such that it is able to support learning to other cues. 

Another alternative is that higher-order associations represent a different form of underlying 

learning. Although first-order Pavlovian associations seem to be S1-S in nature, it is possible 

that higher-order associations involve S2-R (where R represents response) connections 

such that the novel cue becomes directly associated with the CR elicited by A during Phase 

II trials with A and B.  

Holland & Rescorla (1975) and Rizley & Rescorla (1972) tested this second 

alternative (S-R) compared to the hypothesis that an integrated chain of associations guides 

behavior to the second-order cue. They conducted standard second-order conditioning by 

presenting one stimulus (A) with the US during initial training. Following this conditioning 

phase, A was presented with a novel cue, B. Prior to testing B for evidence of second-order 

conditioning, however, they conducted extinction training with A (or devaluation of the 

conditioned reinforcer, A). If responding to B at test is mediated by an integrated chain of 

associations, this treatment should effectively eliminate responding to B. However, the 

researchers found that subjects continued to display a response to B for which the US had 

never been paired and despite A no longer eliciting a CR. The authors interpreted their 

results in terms of different forms of underlying associations such that first -order Pavlovian 

associations involve S-S associations while second-order associations involve S-R 

associations (see also Rescorla, 1973).  
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Although the researchers offer a potentially more parsimonious account of second-

order conditioning, it is worth noting that Konorski (1948; 1967) offered an alternative 

explanation based on the use of images for absent events. According to Konorski , 

responding to B at test resulted from a BUS association developed during phase two 

pairings of AB, by virtue of A’s ability to activate an image or representation of the US. 

Konorski speculated that it is this image of the US that enters into the BUS association to 

drive responding to B during the test. 

Winterbauer & Balleine (2005) conducted a series of experiments that seem to 

support Konorski’s position. Rather than using extinction or reinforcer devaluation 

treatments, the researchers used shifts in motivational state (e.g., satiety) to investigate the 

nature of underlying learning to guide subsequent behaviors. Hungry and thirsty rats were 

first trained that two different visual cues (V1 and V2) led to two different outcomes (saline 

solution or food pellet). Following this training, second-order conditioning was conducted by 

presenting each of the visual cues after a specific auditory cue (i.e., A1V1, A2V2). Prior 

to conducting test trials with the auditory cues, half of the rats were sated with free access 

to food while the remaining rats were given free access to water to reduce their thirst.  

The results indicated that motivational features (or protopathic qualities in Konorski’s 

terms) of the US associated with the first-order cue during initial training entered into an 

association with the second-order auditory cues to guide behavior to these cues. That is, 

rats that were hungry during test trials with the auditory cues responded more vigorously to 

the auditory cue that was previously paired with a visual cue that predicted food pellets, 

compared to the auditory cue associated with a visual stimulus that predicted liquid. The 

converse was demonstrated by thirsty rats. The same result was obtained when rats were 

trained while only food deprived (rendering the liquid saline less relevant during initial 

training/encoding). These results suggest that motivational aspects of the outcome are 

encoded during initial training and become part of higher-order associations to determine 
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responding to these cues, regardless of the subject’s motivational state at the time of 

learning. This finding opposes the proposition that higher-order associations involve S-R 

associations (e.g., Rizley & Rescorla, 1972) and supports the role for images.  

 

Learning about absent cues  

 Our discussion thus far has primarily focused on learning that occurs to cues that are 

presented in the absence of other events with which the cue had previously been, or 

subsequently will be, associated with. While many of these demonstrations do not rely on 

the use of imagery to explain the phenomena (e.g., the development of competing 

associations with present cues interferes with later learning, changes in associability or 

processing of the cues, or an integration of associations formed separately based on 

common features, etc.), though it is possible (but perhaps less parsimonious) to do so 

(Konorski, 1948; 1967). We will now focus our review on demonstrations of learning about 

the cue that is actually absent (as opposed to changes to the present cue in lieu of the 

absent one). Such phenomena provide stronger evidence for the role of images in 

associative learning processes. 

 

Mediated conditioning 

 Perhaps the strongest evidence for the use of imagery in non-human animals is 

offered by experiments using the mediated conditioning procedures. Pavlov (1927) may 

have originally discovered the phenomenon as evidenced in his discussions of an effect he 

termed “secondary extinction” that involved a reduction in responding to a non -presented 

(non-extinguished) stimulus as a result of extinction training of a second stimulus with which 

the first had been paired. Holland (1981) coined the term ‘mediated conditioning’ to describe 

the potential underlying learning process involving representations (or images in Konorski’s 

terms) of absent events in a unique demonstration of flavor aversion. Flavor aversions are 
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typically established by pairing a novel flavor with an illness event (often produced by 

injection of the mild toxin, LiCl; Garcia & Koelling, 1965). Garcia & Koelling (1966) 

demonstrated that associations related to illness are preferentially formed with flavor -cues 

as opposed to audio-visual stimuli. Holland (1981) conducted a series of experiments 

investigating the ability of an image (or associatively retrieved representation) of a flavor to 

serve in additional learning. In other words, he examined the rat’s ability to learn a flavor 

aversion to a flavor that was not actually presented during (or immediately prior to) the 

illness experience.  

These experiments were conducted in two phases. During the first phase, a Tone CS 

was paired with a flavored food. Following this training, the Tone CS was then paired with 

an injection of LiCl (to produce gastric malaise). On the basis of Garcia & Koelling’s (1966) 

results, little aversion to the Tone was expected to develop. Following this training (and 

substantial time for the rats to recover from their illness), consumption of the food, with 

which the Tone CS had been paired during initial training, was measured. The results 

indicated that the Tone CS presented during Phase II retrieved a food representation that 

was sufficient to establish a flavor aversion to the food, despite the food having never been 

directly paired with the illness! That is, rats that had experienced the training described 

above consumed less of the food at test compared to rats that had not experienced the 

Tone CS paired with the LiCl or rats that had learned a LightFood association followed by 

the ToneLiCl treatment. These additional control conditions are critical because they 

demonstrate that the illness (or ToneLiCL) experience alone could not account for the 

reduced consumption of the food, but rather, the cue’s ability to retrieve a representation of 

the food immediately prior to the illness experience resulted in a foodillness association to 

produce an aversion to the food. 

In additional experiments, two different CSs (a Tone and a Light) were paired with 

two different foods (e.g., wintergreen-flavored pellets and peppermint-flavored pellets). After 
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pairing the LiCl injection with either Tone or Light, a consumption test revealed that the food 

aversion was specific to the flavor previously experienced with the particular CS with which 

LiCl (but not shock) had been paired. Although the flavor aversion was less than is typically 

observed using similar procedures with actual presentations of the food, the results 

suggested that CS-evoked representations of the Flavor (or Flavor images) could substitute 

for the actual food-itself in the acquisition of a specific food aversion. Holland (1990) 

suggested that the tone CS’s ability to mediate conditioning may depend on the tone’s 

inability to support learning about illness (Garcia & Koelling, 1966). Otherwise, if the tone 

were perfectly capable of supporting learning about the subsequent illness event, it is likely 

that it would overshadow (Pavlov, 1927) learning to the representation of the absent flavor. 

The converse is true for another experiment he conducted (1981; Exp 4) wherein the tone 

was paired with shock. Rather than developing an aversion to the absent flavor (flavors are 

not readily associated with painful shock stimuli), subjects learned to fear the tone-itself (as 

evidenced through freezing behavior). Holland concluded that the tone’s role as a surrogate 

flavor (accomplished by its ability to evoke a representation of the absent flavor  as a result 

of previous pairings with it) can be differentiated from its role as a simple environmental 

stimulus.  

Holland (1983) conducted a series of experiments to further investigate the ability of 

CS-evoked representations of events to influence learning about different cues; in other 

words, their ability to substitute for the actual event. Overshadowing occurs when less 

learning is demonstrated to a cue that was trained in conjunction with another (typically 

more salient) cue than when it was trained in isolation. This adheres to the not ion of 

stimulus competition (as represented by V in RW). Holland (1983; Exp 1 and 2) 

demonstrated that an evoked representation can produce overshadowing-like effects on a 

cue that is simultaneously presented (with the evoked representation) during training. In 

Experiment 1, a salty-flavor (NaCl) was initially paired with a Tone CS. Following this 
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training, the Tone CS was then paired with a novel sweet-flavor (sucrose) and followed by 

LiCl injections. Subsequent consumption tests revealed that rats receiving this training 

consumed more of the sucrose from Phase II conditioning than did rats that had not 

experienced aversion conditioning in conjunction with any other cue (retrieved or otherwise).  

Furthermore, Holland (1983; Exp 3) demonstrated that CS-evoked representations 

could also mediate the odor-potentiation effect often demonstrated in flavor aversion 

preparations (e.g., Durlach & Rescorla, 1980; Lett, 1980; Palermino, Rusiniak, & Garcia, 

1980; Rusiniak, Hankins, Garcia, & Brett, 1979). Holland & Forbes (1982a) also 

demonstrated that evoked representations can undergo additional extinction learning  or 

serve the role of discriminative stimuli (1982b) and the results from Holland (2008) indicate 

evoked-representations can also participate in higher-order conditioning involving other 

evoked-representations. Iguchi & Ishii (2009) also argued that mediated conditioning of a 

discriminative stimulus can modulate instrumental behavior and Ward-Robinson & Hall 

(1999) suggested that mediated conditioning can play a role in acquired equivalence tasks.   

Amazingly, Holland (1990) also reports an experiment using positive patterning of 

flavors to predict illness (via LiCl) through mediated conditioning. The two flavors (sucrose 

and salt solutions) initially followed presentation of two distinct tones (Tone1 and Tone2). 

After this training, while the rats were in their homecage, they were presented with each 

flavored solution by itself or in a compound sucrose+salt mix solution. Only the compound 

sucrose+salt mix solution was followed by LiCl. The rats learned this discrimination as 

evidenced by their willingness to consume either sucrose or salt solutions but not the 

compound sucrose+salt mixture solution. In the final test, Holland returned the rats to the 

conditioning chambers and presented trials of Tone1Water, Tone2Water, and 

Tone1+Tone2Water. Interestingly, the rats evinced increased appetitive/ingestive 

responses to water consumed in the presence of either Tone1 or Tone2 but not in the 

presence of the Tone1+Tone2 compound. Instead, during the compound trials, rats 
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demonstrated aversive patterns of consummatory responses. These results suggest that 

during initial training, the tones came to elicit a representation of the flavors that included 

sensory aspects of the flavor, such as palatability. As a result, presentation of novel 

combinations of the CSs generated behaviors that followed the combination rules for the 

flavors with which the CSs had been associated! This conclusion was supported by the 

results of a similar procedure applying negative patterning wherein the individual 

presentation of each flavor was followed by LiCl while the compound flavor solution was not . 

The rats in this experiment demonstrated aversive consummatory behaviors to either Tone 

when it was presented by itself, but elicited appetitive/ingestive behaviors when the two 

tones were presented simultaneously. 

Collectively, the experiments discussed offer further support that Pavlovian 

conditioning enables CSs to evoke representations of events. These evoked representations 

(or images) are themselves sufficient to generate further learning (a process referred to as 

mediated conditioning) and guide subsequent behavior.  

In accordance with Holland’s (1981; but see Holland, 2006) observation that the 

flavor aversion produced through mediated conditioning was weaker than one established 

through direct pairings, Holland (1983) also observed that the magnitude of overshadowing 

demonstrated by the evoked representation was smaller than that demonstrated by a group 

for which Phase II aversion training was conducted with an actual mixture of NaCl+Sucrose 

solution. That is, NaCl itself was better able to overshadow an aversion to sucrose than an 

image of NaCl produced by an associated Tone. These results suggest that although 

evoked representations may be capable of generating learning, they are, in some ways, 

distinguishable from representations of present cues. It’s also worth noting that the modified 

sensory preconditioning savings test proposed by Holland & Ross (1983; discussed above) 

may also reflect this difference. Although the authors interpreted their results in terms of a 

reduction in generalization decrement or maintenance of associations, it’s possible that the 
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savings effect demonstrated by presenting both cues during the conditioning phase (rather 

than just one with which the other had been associated) demonstrates a difference in 

magnitude between associations formed among actual events as opposed to images and 

actual events.    

As a further distinction between evoked representations and those that are activated 

by physical presentation, Holland (1983; 2006) provided evidence that evoked 

representations are also incapable of generating further learning to the CS that evoked 

them. Using procedures similar to his earlier experiments (1983), Holland (2006) found that 

associatively activated representations of a flavor potentiated learning to an element of a 

compound odor with which it had not previously been associated, but failed to also 

potentiate learning to the element of the odor that had retrieved the flavor representation. 

For example, in Holland’s (1983) experiment, rats first received pairings of one odor (O1) 

with a flavor. They were then presented with a compound of O1 along with another odor 

(O2) prior to receiving an illness inducing injection of LiCl. Note that presentation of O1 

during this phase could be expected to retrieve a representation of the flavor with which it 

was previously associated. Subsequent consumption tests revealed that rats consumed less 

of the food accompanying O2 than O1. Thus, the results suggested that the flavor image 

evoked by O1 was sufficient to potentiate learning to O2 but not to O1 that had retrieved the 

flavor image.  

In Experiments 2 and 3, Holland (2006) addressed whether the failure to learn about 

the O1 (the odor that had generated the flavor representation that supported learning to O2) 

was limited to self-generated representations (i.e., if a CS is incapable of learning about 

images that the CS-itself evoked) or all evoked representations if a CS is concurrently 

activating an associated representation. In other words, if an odor CS activates a flavor 

representation with which it is associated, does this process render the CS incapable of 
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learning about just that flavor image or all other flavor representations that are also 

simultaneously active by virtue of the presence of other CSs?  

In Experiment 2, both O1 and O2 were paired with discriminable flavors (O1-F1, O2-

F2). Subsequent O1+O2LiCl pairings should activate representations of both F1 and F2. 

Although F1 should not be capable of potentiating learning to O1, it may still be capable of 

potentiating aversion learning to O2, despite the fact that O2 is also activating its own 

representation and vice versa. No odor aversion was demonstrated by rats that experienced 

this training, suggesting the converse, that CSs which are themselves activating 

representations are immune to learning influences by other evoked representations of 

otherwise absent events. However, rats that had received this training but also experienced 

a real flavor during aversion conditioning showed normal odor-potentiation. Experiment 3 

replicated these results, but rather than presenting the odors during aversion conditioning, 

the flavors were presented (and their corresponding odor representation, when applicable). 

Finally, Experiment 4 ruled out the possibility that associatively mediated representations 

somehow interact in a destructive manner to mitigate their influence on learn ing by 

presenting a novel third odor during the compound aversion conditioning phase. Again, no 

appreciable aversion was demonstrated to either O1 or O2 that had previously been paired 

with flavors; however, O3 developed an aversion (presumably by means of  the F1 and F2 

representations evoked by O1 and O2). Thus, simultaneous activations of event 

representations do not in themselves eliminate the potential for these representations to 

contribute to learning. This result indicates that a CS that activates a corresponding image is 

still capable of entering into further associative learning, even with regards to an event that 

the image represents, but the image itself is insufficient to provoke learning about the CS 

that retrieved it. Holland (2006) also notes that a CS’s immunity to learning influences that 

are generated by a representation it evoked could serve an adaptive function, such as in the 

case of extinction (if a CS-evoked representation of the US could continue to reinforce the 
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CS-US association, then extinction would seem impossible and render the subject less able 

to adapt to changing contingencies in its environment). However, an analogous argument 

(c.f., Bolles, 1975) has been made to explain why avoidance behaviors are so difficult to 

extinguish. 

Holland (1983) proposed a modification to Wagner’s Standard Operating Procedure 

(or Sometimes Opponent Process, SOP; 1981) model of learning to account for the 

mediated conditioning effects. According to SOP, presentation of a stimulus drives related 

elements in a memory node representation into a high level of arousal or activation (A1). 

The node activity rapidly decays into a less heightened state (A2) where it then gradually 

returns to the resting state of inactivation. Presenting a cue (A) that has been associated 

with another event (e.g., a US), retrieves the memory node for the associated event (in this 

case, the US) into A2 where it must then slowly return to the inactive resting state before it 

can be reactivated into either A2 (retrieval-primed) or A1 (self-primed). According to SOP, 

an excitatory association is formed whenever two nodes are simultaneously in A1, while an 

inhibitory association forms between the cue whose node is in A1 and the node of another 

event that is in A2 (via decay from self-priming or retrieval-primed directly into A2).  

Holland (1983) proposed that the primary determinant of the form of learning is 

actually what level the US is in during conditioning. In other words, whether an excitatory or 

inhibitory association will develop depends on what activation state the US is in. If the US is 

in A1, it will foster excitatory associations, but if the US is in A2, inhibitory associations will 

result. Thus according to Holland’s (1983) mediated conditioning model, initial pairings of a 

Tone and a Flavor generate excitatory learning between the two events such that 

subsequent representations of the Tone-alone will retrieve a representation of the Flavor 

into A2. If a US (such as illness produced by LiCl) is presented while the image of Flavor is 

in A2, an excitatory association will form between the Flavor representation (A2) and the US 

(A1).  
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This model also offers a formalized explanation for the use of imagery in sensory 

preconditioning. During initial pairings of two cues, an association is formed between them 

(because their corresponding nodes are both in A1). During the second phase of 

conditioning, presentation of one of the cues will then retrieve a representation of the other 

into A2. When the US is then presented, an excitatory association is formed between the 

absent cue (in A2) and the US (in A1).  

While Holland’s (1983) model accurately predicts/describes nearly all of the mediated 

conditioning experiments discussed thus far, he (2006) acknowledges this formalization 

cannot account for the potentiation effect demonstrated by the same odors when a real 

flavor was presented (because the odor had associated connections to the flavor, it’s 

activated representation should have attenuated the proportion of the odor’s elements 

available to be primed into A1 by already retrieving a majority of them into A2). It’s possible 

that because the odor and flavor were presented in compound in these experiments, a 

majority of both corresponding elements were initially and simultaneously activated to A1, 

thereby minimizing the Flavor elements available to be retrieved to A2 and likewise, by 

virtue of this activation, reducing the number of elements of the odor that were subsequently 

retrieved to A2, etc. This explanation seems a bit post hoc and dependent on the fine timing 

of parameters, however.  

Additionally, the results from a higher-order conditioning experiment (Winterbauer & 

Balleine, 2005) failed to support the mediated conditioning model. According to the model, 

stimuli form excitatory associations with USs that are in the A1 state and inhibitory 

associations when the US is in A2, regardless of the activation level of the stimulus (A1 or 

A2). In higher-order conditioning procedures (e.g., CS1US; CS2CS1; CS2), the CS1 

evokes a representation of the US (into A2) during Phase 2 pairings of CS2 and CS1. 

Holland would thus predict the development of an inhibitory association between the 

physically present CS2 (A1) and the absent US (A2). Indeed, with extended training, there is 
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evidence that the higher-order cue can develop as a conditioned inhibitor (Yin, Barnet, & 

Miller, 1994) to predict the absence of the US, but with minimal training, excitatory 

conditioning is typically demonstrated, (as described above, c.f., Winterbauer & Balleine, 

2005). Thus, Holland’s mediated conditioning revision to SOP is inadequate to deal with the 

temporal influence of learning in such procedures. 

An interesting consideration is how the model allows for associations to form 

between irrelevant cues. If these connections form following the same rules regarding states 

of activation, it would suggest that rather than evoked representations (in A2) being 

incapable of generating further learning to the cue that generated them (in A1), it may really 

be a matter of the type of learning they are capable of fostering. In other words, as 

discussed above, evoked representations do not seem to support additional learning to the 

CS that evoked them. According to both SOP and the mediated conditioning model, the 

effect may not be due to a lack of learning per se, but rather blocking or a change in the 

nature of the CS-US association. Perhaps what was interpreted as failure of the evoked-

representation to generate learning to its associate (that retrieved it) , may actually represent 

weak inhibitory learning between the two events. For example, an evoked representation 

retrieved to A2 while the CS itself is physically presented (node in A1) should engender 

inhibitory associations between the two cues. Indeed, SOP argues that this very pattern of 

activation leads to the asymptote in learning produced when the excitatory and inhibitory 

associations equate.  

Mediated conditioning procedures have also been used to examine how the nature of 

underlying associations may change over time. Dickinson (1980) provided evidence that 

instrumental associations are initially goal-directed (incorporating a representation of the 

outcome) but transition to habitual (where the response is merely elicited by relevant stimuli) 

as a function of experience. Holland (1998) tested this assertion in Pavlovian associations 

using the procedures he previously developed (1981) to establish a role for the US-
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representation (S-S associative framework) in typical Pavlovian conditioning experiments.  If 

extended training also causes the Pavlovian association to transition to a habitual nature 

(insensitive to changes in the US-value or the CS-US relationship), then extended training 

should eliminate the mediated conditioning effect (because presentation of the CS should no 

longer evoke a representation of the US with which further learning could occur).  

Holland’s (1998; Exp 1 and 2) results support this hypothesis. Subjects that had 

received 16 CS-Flavor pairings during initial training consumed less of that flavor after CS-

LiCl pairings than did subjects that received additional (64 Exp 1.; 40 in Exp 2) CS-Flavor 

pairings prior to the LiCl treatment. Importantly, the effect could not be explained in terms of 

a latent inhibition effect or safety learning to the flavor exposure because flavor exposure 

was equated across groups (by presenting it 48 times with a different CS in the 16 pairing 

group). However, the same time-sensitive mediated conditioning was not demonstrated 

using a US-devaluation procedure post-training of the CS-US pairings (Exp 3). In other 

words, instead of presumably pairing a CS-evoked representation of the US with the illness 

during Phase II, the US itself was directly paired with the LiCl. Rats that had experienced 

16, 40, or 160 pairings of a CS with a Flavor during initial training all reduced their CR to the 

CS when its associated Flavor had been paired with LiCl.  

To reconcile these seemingly contradictory results, Holland (1998) suggested that 

mediated acquisition and mediated performance rely on activation of different pathways. 

Konorski (1967) made a similar assertion regarding the distinction between self - and 

retrieval-primed representation, “there is an essential psychological difference between 

these two events, because each gives rise to a distinct mental experience; whereas the 

activation of a set of gnostic units through the afferent pathways produces the experience of 

perception of a stimulus-object concerned, the activation of this set of units through 

associative pathways usually produces the experience of its image.” (p. 170). Contrary to 

Konorski, Holland suggests that the sensory properties of the associated event are initially 
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included in the representation but wane over time. Holland argues that for acquisition, the 

CS activates “perceptual processing mechanisms normally evoked by the US, as if, for 

example, the auditory CSs provoked tasting of the upcoming, but absent, US (flavor).” (p 

467). Delamater (2011) proposed a similar distinction in suggesting that a “US image” is 

elicited early in training and is indistinguishable from the US-itself; however, with additional 

training, the representation transitions from the image to a “US expectancy” that is 

distinguishable from the US-itself.  

Holland (1998) and Delamater’s (2011) assertion that images that are activated early 

in training might very well include perceptual aspects seems reasonable given Konorski’s 

proposed mechanism of image production whereby the same ‘gnostic units’ are activated 

during presentation of the stimulus and through associatively mediated retrieval. 

Nonetheless, Konorski maintained that the experiences associated with the activation of the 

same gnostic unit in the two scenarios is discriminable on the basis that direct activation 

also includes a range of additional activity within the system, including activation of afferent 

pathways, that are not engaged when the same unit is activated through an associated link. 

Konorski’s description, could thus apply to performances driven by representations rather 

than acquisition of new associations involving these same representations.  

Konorski (1967) also made a distinction between preparatory and consummatory 

conditioning as a potential factor influencing the form of mediated conditioning. This closely 

mirrors Holland’s interpretation of how the evoked-representation may change with 

extended training, although Konorski saw this distinction as relying on the temporal 

relationship between CS and US delivery. Konorski stated that “preparatory conditioning 

involves the CS with the affective/motivational reactions (protopathic properties) to a US and 

can occur despite a delay between CS offset and US onset.” This corresponds nicely with 

what Holland speculates is maintained with overtraining. Additionally, “consummatory 

conditioning depends on the sensory attributes (idiopathic properties) of a US and is thought 
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to only occur with simultaneous presentations of CS and US or perhaps very short delay.” 

Thus, consummatory conditioning is what Holland envisions is lost with overtraining; the 

actual sensory experience (idiopathic properties) associated with the event. The timing 

features suggested by Konorski may relate to the proportion of the stimulus node in A1 

versus A2 (Dwyer, 2003). 

This interpretation received further support when Holland (2005) discovered that the 

effect cannot be described in terms of a simple reduction in associability. According to 

Pearce-Hall (1980), the associability (α) of a cue decreases as it becomes a reliable 

predictor of the outcome. Thus, after many CSFood pairings, the CSα should decrease, 

making it more difficult to establish new associations between the CS and any outcome. 

Perhaps the associability of a representation activated by this same CS also decreases. As 

such, the failure to establish a FoodIllness association as a result of mediated 

presentations in Phase II following overtraining may not reflect a qualitative change in how 

the flavor is represented, but rather, the ease with which that representation can enter into 

new learning. (It’s worth noting that neither Pearce-Hall, nor RW to which it draws a striking 

resemblance, can account for the mediated conditioning effects discussed. According to 

both models, learning only occurs to stimuli that are present. This is because the 

corresponding α of absent cues reduces to zero in these models, producing no learning. 

Thus, these models predict no learning should occur to cues that are associatively retrieved 

but not physically present.)   

To test the associability hypothesis, Holland (2005) conducted three experiments 

manipulating the associability of the CS. In Experiments 1 and 2, associability was 

attempted to be restored to the CS prior to mediated condit ioning (to assess any potential 

new learning) through brief extinction treatment. Experiment 3 attempted to maintain the 

CS’s associability throughout initial training with a partial reinforcement schedule (intermixed 

presentations of the CS without the Food; but see Dopson, Williams, Esber, & Pearce, 
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2010). The results did not support the hypothesis; mediated conditioning was only 

demonstrated by subjects that had minimal CSFood pairings during initial training. Thus, 

extensive training does not abolish this effect through a loss of associability to the CS (and 

corresponding flavor representation).  

 Others (Dwyer & Killcross, 2006; Hatfield, Han, Conley, Gallagher, & Holland, 1996) 

have demonstrated that lesions of the basolateral amygdala (BLA), but not the central 

nucleus of the amygdala (CN), produce deficits in mediated conditioning. Although subjects 

with BLA lesions showed deficits in higher-order conditioning, their performance was not 

impaired on a first-order association (Hatfield et al., 1996). This suggests that evoked 

representations of the US must not be mediated by the BLA if these CS-evoked 

representations of the US are what guide CRs to first-order cues. This weakens the 

argument that the failure to establish second-order and mediated conditioning could be the 

result of a change in the CS-evoked representation of the US, because this same 

representation was found to support first-order conditioning. It was also found that subjects 

with BLA-lesions developed normal flavor aversions but failed to alter responding to a CS 

that had previously been paired with the flavor (Hatfield et al., 1996) . This suggests that the 

BLA serves a role in encoding or retrieving value of an associated US (the CS was no 

longer capable of gaining access to the current value of the US). Dwyer & Killcross (2006) 

also found that the BLA is critically involved in learning about sensory aspects of 

motivationally significant stimuli (but not cues with neutral valence) in a mediated 

conditioning procedure. Such sensory aspects may include current hedonic values such as 

palatability. Collectively, these results implicate a role for the BLA in representing sensory 

aspects of images as a potentially necessary factor for mediated conditioning.   
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 Retrospective revaluation 

 On the surface, retrospective revaluation experiments closely resemble mediated 

conditioning experiments because both involve learning about evoked-representations. 

However, retrospective revaluation experiments are typically conducted with human 

participants, but, even when non-human animal subjects are used, the results appear in 

complete contradiction to the mediated conditioning model.  

Retrospective revaluation effects in human causal judgments typically include 

discounting (negative mediation; presentation of one cue without its associate followed by 

the outcome causes a reduction in responding to the absent cue when it is later presented 

alone) and augmentation (facilitation; presentation of one cue without its associate or the 

outcome causes an increase in responding to the absent cue when it is later presented 

alone). Positive mediation can also be demonstrated wherein learning about the absent 

event corresponds to the learning taking place to the physically present event with which it 

was previously associated. The mediated conditioning effects described above typically 

follow positive mediation effects, though mediated conditioning may occur without any 

noticeable learning to the cue that was physically presented with the US. Negative 

mediation has also been demonstrated in non-human animals (c.f., Denniston & Miller, 

2007; Harris & Westbrook, 1998; Kaufman & Bolles, 1981; Miller & Matute, 1996).  

 A nice example of the typical retrospective revaluation procedure used with human 

subjects is provided by the series of experiments conducted by Larkin, Aitken, & Dickinson 

(1998). The authors investigated the potential for absent cues to influence causal judgments 

using a food-allergy contingency design. The first three experiments demonstrated that 

initial experience with a reinforced compound (AB+; two different food types occurring 

together led to an allergic reaction in a fictitious person) followed by a non-reinforced 

presentation of one of the elements (A-; one food type alone did not produce the allergic 

reaction) led to increased causal judgments (facilitation) of the associated, but absent, cue 
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(B). The mediated conditioning model would predict the opposite result. By presenting A and 

B together with the US during initial training, excitatory associations between the cues and 

the US should have formed such that presenting A-alone, during subsequent trials, should 

retrieve a representation of both B and the US. Because these representations would 

simultaneously be present in A2, mediated conditioning would predict the formation of an 

inhibitory association (the US in A2) resulting in attenuated (rather than facilitated) 

responding to B.  

These results may not indicate a complete shortfall of the mediated conditioning 

model, however, due to human a priori models related to causal judgments. For example, 

humans may be more likely to discount (negative mediation) the influence of a specific food 

type on producing an allergic reaction after learning that another food type, with which it was 

initially experienced, produces the same reaction independently. This is because we don’t 

commonly consider food allergies to be additive, meaning they don’t rely on specific 

combinations of foods to occur. However, if the scenario were changed to one for which 

humans have a different a priori model of causality relying on additivity, positive mediation 

effects are likely to result. For example, given the scenario that a bridge collapsed while  

both a truck and motorcycle were crossing it, and then learning that the truck had crossed 

the bridge multiple times in the past without the bridge collapsing would not cause you to 

believe that the motorcycle alone had caused the collapse when both the truck and 

motorcycle had crossed it.  

Nonetheless, Larkin, Aitken, & Dickinson’s (1998) results also failed to support a 

prediction by another learning model designed to account for learning about absent cues. 

The VanHamme & Wasserman (1994) modified-RW model posits that rather than reducing 

to zero, the α-value of associated cues that are absent on a given trial becomes negative. 

Thus, reinforcing the element of a previously experienced compound in the absence of the 

second element (AB+ A+) should produce attenuation in judgments about the absent 
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element (B) because A-alone would not fully predict the outcome (due to overshadowing 

from being trained in a compound) leading to a positive prediction error and a negative 

change in associative strength for the absent cue by virtue of its negative α. Note, that the 

VanHamme & Wasserman model predicts no learning to either cue if  A- alone perfectly 

predicts the observed outcome, e.g., if the magnitude of the outcome were to be reduced 

during Phase II trials to account for the reduced expectancy generated by the absence of 

Cue B. To my knowledge, this prediction has not been tested. 

 In support of VanHamme & Wasserman’s model, Castro, Wasserman, & Matute 

(2009) found that increasing the salience of an absent event (by verbally calling partic ipants’ 

attention to it) strengthened the retrospective revaluation in both discounting and facilitation 

using a within-subject design. Wasserman (1974) also found that the change in associative 

value to an absent cue was the inverse to how ratings changed if the cue was present. 

Specifically, if a cue was present and reinforced on a given trial, participants’ increased their 

rating that the cue predicted/caused the outcome an average of 1.23 on a scale measuring 

expectancy. If the cue was presented without reinforcement, they decreased their ratings by 

an average of .57. Thus, the change was greater for the excitatory association than for the 

negative or inhibitory (preventative or discounted relationship) association. Conversely, if a 

cue was not presented on a trial in which reinforcement was delivered, the participants 

decreased their ratings of that absent cue by an average of .86. If, however, neither the cue 

nor reinforcement occurred on the trial in question, subsequent ratings increased by an 

average of .22. Changes to the absent cue were greater for inhibitory rather than excitatory 

associations. These results supported VanHamme & Wasserman’s (1994) proposed 

modification to the R-W model. The model also accurately accounts for backward blocking 

and backward conditioned inhibition. 

Because the model failed to account for their results, however, Larkin, Aitken, & 

Dickinson (1998) point to another modification to SOP (MSOP) proposed by Dickinson & 
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Burke (1996; see also Aitken & Dickinson, 2005) to account for their results. According to 

MSOP, excitatory associations form between cues whose nodes are simultaneously 

activated in the same state (i.e., A1-A1 or A2-A2) while inhibitory associations form between 

nodes in incongruent states (i.e., A1-A2 or A2-A1). This differs from the mediated 

conditioning model that asserted that the primary determinant of learning type is the state of 

the US; A1 generates excitatory learning and A2 leads to inhibitory learning. MSOP 

accurately accounts for the results of Larkin, Aitken, & Dickinson (1998), because A-alone 

presentations should retrieve representations of both B and the US into the same A2 state.  

Interestingly, an experiment conducted by Holland and colleagues (Wheeler, 

Sherwood, & Holland, 2008) also seems to support MSOP. The authors conducted sensory 

preconditioning in two phases (direct sensory preconditioning and mediated sensory 

preconditioning). Initially, two auditory cues were paired with two visual cues (e.g., 

Light1Tone and Light2Noise; direct sensory preconditioning). In the mediated sensory 

preconditioning phase, the two lights were then presented simultaneously (L1+L2). 

Presumably, each light would retrieve a representation of its associated auditory cue; 

therefore placing Tone and Noise simultaneously into A2 (mediated sensory 

preconditioning). Following this training, the Tone was then presented with sucrose to 

establish conditioned responding. This arrangement should retrieve a representation of 

Noise to A2 while the sucrose US was presented in A1. According to Holland’s (1983) 

mediated conditioning model, this should result in an excitatory association between the 

Noise and sucrose. However, according to MSOP, this same training should produce 

inhibitory learning (because Noise and the US would be in different states, A2 and A1, 

respectively).  

To assess the nature of (if any) learning that occurred between the Tone and Noise 

as a result of their mediated pairings, probe trials with the Noise were conducted followed by 

a savings/retardation test wherein the rate of acquiring a CR to NoiseSucrose pairings 
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was measured. If the mediated conditioning resulted in an excitatory association between 

the Tone and Noise (as predicted by the mediated conditioning model), then accelerated 

acquisition would be expected during NoiseSucrose sessions compared to control 

subjects. However, if an inhibitory association resulted from the training (as predicted by 

MSOP) subjects would be expected to take longer to learn a NoiseSucrose relationship.  

The results supported an inhibitory account of the association between Tone and 

Noise (MSOP); not only did subjects respond less during probe trials, they also took  longer 

to establish a CR across NoiseSucrose trials. This account was further supported in a 

follow-up experiment in which the authors conducted a summation test with compound 

presentations of the Tone and Noise after training as described above. In accord with 

Rescorla’s (1971) two test strategy to assess conditioned inhibition, if the Noise had truly 

developed an inhibitory association, it should suppress responding to the now well -

established conditioned exciter, Tone. Indeed, the Noise suppressed responding during the 

summation test.  

One component of the differing predictions between the mediated conditioning model 

and MSOP were addressed by Castro, Wasserman, & Matute (2009). The researchers 

investigated the role of timing of the outcome presentation with regard to presentation of the 

compound versus cue elements as a possible determinant of whether positive or negative 

mediation effects result. One possible determinant of the effect-type is the presence of the 

outcome during the compound presentations of the cues. In mediated conditioning 

experiments (where positive mediation is typically demonstrated), the outcome is omitted 

during the compound presentations. Conversely, retrospective revaluation procedures (that 

typically demonstrate negative mediation) present the outcome during compound 

presentations of the cues in interest. In other words, mediated conditioning involves the 

formation of an association between a representation of the absent event and the outcome 
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while retrospective revaluation involves modifying an existing association between the 

representation of the absent cue and the outcome. 

To investigate the potential influence of order of presentation, Castro & Matute 

(2010) used a human contingency task in which they presented three groups of two cues 

(AB, CD, and EF) during initial training. For one group of participants, these trials occurred 

along with the outcome, while it was explicitly omitted for another group (by presenting 

GHOutcome) or ambiguously omitted from a third group (this group did not have any 

expectancy of the outcome because none of the cues were presented with it; this effec tively 

controlled for mere stimulus exposure). During the second phase of the experiment, one of 

the cues was presented with the outcome (AOutcome), while another cue was presented 

without the outcome (ENo Outcome; cues C and D were not presented during this phase 

to control for simple stimulus exposure on any effect). Because the use of predictive or 

diagnostic tests were hypothesized to also contribute to the mediation effect, the 

researchers also manipulated the cover story involving the same cues (substances in the 

blood) and outcome (a particular disease) to represent either a causal (the substances 

produced the disease; predictive test) or structural/diagnostic (the substances were a 

symptom of the disease; diagnostic test) problem.  

The researchers predicted that experience with A and E during the second phase 

would lead to negative mediation of B and F and this effect would be strongest among 

participants experiencing the causal cover story. They also predicted that mere exposure to 

the compound CD would lead to positive mediation and this effect would be most 

pronounced in the structural/diagnostic cover story group. The results supported the 

predictions; participants that had mere exposure to the cues during the initial training 

showed positive mediation effects after phase two training (with the diagnostic procedure 

showing a slightly stronger effect than the causal structure), while initial pairings between 

the compound cues and the outcome led to negative mediation after one of the cues from 
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the compound was presented with or without the outcome in the second phase of the 

experiment. In this situation, the effect of negative mediation was slightly greater for the 

participants that experienced the cues in a causal structure compared to those that 

experienced it in a diagnostic scenario. The results thus suggest that prior associations 

between a cue and the outcome influence whether positive or negative mediation will occur 

when an associated cue is later presented with (or without) the outcome. Spec ifically, if the 

absent cue has an existing association with the outcome, negative mediation is expected to 

result while positive mediation occurs when no prior associations exist between the cue and 

the outcome. Dwyer (1999) also found evidence that the hedonic value of the US may play a 

key role in whether positive- or negative-mediation occurs. 

In a related investigation into the role of the retrieved stimulus (CS or US) to 

influence whether excitatory or inhibitory associations form, Graham, Jie, Chan, McLaren, & 

Wills (2011) used a food allergy prediction task with human participants to obtain evidence 

for both mediated conditioning and retrospective revaluation generated during the same 

trial! In one phase of the experiment, participants were instructed that two food types 

(“CS”s) experienced together produced a specific allergic reaction (“US”; e.g., bananas + 

coconuts  rash). In a second phase, participants were informed that one of the two food 

types presented alone led to a different allergic reaction (e.g., bananasstomach ache). 

Note that during the second phase of the experiment, bananas should retrieve a 

representation of both coconuts and rash; meanwhile the new “US”, stomach ache, is 

explicitly present.  

Mediated conditioning would predict excitatory associations to develop between the 

stomach ache “US” (in A1) and both retrieved cues (coconuts and rash, A2); however, 

MSOP predicts that excitatory associations only form between cues in the same activity 

state (i.e., coconuts and rash should be strengthened) while both coconuts-stomach ache 

and rash-stomach ache associations should be weakened or inhibitory in nature. Ratings of 
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the likelihood that food types served as causes or preventions for possible allergies as well 

as the possible causal/preventative relationship between allergies were obtained between 

each phase. Following Phase II, participant ratings that coconutstomach ache decreased 

(an effect predicted by MSOP that is referred to as backward conditioned inhibition) while 

ratings that rashstomach ache actually increased (mediated conditioning)! Graham et al., 

(2011) suggest that retrieved representations of USs (in A2 state) generate mediated 

conditioning effects while retrieved representations of CSs (in A2 state while US is in A1 

state) lead to retrospective revaluation effects. (See also Holland & Sherwood, 2008 and 

Wheeler, Sherwood, and Holland, 2008 whom demonstrated that both excitatory and 

inhibitory associations may form between associatively activated A2 representations).  

In a related experiment, Gerolin & Matute (1999) investigated a different aspect of 

the timing of associated events by using cues without inherent directionality and using 

judgment ratings rather than conditioned responses as their dependent measure. Their 

experiments were designed to test if associations formed through conditioning procedures 

are actually bidirectional in nature by using neutral, unrelated stimuli (colors and figures) 

with human participants. (Note this procedure also eliminates a priori models of causality 

humans possess regarding likely relationships between foods and allergies as potential 

determinants of whether positive or negative mediation effects are demonstrated). Although 

colors always preceded figures during training, learning was assessed using a diagnostic 

method whereby a figure was presented and the participant was asked to select a color. 

After controlling for reinforcement effects, contributions from learned stimulus 

configurations, and mediated conditioning effects, the authors found support for bidirectional 

associations insomuch that the majority of participants correctly diagnosed the test condition 

with high levels of certainty. Although the authors suggest that inhibitory mediated 

conditioning effects (retrieved CS in A2 and US in A1) could, in fact, represent bidirectional 

associations as opposed to additional learning to the absent cue, their results seem to 
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support the conclusion of Graham et al., (2011; see also Arcediano, Matute, Escobar, & 

Miller, 2005; Rescorla & Cunningham, 1978). 

Dwyer’s (2001) investigation into the role of CS-US timing may also offer support to 

Graham et al.’s, (2011) conclusion. Dwyer (2001) administered LiCl 10 minutes before 

exposure to a peppermint flavor (to produce simultaneous illness-CS experience; CS and 

US in A1) or 1-5 minutes following consumption of the peppermint flavor (CS in A2 while US 

in A1). After ruling out the contribution of integrating chains of associations to responding at 

test (through a post-training extinction procedure) and varying degrees of first-order 

aversions, Dwyer concluded that the relative timing of the CS and US events (explicitly or 

through associative-activated representations) function as the primary factor determining 

whether retrospective revaluation or mediated conditioning effects will result.  

While these results elucidate additional factors that contribute to learning about 

absent events, they do little to reconcile the differences between the mediated conditioning 

and MSOP models because positive mediation is explained by the mediated conditioning 

model (e.g., the outcome is in A2 during non-reinforced presentations or A1 during 

reinforced presentation leading to inhibitory or excitatory associations of both the present 

and absent cue) while negative mediation is explained by MSOP (e.g., the present and 

absent cues are necessarily in different states of activation; thus learning about the outcome 

would progress in opposing directions). Dwyer, Mackintosh, & Boakes (1998) conducted 

three conditioned flavor preference experiments with rats to pit MSOP and mediated 

conditioning models against one another. The general design of the experiments involved 

presenting a peppermint flavor in one distinct context. During separate sessions, almond 

flavor was then paired with sucrose in a different context. The almond flavor was then 

presented in the original context to associatively retrieve representations of both peppermint  

(via context) and sucrose (via almond).  
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According to SOP, MSOP, and mediated conditioning approaches, this training 

should cause both peppermint and sucrose representation nodes to be driven to A2. For 

SOP, this should not produce any learning between the absent peppermint and sucrose 

events. According to MSOP, this activation should produce an excitatory association 

between peppermint and sucrose (both in A2) whereby preference for peppermint is 

established. For mediated conditioning, the node activation should produce an inhibitory 

association between the peppermint and sucrose (sucrose in A2).  

To test these alternatives, preference for peppermint was subsequently tested in a 

novel context. After controlling for various factors including the possibility that almond 

developed a role as reinforcer, the authors concluded that simultaneously retrieving 

representations of both the sucrose and peppermint into A2 caused an excitatory 

association to form between the two explicitly absent events because the rats demonstrated 

a clear preference for peppermint when later tested. This result supports MSOP and argues 

against mediated conditioning. As a possible explanation for their result compared to the 

numerous demonstrations of mediated conditioning, the authors discuss the possibility that 

simultaneously presented cues generate stronger within-compound associations compared 

to serially presented cues, as is typically done in mediated conditioning experiments.  

Perhaps another way to consider this factor as it influences whether mediated 

conditioning or retrospective revaluation occurs, is to consider the test subjects. Although 

both positive- and negative-mediation have been demonstrated by both human and non-

human animals, humans typically demonstrate negative-mediation while non-human animals 

are more likely to show positive-mediation effects (but see Denniston & Miller, 2007 for a 

particularly interesting demonstration of both positive- and negative-mediation resulting from 

the same cues and training within- rat subjects. Additional accounts are provided by Espinet 

et al., 1995 and the aforementioned experiments by Holland & Rescorla, 1975; and Rizley & 

Rescorla, 1972 involving higher order conditioning may also be interpreted as negative-
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mediation effects). For example, Holland & Forbes, 1982a demonstrated positive mediation 

in non-human animals using an AB+ followed by A- experimental design. This same design 

typically leads to negative mediation in human subjects (c.f., Larkin, Aitken, & Dickinson, 

1998; also consider the bridge collapse scenario discussion above wherein A- would 

represent the truck).  

Liljeholm & Balleine (2009) specifically investigated why humans are more likely to 

show one pattern compared to other species on the basis of the nature of the stimuli used in 

the task. Human studies are often conducted with scenarios involving foods and allergies. 

Because humans are likely experts with regards to the food items involved, they are less 

likely to represent the compound presentations of cues as a configuration than non-human 

animals that are presented with novel cues and combinations (and they are likely to have a 

priori models of causality regarding foods and allergies). The degree to which compound 

trials are perceived as a combination of elements or unique configurations may thus 

contribute to the degree of generalization experienced during conditioning trials with one of 

the elements (in the absence of the other). Balleine, Espinet, Gonzales (2005) discovered 

that increasing the salience of each element relative to the compound through intermixed 

pre-exposure trials (recall the discussion of perceptual learning and sensory preconditioning 

above, c.f., Leonard & Hall, 1999) of each element led to retrospective revaluation as 

opposed to the mediated conditioning effect commonly found. Thus, Liljeholm & Balleine 

(2009) hypothesized that by increasing the likelihood that humans would perceive 

compound trials as a configural unit (increasing the within-compound associations), the 

probability that they would apply a mediated conditioning learning strategy would also 

increase. 

 To test this hypothesis, the researchers presented human participants with abstract 

shapes that were joined spatially by a common contour and referred to with a unitary label. 

Subjects received initial trials of the reinforced compound, AB+, followed by non-reinforced 
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trials of one of the elements (A-). Test trials with B indicated positive mediation occurred; 

participants decreased responding to B compared to controls. In Experiment 2, the degree 

to which generalization between the elements and compounds might occur was manipulated 

using an acquired equivalence procedure wherein two distinct cues led to the same outcome 

during pre-exposure treatment or an acquired distinctiveness training where the two 

elemental cues led to different outcomes. The results again supported their prediction with 

acquired equivalence (increased within-compound associations) leading to a mediated 

extinction effect (reduced ratings for B following AB+, A- training) while acquired 

distinctiveness led to retrospective revaluation (increased ratings for B following the same 

training).  

These results appear to contradict the conclusion drawn by Castro & Matute (2010). 

Their results suggested that prior associations between a cue and the outcome influenced 

whether positive or negative mediation would occur; however, in Liljeholm & Balleine’s 

(2009) experiment, all subjects received the same order of reinforced followed by non-

reinforced trials. In addition to their discovery that the degree to which cues are viewed as 

compounds of elements or unique configurations contributes to the learning effect, Dwyer 

(2003) offered another factor to consider in reconciliation of  the many contradictory results 

surrounding learning about absent events. Dwyer (2003) speculated about the potential role 

of relative timing between the CS and US in determining the form of learning that occurs to 

an absent event. Wheeler, Sherwood, & Holland (2008) supported Dwyer’s (2003) 

hypothesis by demonstrating that the temporal relationship between CS-evoked 

representations (images) function in the same ways as directly experienced cues. Namely, 

forward paired cues where the CS precedes occurrence of the US, typically lead to the 

development of an excitatory association whereas sufficient backward pairings (where the 

US precedes the CS) often lead to inhibitory learning. The same was found with Wheeler, 

Sherwood, & Holland’s (2008) mediated conditioning preparation; forward mediated pairings 
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led to excitatory associations (elevated responding during probes and accelerated 

acquisition/savings) between the absent cues, while backward mediated pairings led to 

inhibition (retarded acquisition).  

Furthermore, Dwyer (2003) suggested a possible application of these timing issues 

to predict whether excitatory or inhibitory associations (or positive- or negative-mediation) 

will result from conditioning trials with combinations of present and absent events. It is well 

known that taste aversions can develop despite a long-delay (trace) between CS offset and 

US (illness) onset. Thus, it is possible that in standard taste aversion learning, the 

association is actually formed between the representation of the food CS (in the A2 state 

due to decay from its prior presentation) and the actual occurrence of the illness US. 

However, such long delays rarely support conditioning in other preparations, such as flavor-

flavor (or odor-flavor; Dwyer, 1999; 2001) associations. Thus, it is possible that the apparent 

contradiction in empirical results, that sometimes support MSOP and at other times support 

the mediated conditioning model, may also reflect differences in conditioning preparations 

that are known to be sensitive to various CS-US intervals (see also Konorski’s, 1967, 

discussion of preparatory and consummatory). In other words, a retrieved-representation in 

A2 mimics a cue that was physically presented earlier in time (and decayed from A1 into 

A2). The extent to which any physically presented cue would normally enter into an 

association given such a time gap (as mimicked by the representation being in A2) should 

thus influence the nature of learning seen with the absent cue.  

Dwyer’s (2003) hypothesis makes an interesting prediction regarding higher -order 

conditioning procedures. As discussed above, it is well known (c.f., Yin, Barnet, & Miller, 

1994; see also Holland, 1998) that with minimal CS1+CS2 pairings following CS1US 

conditioning, CS2 establishes an excitatory association with the absent US as demonstrated 

by CS2’s ability to elicit responses during subsequent probe trials. However, with extended 

training of the CS1+CS2 trials, CS2 develops inhibitory properties to suppress responding 
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and predict the absence of the US. While Dickinson & Burke’s (1996) MSOP model predicts 

that CS2 should form an excitatory association, Holland’s (1983) mediated conditioning 

predicts that CS2 should develop inhibition. It is possible, given Dwyer’s (2003) perspective 

that this transition corresponds to the number of CS2 (A1 state) and US-image (A2 state by 

virtue of CS1 association) pairings. Dwyer’s account predicts that manipulating the order of 

serially presenting CS1 and CS2 during higher order conditioning should alter the rate that 

the CS2 association transitions to inhibition. When CS2 precedes CS1 during higher order 

conditioning, CS2 will enter into an excitatory association with the retrieved-representation 

of the US, mirroring a standard delay conditioning procedure (in accord with MSOP by virtue 

of CS2’s decay to A2). However, if CS1 precedes CS2, this could lead to more rapid 

inhibition because the US node would already be in A2 (akin to it occurring earlier in time 

and also making it less likely that elements are available to self -prime into A1) when the 

CS2 node is activated (to A1), mirroring a backward conditioning procedure (and the 

mediated conditioning model prediction). To my knowledge, such parametric investigations 

have yet to be conducted, but may well contribute to our understanding of how absent cues 

participate in learning and may reconcile the disparities between current learning theories 

and experimental preparations. 

 

Performance in the absence of cues 

The empirical evidence reviewed here support the notion that images can support 

behavior and participate in learning. Although the precise mechanisms by which the 

influence of absent events is exerted, the idea that images serve an influential role in 

behavior is not new (Konorski, 1948; 1967; Pavlov, 1927; Yaremko & Werner, 1974), but is 

one that has enjoyed resurgence in scientific investigation in recent years.  

The experiments discussed thus far have examined the ability of an explicitly absent 

event (an event whose physical absence can be confirmed by means of the senses) to 
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modulate behavior or guide learning. In light of our review of mediated conditioning and 

retrospective revaluation experiments, it is reasonable to consider that images of explicitly 

absent events guide behavior in tasks such as extinction. In addition to the possible 

contribution of a US image during extinction training, Bouton (2004) has also suggested that 

extinction procedures establish an ambiguous CS association (both excitatory and inhibitory 

with respect to the US). He suggests that this ambiguity is mediated by the context, much 

like how an ambiguous word is clarified by considering the context of its use. He uses this 

premise to explain renewal effects wherein a recovery of the CR is demonstrated to an 

extinguished CS, if the CS is presented in a context different from where extinction trials 

occurred. In this case the ambiguity applies to an explicitly present cue in determining 

performance. Castro, Wasserman, & Matute (2009; see also Wasserman & Castro, 2005) 

suggested that whether a cue is explicitly or ambiguously (not verifiable by means of the 

senses) absent can also contribute to the effects it will have on learning. A reasonable 

question to ask is to what extent explicit or ambiguous absences may also guide 

performance, apart from involvement in any learning processes. 

 Although Wixted (1993) demonstrated that pigeons can use the memory (image) for 

the nonoccurrence of an event to guide performance and Yamamoto & Watanabe (2008)  

argued that sparrows were guided by auditory images in performing on a discrimination 

task, work in our lab has addressed this question more directly. Blaisdell, Leising, Stahlman, 

& Waldmann (2009) demonstrated that ambiguously absent events (stimuli which may be 

expected to occur through associations but which were obscured from detection and 

therefore unverifiable) influenced the performance of rats differently than explicitly absent 

events. That is, like humans (Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2007; Kushnir, Gopnik, Lucas, & 

Schulz, 2010), rats appeared to recognize the conditions under which they should be able to 

observe an event and those conditions under which the event should be hidden from 

observation. Rats received sensory preconditioning training, consisting of serial 
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presentations of ToneLight in Phase I, and trials of LightFood in Phase II. During 

subsequent test trials with only the Tone, rats demonstrated anticipation of food delivery 

only if the light bulb (that had presented the Light during training) was removed from the 

chamber (ambiguous). If the unlit light bulb remained in the chamber (explicit), the rats failed 

to demonstrate evidence of sensory preconditioning by failing to behave as i f they expected 

food.   

Blaisdell et al., (2009) interpreted the rats’ sensitivity to the ambiguous test situation 

by likening the effect to object permanence abilities (that the rats may have reasoned about 

the existence of an object hidden from view). Another possibility is that the image retrieved 

by the presented cue acquired greater behavioral control when the explicit status of its 

corresponding cue could not be determined. One possible mechanism for this behavioral 

control relies on modulation of the strength of an image based on contradictory sensory 

input. For example, the Light and associated Food images (retrieved by the Tone) may have 

been inhibited by sensory input regarding the Light’s explicit absence (unlit bulb) in the 

control group. However, the representations may not have been inhibited in the group that 

received test trials with the bulb removed (ambiguous) because of the lack of information 

about the Light’s explicit absence. This interpretation may be the same as that offered by 

Blaisdell, et al., (2009), insomuch that object permanence abilities may simply reflect strong 

images; however, object permanence seems to make the additional claim regarding belief in 

existence.. Holland & Sherwood (2008) also suggest that the “associative activation of an 

outcome representation is likely to be immediate, whereas the detection of the omission of 

that event is likely to be both delayed and uncertain.” (p 333).  In support of this perspective, 

Konorski (1967) suggested that images may be qualitatively (if not quantitatively) different 

from the actual perception of events. An assertion that was also supported by Holland’s 

(1981; 1983; 1998) discovery that there are limitations to the learning that images can 
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engage in. Regardless of interpretation, Blaisdell et al.’s (2009) results provide clear 

evidence that ambiguously absent cues can also guide performance. 

Another demonstration of rats’ sensitivity to the ambiguous absence of an event was 

described by Blaisdell & Waldmann (2012). Rather than rendering the status of a CS (what 

would be termed a predictive cue in human studies on retrospective revaluation or causal 

reasoning), they made the US ambiguously absent (c.f., Castro, Wasserman, & Matute, 

2009; Graham et al., 2011). The researchers first trained rats that a cue predicted the 

delivery of food (AUS). They then conducted extinction training by presenting A without 

the US. Rats experienced extinction trials with the food niche either uncovered and 

accessible or covered by a metal plate. In both conditions, the cue was never followed by 

the food during extinction. In a subsequent test phase, the cue was presented with the food 

niche accessible for all subjects. Interestingly, only rats that had experienced extinction 

training with the food niche covered showed elevated levels of nosepoking during these test 

trials.  

The procedure of Waldmann et al., (2011) offers a unique method for assessing the 

role of predictive versus diagnostic assessment in influencing the type of mediation learning 

obtained in non-human animals (c.f., Castro & Matute, 2010). Although these results may 

reflect the influence of ambiguity on learning rather than simply performance, as they are 

consistent with the protection from extinction phenomenon demonstrated by Soltysik and 

colleagues (1983), they do provide further support for the hypothesis that image strength 

may be mediated by the ability to validate the actual status of an event 

In another set of experiments (see Chapter Two), Fast & Blaisdell (2011) examined 

the role of ambiguously absent cues in performance on an instrumental discrimination task. 

In our first experiment, rats were trained on either a positive or negative patterning 

discrimination with visual cues (A and B). In positive patterning, lever pressing was 

reinforced with delivery of sucrose solution when A and B were presented simultaneously, 
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but not when either A or B occurred in isolation on separate trials within the same session 

(A-, B-, AB+). Rats assigned to the negative patterning group were reinforced with sucrose 

for pressing the lever when either A or B occurred, but not when they occurred together (A+, 

B+, AB-). After rats demonstrated successful discrimination between the trial types, they 

experienced probe trials of A with B either uncovered and unlit (explicitly absent) or covered 

by an opaque shield (ambiguously absent). To control for generalization decrement due to 

the context change that may have resulted from introducing the cover into the chamber at 

test (Bouton, 2004), the same opaque shield was affixed to the wall of the chamber between 

A and B during uncovered tests.  

To the extent that A would retrieve a representation of B, the use of the cover during 

test trials examined the ability of this representation to exert behavioral control. It  is possible 

that this ability would be modulated based on the strength of the representation as 

determined by the ability to validate B’s actual existence (explicitly absent during uncovered 

tests but ambiguous during covered tests). For positive patterning, a strong representation 

of B in the presence of A should resemble the compound AB trials from training and lead to 

expectancy of reinforcement. Conversely, activating an image of B in the presence of A 

would produce an expectancy of non-reward for negative patterning, according to the 

contingencies experienced during training. Thus, we predicted that subjects tested with B 

covered should respond more than when B was uncovered if A and B had previously served 

in positive patterning. Likewise, we predicted that subjects that had learned negative 

patterning would respond less when B was covered compared to when it was uncovered.   

The results partially supported our predictions. Rats that had learned negative 

patterning did respond less during test trials of A with B covered compared to when B was 

uncovered, consistent with A retrieving a representation of B during covered test trials . 

However, rats that had learned positive patterning showed equivalently low levels of lever 

pressing, regardless of whether B was covered or uncovered at test. These results 
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suggested that negative patterning contingencies led to better retrieval of associated 

representations during the ambiguous situation than positive patterning contingencies.  

Despite this surprising role of learning history, we interpreted the results as evidence that 

rats are capable of distinguishing between the explicit and ambiguous absence of a relevant 

event.  

Dopson et al. (2010) results could offer an explanation for the results of Fast & 

Blaisdell (2011; Exp 1). Dopson et al. (2010) provided evidence that pigeons pay more 

attention to stimuli that reliably predict the absence of an outcome compared to irrelevant 

stimuli. It is possible, therefore, that rats in the negative patterning condition were more 

sensitive to the cover at test because they paid more attention to B’s status as a result of it 

signaling the absence of reinforcement during training. However, the mechanism for the 

difference described by Dopson et al. (2010) remains to be determined. For example, given 

their experimental design, it is possible that instead of increasing attention to relevant cues 

that predicted the omission of an outcome, attention actually decreased to irrelevant stimuli. 

By this account, attention may have merely been maintained at baseline levels for the 

relevant cues. Likewise, it is unclear whether the difference in attention demonstrated in 

these experiments was proportional to the difference in attention between cues that reliably 

predict the occurrence of the outcome and irrelevant cues as established by others (e.g., 

Dopson, Esber, & Pearce, 2010; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Pearce, Esber, George, & 

Haselgrove, 2008). This final point is important in considering a role for attention in our 

results. 

Alternatively, the difference in behavior demonstrated by positive and negative 

patterning rats in our experiment could also be explained in terms of simple behavioral 

utility. That is, both groups of rats may have been equally capable of detecting the ambiguity 

produced by the cover during the test; however, the rat’s behavioral strategy under these 

situations may simply be to conserve energy resources and withhold responding. Given that 
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response levels for elemental (A or B alone) trials are already low for rats trained on positive 

patterning, the lack of a difference between covered and uncovered tests may simply reflect 

a floor effect wherein we were incapable of detecting any changes in behavior.  

The results of our (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011) second experiment argue against both 

attentional and behavioral utility accounts for the difference between positive and negative 

patterning seen in Experiment 1. In this experiment, all rats were trained on both positive 

and negative patterning discriminations concurrently. Half of the rats learned positive 

patterning with visual cues (A-, B-, AB+) and negative patterning with auditory cues (C+, D+, 

CD-). The remaining rats learned negative patterning with the visual cues and positive 

patterning with the auditory stimuli (A+, B+, AB-, C-, D-, CD+). Rats eventually solved their 

respective discriminations and were then tested in the same manner as in Experiment 1; 

probe trials of A with B either covered (ambiguously absent) or uncovered and unlit 

(explicitly absent). Rats that had learned negative patterning with visual cues (and positive 

patterning with auditory) responded less when B was covered compared to when it was 

uncovered at test, replicating our previous results. Unlike Experiment 1, however, rats that 

had previously learned positive patterning with the visual cues (and negative patterning with 

auditory) responded more when B was covered compared to when it was uncovered. These 

results are consistent with the hypothesis that test presentations of A retrieved a 

representation of B that remained active to exert behavioral control when B’s physical status 

was blocked from detection by the cover.  

Why did rats tested on positive patterning cues only demonstrate evidence of a 

retrieved representation after also learning negative patterning? One possible explanation 

relies on the nature of underlying learning involved in solving the discriminations. Although 

positive and negative patterning are procedurally similar, positive patterning can be solved 

using a linear summation rule (e.g., RW). Each cue acquires a sub-threshold excitatory 

association that is insufficient to evoke behavior. However, these associations add during 
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compound cue trials to perfectly predict the outcome and drive behavior. Negative 

patterning, on the other hand, cannot readily be solved in this manner. It is therefore 

possible that the different configural or exclusive-or (XOR) strategy needed to solve 

negative patterning influenced rats’ representations of events or otherwise their sensitivity to 

the ambiguous test situation. Indeed, others (Alvarado & Rudy, 1992; Mehta & Williams, 2002; 

Urcelay & Miller, 2010; Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002) have shown that prior configural learning 

may transfer to approach strategies in novel situations in both humans and animals. This may 

relate to the effect of within-compound association strength to modulate learning and 

performance on other tasks (Balleine, Espinet, & Gonzalez, 2005; Dwyer, Mackintosh, & 

Boakes, 1998; Espinet et al., 1995; Hall, 2009; Liljeholm & Balleine, 2009; Urcelay & Miller, 

2009; Wasserman & Castro, 2005). 

Dwyer & Burgess (2011) offer a possible mechanism by which configural learning 

could influence the results of Experiment 2.  They suggest that subjects don’t just learn 

about the cues that are explicitly present on a given trial during training, but they also learn 

about the cues that are explicitly absent (e.g., the unlit light bulb) during these trials  as part 

of a configural unit that predicts reinforcement. Akin to a generalization decrement account, 

when B is covered at test, it effectively removes an aspect of this configural unit (the unlit 

bulb) from the situation, and its corresponding associative value, to likewise alter behavior. 

This account ignores and fails to account for the null effect found in the positive patterning 

condition of Experiment 1; though it is likely that these subjects did not utilize configural 

processing to solve the simple linear discrimination and therefore may not have formed 

representations about the explicit presence/absence of the cues (Fanselow, 1999; 2009).  

Although Dwyer & Burgess (2011) also argue that Fast & Blaisdell (2011) violated 

Morgan’s Canon in their use of the term ‘ambiguity’ to describe the test situation when B 

was covered, Blaisdell & Weiss (2011) correctly defend the use of the term as applied to a 

functional rather than mechanistic account of the behavior. In other words, Fast & Blaisdell 
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(2011) did not assert that the rats viewed the test situation when B was covered as 

necessarily ‘ambiguous’, simply that this condition engendered behavioral differences. 

Likewise, Holland (1990) previously argued that it is “unreasonable to imagine, however, 

that rats do not distinguish between events and evoked representatives of those absent 

events.” (p 120). These considerations are further explored in Chapters Three and Five. 

 

General Discussion 

Pavlov’s (1927) discovery of associative learning processes and procedures have 

advanced the science of psychology to enable investigation into the use of imagery. Pavlov  

proposed the stimulus substitution model whereby he hypothesized that associations 

between related events in the environment could establish a neurological connection 

between representations of those events such that presentation of one could incite 

activation of the other. The research reviewed in this chapter provides evidence that such 

associations between events do indeed guide behavior.  

The Rescorla-Wagner model (RW; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & Rescorla, 

1972) provided a nice framework to formalize how these initial associations could be formed 

between events occurring in the environment. Unfortunately, the model fails to address how 

learning can proceed after these initial connections have been formed through evoked 

representations of events. Wagner’s (1981) SOP model introduced a formal account of 

retrieved representations; however, it did not allow for these representations to engage in 

learning, though they could themselves be learned about. In a modification of SOP, 

Holland’s (1983) mediated conditioning model enabled learning about absent events through 

evoked-representations, but it could not account for positive-mediation effects whereby 

learning proceeds in the same direction for both physically present and retrieved images. 

Dickinson & Burke’s (1996) modification to SOP (MSOP) allowed for positive-mediation 
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effects, but it failed where the mediated conditioning model succeeded; namely in 

characterizing and predicting negative-mediation.  

VanHamme & Wasserman’s (1994) modification to RW experiences the same 

shortcoming as MSOP. For example, if one assumes a new lambda for the “new outcome” in 

mediated conditioning experiments [e.g., Illness in the typical taste aversion preparation, 

Phase I: ToneFood (original outcome), II: ToneIllness], then Phase II training should 

create positive changes to the associative strength of the present cue. This should create a 

decrease in the associative strength for the absent cue (by virtue of its negative-value 

alpha) with the new outcome. Likewise, a negative discrepancy would be produced with 

regards to the absent original outcome (food) that would produce attenuation for the present 

cue but an increase between the absent cue and absent outcome. The demonstrated taste 

aversion to the food that was absent during the illness fails to support either of these 

predictions. 

 It is clear from this review that no current learning theory can account for the variety 

of learning and performance effects that absent events can produce. The influence of 

images on test performance without prior learning directly involving the images suggests 

that a successful model must incorporate a distinction between learning and performance. 

The Sometimes-Competing Retrieval (SOCR; Stout & Miller, 2007) model offers promise as 

it makes just such a distinction, though it is unclear at this time if it can also account for both 

positive- and negative-mediation. It is also clear that a successful model will incorporate 

timing of events including how such timing may correspond to activity levels (or strengths?) 

of images as they relate to the associability of the image to any physically present event. 

Urcelay & Miller (2010) and the results of Fast & Blaisdell (2011) also suggest that a 

successful model will provide a mechanism for prior experience with unrelated events to 

influence strategies or expectations in the presence of target cues in novel situations.       
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One clear conclusion is that animals are indeed capable of imagery. The present 

chapter has surveyed a variety of experiments demonstrating that these representations 

(images) are capable of developing further associations, making them functionally 

equivalent (at least on some levels) to representations that are evoked by explicit 

presentation of their corresponding cue. The review of empirical work provided here 

collectively provides evidence that 1) absent cues can influence behavior, 2) absent cues 

can enter into associations, 3) the degree to which the absent cues are associated with 

present cues plays an important role,  4) timing of absent cues is critically important 5) 

humans and non-human animals show both positive- and negative-mediation learning of 

absent cues, and 6) the extent to which an absent cue can be verified may play a role in 

learning and behavior.  

In the following chapters, I explore to what degree, and by what processes, these 

images influence behavior when the status of relevant stimuli are ambiguous. Chapter Two 

is a reprint of Fast & Blaisdell (2011) that provides the foundation for all experiments that 

follow. Chapter Three examines the necessary and sufficient features of learning that enable 

rats to infer hidden events. Chapter Four examines the underlying neural mechanisms 

mediating this ability. Chapter Five further assesses the necessary components of learning 

and provides novel theoretical considerations for how images are formed and when they are 

likely to exert behavioral control. Collectively, the experiments described herein inform 

associative learning models, provide insight into the manner in which ambiguity is detected 

or represented, and could aid in the development of behavioral or pharmacological 

interventions that can improve and enhance problem solving strategies in both educational 

and clinical settings, including among aging populations.  
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Chapter Two: Rats are Sensitive to Ambiguity 

 
This chapter is composed of a version of Fast & Blaisdell (2011) published in 

Psychonomic Bulletin & Review. It provides the foundation for all chapters that follow. The final 

publication is available at Springer via http://dx.doi.org/ DOI 10.3758/s13423-011-0171-0. 

 

Abstract 

In the present study, we investigated response decisions made under conditions of 

incomplete information in rats. In Experiment 1, rats were trained on either a positive 

patterning (PP; A-, B-, AB+) or a negative patterning (NP; A+, B+, AB-) instrumental lever-

press discrimination. Subjects that had learned an NP discrimination responded less to Cue 

A when Cue B was covered at test. The cover did not, however, affect test responses to 

Cue A in the PP condition. In Experiment 2, rats received concurrent training on both PP 

and NP discriminations. After concurrent training, responses to cue A were different with B 

covered versus uncovered for both NP and PP discriminations. We discuss possible 

accounts for why exposure to a nonlinearly soluble discrimination (NP) may have affected 

sensitivity to cue ambiguity produced by the cover. These results have interesting 

implications for representational processes engaged in problem solving. 
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Introduction 

Studies of associative learning have shown that nearly every member of the animal 

kingdom, from honey bee to human, can learn about patterns of events that occur in the world. 

Pattern learning is most notable in Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning studies involving 

compounds of multiple cues. In a positive patterning discrimination (PP; A-, B-, AB+), for 

example, an outcome is delivered whenever two cues, A and B, are presented simultaneously 

(AB+), but not when only one of the two cues is present (A-, B-). Similarly, in a negative 

patterning (NP) procedure (A+, B+, AB-), the elements presented alone are rewarded (A+, B+) 

but the compound is not (AB-). Rats readily learn to discriminate the set of cues that predict a 

food outcome from those that predict no food (Holland, 1989; Rescorla, 1972).  

What is unknown, however, is how the rat would respond when only partial information 

about the cues is available. For example, after learning a PP discrimination involving rewarding 

two light cues – A and B – with food the rat’s behavior should reflect anticipation of the food 

when both A and B are present but not when either A or B are presented alone. How will the rat 

react to the presentation of A if the bulb on which B had been presented during training is 

covered by an opaque shield at test? One possibility is that the rat responds only to stimulus 

events in binary terms as being present or absent, and thus would respond on this trial as if only 

A were present (which accords with the contingencies experienced during training) and would 

therefore not look for food. Alternatively, the rat could be sensitive to the change in the stimulus 

situation of B being occluded from view and represent B as possibly being present despite being 

obscured. In this case, where the status of B (present or absent) is ambiguous, the rat may 

respond as if B were present and look for food at a greater rate than would be predicted based 

on the training contingencies on trials with A alone. A third possibility is that feeder activity may 

be at intermediate levels between rates elicited on AB or A alone trials. In this scenario, the rat 

would again demonstrate sensitivity to the ambiguous nature of B, but would behave as if it is 

uncertain as to whether B is present underneath the shield. Note that although we speak of the 
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rat as being uncertain about the status of B when covered, or as being sensitive to whether B is 

covered at test, we do not mean to imply that the rat has an awareness of these conditions. 

Rather, as is typical of rational accounts of behavior, we are using these terms in a functional 

sense rather than in terms of the subjective experience of the subject (Clayton, Emory, &  

Dickinson, 2006; Kacelnik, 2006). The following experiments address this question. 

 

Experiment 1 

Rats learned either a PP or a NP discrimination involving two lights, A and B. We 

employed an instrumental conditioning procedure in which rats had to press a lever to 

receive a food reward. After subjects learned to successfully discriminate between the 

elemental (A or B) and compound (AB) trials, they were tested on A-alone trials with B either 

covered by an opaque shield (ambiguous) or uncovered and unlit (explicit). Performance to 

A at test may be adversely affected by the introduction of the novel cover at test (Bouton, 

2004). To control for such a generalization decrement account of changes in performance 

introduced by the cover at test, the cover was also present in the chamber on uncovered 

test trials, but was positioned centrally on the chamber wall between lights A and B so that it 

did not obscure B. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Seventy-four experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans food-restricted (to 

85% ad lib weight) rats (Rattus norvegicus) acquired from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN) served 

as subjects. Subjects were pair-housed in transparent plastic tubs with a wood shaving 

substrate in a vivarium maintained on a reverse 12-hr light/dark cycle. Experiments were run 

during the dark portion of the cycle. Rats were randomly assigned to one of four groups (ns 
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= 18, 18, 19, and 19, respectively): PP-covered, PP-uncovered, NP-covered, or NP-

uncovered (see Table 1).  

 The procedures used in this experiment (and in Experiment 2) were conducted under 

approval and following the guidelines established by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles. 

 

Apparatus. Ten experimental Med Associates (Georgia, VT) chambers, measuring 30 

x 25 x 20 cm (L x W x H) were used for this and the following experiment. Each chamber 

was housed in a sound and light insulating chest. The chamber had Plexiglas front and back 

walls and ceiling, aluminum side walls, and stainless-steel rod floors. Each chamber had a 

water-dipper to deliver sucrose solution (20%) reinforcement into a drinking niche. Head 

entry into the drinking niche was monitored by an infrared beam and photo detector aligned 

across the niche opening. A 3.5-cm wide operant lever was positioned 1 cm to the left of the 

food niche on the metal wall. A diffuse LED located 9 cm to the right of the food niche could 

be flashed at a rate of 2 Hz to serve as A or B, counterbalanced. A 28-V incandescent bulb 

located 9 cm to the left of the food niche served as B or A, counterbalanced (Figure 1a). A 

4-cm black plastic square cover, designed to mimic a covered light bulb, was affixed to  a 

7.8-cm x 4.1-cm aluminum plate. Stimuli (A, B, or AB) were presented for 30 s.  

 

Procedure. The procedures used are explained as follows. 

Magazine training. All sessions terminated after 60 min with a mean inter-trial interval 

(ITI) of 70 s (unless otherwise noted). On Day 1, rats were trained to drink from the dipper 

containing sucrose solution delivered every 20 ± 15 s. 

 

Lever-Press Shaping. On Days 2-6, rats were reinforced with 10-s access to a 

sucrose solution for lever pressing. During the first two sessions, each lever press was 
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reinforced (CRF). In addition, reinforcement was delivered every 120 s. During the next 

three sessions an average of one of every four lever presses was reinforced on a variable 

ratio (VR-4) schedule. 

 

Patterning Training. Rats received 12 A-alone, 12 B-alone, and 12 AB presentations 

per session. Trial order was quasi-random. For rats in the PP condition, lever presses made 

during presentations of A or B were not reinforced, whereas lever presses to the AB 

compound were reinforced with 5-s of sucrose on a VR-4 schedule. For rats in the NP 

condition, lever presses made during the A or B, but not during the AB compound, trials 

were reinforced. Reinforcement could be delivered multiple times on a given trial. Rats 

received daily training sessions until they met the performance criterion defined below. 

Feeder activity and lever pressing were recorded during a 30-s period before the start of 

each trial and during each 30-s trial.  

A discrimination ratio (DR) was calculated by subtracting mean elevation score (trial 

– pretrial responses) on non-reinforced trials from mean elevation score on reinforced trials 

and dividing by mean elevation scores across all trial types. For example, for PP, the 

discrimination score = [mean AB – (mean A + mean B)/2] / [mean AB + (mean A + mean 

B)/2]. Given this calculation, DR scores could range between -1 and +1 with a score of 0 

representing no discrimination and a +1 = perfect discrimination. A DR greater than .65 on 

three of five consecutive sessions was used as threshold to move subjects on to testing. 

Rats failing to meet criterion after 66 sessions were moved to testing to avoid overtraining 

effects (e.g., Yin, Knowlton, & Balleine, 2004). One subject was removed from the study for 

health reasons.  

 

Test A. In each 20-min test session, rats received 12 non-reinforced 30-s 

presentations of A. In this session, half of the rats were tested with B covered with a plastic 
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cover (Figure 1b); the remaining half were tested with B uncovered, but the plastic  cover 

placed next to B’s bulb (Figure 1c). 

 

Results & Discussion 

Subjects in both the PP and NP conditions learned the discrimination between 

reinforced and non-reinforced trial types during acquisition (Figure 2a). A mixed ANOVA 

was calculated on  mean elevation scores for the elemental (A and B) and compound (AB) 

trial types from the final session of acquisition between the PP and NP patterning 

conditions, revealing a significant interaction between trial type and patterning, F(1, 71) = 

617.94, p < .001, d = 49.72. Subsequent planned comparisons revealed that the PP 

condition responded at a significantly higher rate to the compound trials than to the 

elemental trials, F(1, 34) = 505.49, p < .001, d = 44.97, as was predicted. Also as was 

predicted, the NP condition responded at a significantly higher rate to the elemental trials 

than to the compound trials, F(1, 37) = 213.36, p < .001, d = 29.2). The patterning conditions 

also differed significantly in their response rates on elemental trials, F(1, 71) = 272.98, p < 

.001, d = 33.04, and compound trials, F(1, 71) = 202.86, p < .001, d = 28.49, consistent with 

the stimulus contingencies of patterning training wherein elemental trials (A or B) are 

reinforced for NP but not for PP and compound (AB) trials are reinforced for PP but not NP.  

Test results are presented in Figure 2b. Covering B’s light at test produced a drop in 

lever pressing during A in the NP condition (baseline responses did not differ:  NP-covered, 

M = 13, SD = 19.54; NP-uncovered, M = 30, SD = 74.15; t(36) = -0.99, p > .05), but had no 

effect in the PP condition (although baseline responses also did not differ between PP-

covered, M = 16, SD = 24.45; and PP-uncovered, M = 11, SD = 11.00; t(33) = 0.83, p >.05). 

An ANOVA conducted on mean elevation scores with patterning (PP and NP) and trial type 

(B covered or B uncovered) as factors revealed a main effect of Patterning, F(1, 69) = 

258.34, p < .001, d = 32.15, (consistent with the differences found between the conditions 
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on elemental trials at the conclusion of training as described above), and a significant 

Patterning X Trial Type interaction, F(1, 69) = 5.11, p = .02, d = 4.52. Planned comparisons 

revealed that the NP condition responded at a significantly higher rate than the PP condition 

when B was uncovered, F(1,69) = 37.42, p < .01, d = 12.23, and when B was covered, 

F(1,69) = 8.96, p < .01, d = 5.99. The NP condition also responded significantly less when B 

was covered than when it was uncovered, F(1,69) = 8.38, p < .01, d = 5.79. Response rates 

of the PP condition, however, did not differ between the two test trial types, F(1,69) < 1.0, d 

= 0.70.  

 

Experiment 2 

Why did covering B’s light affect lever pressing during A in the NP condition but not in 

the PP condition? Although PP and NP discriminations are procedurally similar, their solutions 

are computationally dissimilar. Positive patterning is a linearly separable problem (e.g., Bush & 

Mosteller, 1951; Jenkins & Ward, 1965; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & Rescorla, 1972); 

in other words, it is possible to solve a positive patterning discrimination through simple 

summation of the weak, sub-threshold associations to each  non-reinforced elemental cue when 

they are presented together, thereby reaching a response threshold. Negative patterning, on the 

other hand, requires a nonlinear solution, such as that provided by an exclusive-or (XOR) logical 

structure, in which reward is conditional on the presence of one and only one element, and does 

not occur when multiple elements are present (Grand & Honey, 2008; Medin, Altom, Edelson, & 

Freko, 1982; Medin & Smith, 1981; Smith, Coutinho, & Couchman, 2010) or on a configural 

solution (Bellingham, Gillette-Bellingham, & Kehoe, 1985; Deisig, Lachnit, Giurfa, & Hellstern, 

2001; Kehoe & Graham, 1988; Lachnit & Lober, 2001; Lachnit, Ludwig, & Reinhard, 2007; 

Ludwig & Lachnit, 2003; Pearce, 1994). Perhaps sensitivity to ambiguity requires exposure to 

non-linear problems (configural or XOR). Indeed, Williams and Braker (1999; 2002) and Mehta 

and Williams (2002) have shown that the extent to which people rely on elemental or configural 
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processes to solve problems differs both as a function of the task and prior training. Alvarado 

and Rudy (1992) have also provided evidence that configural solutions can transfer to tasks that 

are normally learned elementally. It is therefore possible that prior training with a simple linear 

task such as positive patterning fails to influence how the rats approach the ambiguous situation 

at test in the same way that rats that previously learned negative patterning using configural or 

XOR strategies approach the same ambiguous situation. Experiment 2 was designed to test this 

hypothesis by training subjects concurrently on both PP and NP discriminations. If exposure to a 

nonlinear problem, such as an NP discrimination, is necessary for sensitivity to subsequent cue 

ambiguity, then subjects tested afterward on the PP discrimination should be sensitive to the 

presence or absence of the cover.  

 We used a procedure similar to that of Experiment 1, with the addition that subjects 

were exposed to both PP and NP discriminations. Auditory cues were used for the additional 

patterning discrimination due to equipment limitations. Half of the subjects learned a visual 

PP (A-, B-, AB+) and an auditory NP (C+, D+, CD-) discrimination; the remainder learned a 

visual NP (A+, B+, AB-) and an auditory PP (C-, D-, CD+) discrimination. Subjects were then 

tested on A alone with B either covered or uncovered.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Forty experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus) 

that were maintained as in Experiment 1 were randomly assigned to one of four conditions 

(ns = 10): PP-covered, PP-uncovered, NP-covered, or NP-uncovered (Table 2). 

 

Apparatus. Sixteen experimental chambers similar to those used in Experiment 1 

were used. Additionally, one speaker located on the rear wall of the chamber delivered a 

high-frequency tone (T; 3000 Hz) 8 dB(A) above background (62 dB) and another speaker 

on the ceiling of the chamber delivered a click train (4/s) 8 dB(A) above background. The 
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tone and click train served as discriminative stimuli C and D, counterbalanced within 

condition. A 4-cm square chew-resistant stainless steel cover replaced the black plastic 

square cover used in Experiment 1.  

 

Procedure. The procedures used are explained as follows. 

Magazine & Lever-press training. This was the same as in Experiment 1, except that 

two additional CRF sessions were given. 

 

Patterning Training. All rats received six A-alone, six B-alone, and six AB compound 

presentations; in addition to six C-alone, six D-alone, and six CD compound presentations 

that were quasi-randomly presented within each session. PP discriminations involved 

reinforcing lever presses made during compounds (AB or CD) but not during elements (A, B, 

C, or D). NP discriminations involved reinforcing lever presses made during elements but 

not during compounds. All other methods were the same as those used in Experiment 1.  

Days 12-61. The lever press response-reinforcer contingency was gradually 

increased across sessions from a CRF to a VR-4 schedule of reinforcement. Each rat 

moved on to testing as soon as its discrimination performance reached a DR at or above 0.5 

on both visual and auditory PP and visual NP discriminations, and a DR at or above 0.2 on 

auditory NP discriminations on three out of five consecutive sessions and during the two 

most recent sessions. A lower DR was used for the auditory NP discrimination because it 

was a more difficult discrimination for subjects to master. It was, nevertheless, effective in 

training a discrimination (see the Results section). These same subjects were also still 

required to meet or exceed a DR of .5 on the visual PP discrimination that they would later 

be tested on. Five subjects (two PP-Covered, one PP-Uncovered, one NP-Covered, and one 

NP-Uncovered) that failed to meet this criterion were eliminated from the study.  
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Test A. Testing on visual cue A was conducted as described in Experiment 1, except 

that six presentations of A were given in a single 10-min test session.  

 

Results 

Subjects in the visual NP/auditory PP conditions (NP covered and NPuncovered) 

acquired the discriminations in fewer sessions (M = 55, SD = 15) than did subjects in the 

visual PP/auditory NP conditions (PP covered and PP uncovered; M = 73, SD = 11), F(1, 

33) = 16.64, p < .01, d = 8.16. Nevertheless, all subjects acquired the discrimination (Figure 

3). A mixed ANOVA calculated on the final-session elevation scores for the six trial types (A, 

B, AB, C, D, CD) between patterning (PP and NP), revealed main effects of trial type, F(5, 

165) = 7.39, p < .01, d = 5.44, and patterning, F(1, 33) = 360.68, p < .01, d = 37.98, and 

their interaction, F(5, 165) = 210.81, p < .01, d = 29.04. Planned comparisons revealed 

successful visual PP, auditory PP, visual NP, and auditory NP discriminations, Fs(1, 132) > 

= 38, ps < .01, ds >= 12.44. Thus, all subjects successfully learned the concurrent PP and 

NP discriminations, regardless of stimulus modality (a finding that also supports our 

selection of test criterion as described above). 

Test results are presented in Figure 4. Replicating the results of Experiment 1, 

subjects in the NP-uncovered condition responded more during Cue A than did subjects in 

the NP-covered condition (although baseline responses did not differ, NP-uncovered, M = 6, 

SD = 5.24; NP-covered, M = 6, SD = 3.43; t(15) = -0.21, p > .05). Unlike in Experiment 1, 

the cover also made a difference to responses in the PP conditions, with subjects in the PP-

uncovered condition responding less to Cue A than did subjects in the PP-covered condition 

during test trials, (baseline responses also did not differ between the PP conditions: PP-

uncovered, M = 19, SD = 18.69; PP-covered, M = 10, SD = 10.06; t(15) = -1.22, p > .05). 

These observations were supported by a two-way ANOVA conducted on elevation scores 

with patterning (PP and NP) and test trial type (covered and uncovered) as factors, which 
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revealed a main effect of patterning, F(1, 31) = 55.13, p < .001, d = 14.85, and a Patterning 

X Trial Type interaction, F(1, 31) = 10.65, p = .003, d = 6.53. Planned comparisons revealed 

that the PP-uncovered condition responded significantly less than the NP-uncovered 

condition, F(1, 31) = 58.91, p < .01, d = 15.35, demonstrating positive and negative 

patterning discriminations. Moreover, responding in the NP-covered condition was lower 

than in the NP-uncovered Condition, F(1, 31) = 4.55, p < .05, d = 4.27, thereby replicating 

the effect of the cover on NP discrimination from Experiment 1. Finally, responding in the 

PP-covered condition was greater than the PP-uncovered condition, F(1, 31) = 6.15, p < .02, 

d = 4.96, revealing an effect of the cover on PP discrimination, unlike in Experiment 1. Thus 

mere exposure to an NP discrimination rendered the positive patterning discrimination 

sensitive to cue ambiguity produced by the cover in this experiment.  

 

General Discussion 

After successfully learning a PP or NP discrimination involving visual cues in 

Experiment 1, only subjects that learned an NP discrimination were affected by the 

presence or absence of a cover over Cue B on responding to Cue A at test. Exposure to an 

auditory NP discrimination, however, induced sensitivity to the cover in the PP condition 

(Experiment 2). Collectively, the results from Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that rats are 

sensitive to ambiguity in cue information and suggest factors that may influence this 

sensitivity.  

These results are consistent with other work from our lab that has shown rats to be 

sensitive to an event that is explicitly absent compared to when its absence is ambiguous. 

Blaisdell, Leising, Stahlman, and Waldmann (2009) trained rats on a Pavlovian sensory 

preconditioning task in which they first learned that a tone signaled a light in Phase 1 

treatment, and then learned that the light signaled food in Phase 2 treatment. At test, the 

tone was presented either with the light bulb present but unlit or physically removed from the 
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chamber (or covered; Blaisdell & Waldmann, in press). Rats evinced much greater feeder 

activity with the bulb absent than with it present. That is, rats behaved as if they understood 

that with the bulb uncovered they should be able to see the light (which was predicted by 

the tone), whereas when the bulb was absent or covered they behaved as if they 

understood that they could not determine the status of the light. When the light was explicitly 

absent at test, rats did not search for food when the tone was presented. When the status of 

the light was ambiguous, however, they acted as if the light was present and searched for 

food. Sensitivity to ambiguity shows that rats act as if they understand that environmental 

conditions can perceptually mask extant events. Moreover, rats appear to discriminate the 

conditions under which an event should or should not be observable.  

A noteworthy outcome from our current experiments was that this sensitivity can be 

modulated by the training history of the rat. This is consistent with results found in humans, 

(cf., Mehta & Williams, 2002; Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002). What is unclear, however, is 

the nature of the mechanism mediating these effects. The fact that covering B’s lamp at test 

affected the PP condition only when subjects had also had experience with an NP 

discrimination suggests some possibilities and rules out others. 

We can rule out an account in terms of generalization decrement between training 

and testing conditions produced by the cover. According to this account, the reason for the 

change in performance in tests of A with the cover present relative to performance with the 

cover absent (or in a different location within the chamber) is due to the presence of the 

cover over B’s location constituting a contextual change. Although, contextual changes can 

disrupt the expression of learned behavior, and thereby degrade performance (Bouton, 

2004), this explanation fails to account for the different effects of the cover on PP 

discriminations between Experiments 1 and 2 and the consistent effect on NP across both 

experiments.  
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Another explanation is in terms of the computational complexity of the discrimination. 

Following the results of Experiment 1, we hypothesized that exposure to only linearly 

soluble PP discrimination failed to engage sensitivity to cue ambiguity. It is possible, 

therefore, that sensitivity to stimulus ambiguity requires exposure to nonlinearly separable 

problems, such as the NP discrimination. Data from Experiment 2 support this. Rats showed 

sensitivity to the presence or absence of the cover at test on the PP discrimination a fter 

having also been exposed to an NP discrimination. It is also possible that NP and PP 

discriminations normally rely to different extents on configural processing. In accordance 

with Alvarado and Rudy (1992), it is possible that exposure to concurrent PP and NP 

discriminations engages configural processing to the PP discrimination; whereas exposure 

to the PP discrimination alone engages primarily an elemental process. It remains unclear, 

however, whether exposure to a nonlinear or configural discrimination is necessary, or 

whether mere exposure to any difficult discrimination—even if soluble by a linear 

operation—would be sufficient. A further possibility, suggested by a reviewer, is that the 

inclusion of a second patterning discrimination using auditory cues affected the salience of 

the unilluminated bulbs in a way that increased the perceptual discrepancy between the 

presence versus absence of the cover at test. It is yet to be determined the actual 

mechanism involved in this sensitivity to ambiguity in a situation, but it very likely could 

reflect bottom-up associative processes (Danks, 2008) or top-down cognitive processes 

(Blaisdell & Waldmann, in press).   

Finally, differences in the relative ratio of reinforced to nonreinforced trials during 

acquisition may also account for the difference between experiments (cf. Lachnit et al., 

2007; Lachnit et al., 2002). In Experiment 1, NP discriminations were reinforced on two-

thirds of all trials, whereas PP discriminations were reinforced in only one-third of all trials 

during acquisition. Perhaps the greater proportion of reinforced trials increased sensitivity to 

cue ambiguity. This explanation is consistent with the results of Experiment 2 in which all 
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subjects experienced a 50% rate of reinforcement during acquisition, which was a higher 

ratio of reinforced to non-reinforced trials in the PP discrimination (but a lower ratio for the 

NP discrimination) of Experiment 1. Lachnit et al. (2007) report, however, that increasing the 

amount of reinforcement decreases responding in both a PP and NP discrimination, 

whereas decreasing the amount of reinforcement increases responding in both 

discriminations. Thus, the observation that Group PP responded more while Group NP 

responded less when cue B was covered is inconsistent with the general account of Lachnit 

et al., (2007) suggesting that reinforcement ratio does not play a role in the sensitivity to cue 

ambiguity observed in our procedure.   

Although the precise mechanism remains unclear and is currently under investigation 

in our laboratory, our results demonstrate that rats show a remarkable sensitivity to the 

stimulus dimension of ambiguity versus explicitness of the status of a cue. Moreover, this 

sensitivity appears restricted to subjects that had been exposed to nonlinear problems. To 

our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of such a representational capacity in rats.  
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Condition Phase 1 Test 

PP-Covered A- / B- / AB+ A- with B Covered 

PP-Uncovered A- / B- / AB+ A- with B Uncovered 

NP-Covered A+/ B+/ AB- A- with B Covered 

NP- Uncovered A+/ B+/ AB- A- with B Uncovered 

 
Table 1. Experiment 1 Design. 
 
A and B are 30-s lights. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for lever presses occurring during the 

discriminative stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no reinforcement. ‘/’ separates trial types 

presented within the same session. PP = Positive Patterning, NP = Negative Patterning. 

Covered and Uncovered indicate whether or not B’s bulb was covered at test.  
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Condition Phase 1 Test 

PP-Covered 
A- / B- / AB+ 

C+/ D+/ CD- 
A- with B Covered 

PP-Uncovered 
A- / B- / AB+ 

C+/ D+/ CD- 
A- with B Uncovered 

NP-Covered 
A+/ B+/ AB- 

C- / D- / CD+ 
A- with B Covered 

NP-Uncovered 
A+/ B+/ AB- 

C- / D- / CD+ 
A- with B Uncovered 

 

Table 2. Experiment 2 Design. 

A and B are 30-s lights, C and D are 30-s auditory cues. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for 

lever presses occurring during the discriminative stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no 

reinforcement. ‘/’ separates trials within the same session. PP = Positive Patterning, NP = 

Negative Patterning. Covered and Uncovered indicate whether or not B’s bulb was covered 

at test. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

C. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of Experimental Chamber Wall. 

A: Stimulus configuration during training. Lights 1 and 2 represent cues A and B, 

counterbalanced within group. Panels B and C illustrate the chamber layout during test 

sessions with B Covered (B) or Uncovered (C). 
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A. 

 

B 

 

Figure 2. Mean responses occurring during the discriminative stimulus, minus any 

responses that occurred during an equivalent time period prior to cue onset (elevation 

score) for Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). A: 
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Mean elevation scores from the final session of Pattern discrimination training. Successful 

PP discrimination is shown as higher response rates on compound (AB) trials than on 

elemental trials (A or B). Successful NP discrimination is shown as higher response rates on 

element trials (A or B) than on compound (AB) trials. B: Mean elevation in lever press 

responses from trials with cue A from the first test session. Subjects in Group NP lever 

pressed more during cue A with B uncovered than when B was covered. Subjects in Group 

PP showed equally low rates of lever pressing during cue A with B Covered or Uncovered. 

Error bars represent the standard errors of the means.  
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A. 

 

B. 

 

Figure 3. Mean elevation scores (lever presses during cue minus responses occurring prior 

to cue onset) from the final session of Pattern discrimination training in Experiment 2 for the 

visual discriminations (Panel A) and the auditory discriminations (Panel B). Successful PP 

discrimination is shown as higher response rates on compound (AB or CD) trials than on 

elemental trials (A, B, C, or D). Successful NP discrimination is shown as higher response 
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rates on element trials (A, B, C, or D) than on compound (AB or CD) trials.  Error bars 

represent the standard errors of the means. 
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Figure 4. Mean test results from trials with cue A from the first test session of Experiment 2. 

Subjects in Group NP lever pressed more during cue A with B uncovered than when B was 

covered. Subjects in Group PP showed more lever pressing during cue A with B covered 

than when B was uncovered. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means. 
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Chapter Three: Necessary and Sufficient Features of Learning 

History Promoting Behavioral Sensitivity to Ambiguous Situations 

 
Abstract 

Fast & Blaisdell (2011) reported that rats distinguished between the explicit and ambiguous 

absence of a relevant cue only if they had learned a non-linearly soluble negative patterning 

instrumental discrimination. This was true for rats that were trained and tested with visual 

cues serving in a simpler, linearly soluble positive patterning discrimination if and only if the 

same rats had also learned the more complex negative patterning discrimination with 

different cues. We hypothesized that the solution strategy engaged during training on a 

negative patterning discrimination encouraged the behavioral sensitivity demonstrated to the 

ambiguous test situation, suggesting that negative patterning (or other tasks that engage the 

same configural or exclusive-or, XOR, solution strategies) may be necessary. Presently, we 

investigated the role of negative patterning features that are unrelated to solution strategy, 

to influence behavioral decision-making during ambiguous situations. Experiment 1 found 

that the relative ratio of reinforcement experienced during training was insufficient to cause 

rats to distinguish between the explicit and ambiguous absence of events at test. 

Experiment 2 ruled out the contribution of learning multiple discriminations across 

distinguishable modalities in this effect. Finally, Experiment 3 suggested that prolonged 

experience with cue uncertainty during training was also not sufficient. Collectively, the 

results support Fast & Blaisdell’s (2011) hypothesis and indicate that the configural or XOR 

strategy required for negative patterning solution may be necessary for rats to behave 

sensitively to ambiguous situations.   
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Introduction 

 Consider how you might react if while driving a familiar route you discover that a tree has 

grown substantially and is blocking your view of a traffic light. Do you assume that the light is no 

longer relevant for guiding your driving behavior through the traffic intersection? Or, do you 

assume that the red traffic light is illuminated, though blocked from your view, and bring your 

vehicle to a complete stop? Alternatively, do you assume the green traffic light is illuminated and 

simply maintain your current speed and trajectory? Given your driving experience and 

knowledge of the potentially costly consequences of failing to obey a traffic light, you likely 

imagine the latter two possibilities (that the light is either red or green, versus non-existent or 

irrelevant) and, rather than assuming one status over the other, you reduce your speed to 

approach the intersection with caution until you are able to determine the true status of the 

traffic light. Interestingly, Fast and Blaisdell (2011; Chapter Two) reported that rats engage in 

similar behavioral decision-making strategies when faced with an ambiguous situation in which 

the status of a relevant cue is blocked from physical detection. Surprisingly, the rat’s ability to 

demonstrate this sophisticated behavior was determined by its training history. 

 Fast and Blaisdell (2011) first trained rats on either a positive or negative patterning 

instrumental discrimination with visual cues. Rats trained on positive patterning were reinforced 

with sucrose solution for pressing a lever whenever two lights (A and B) were illuminated 

simultaneously, but not when either light (A or B) appeared independently on separate trials. 

Negative patterning rats experienced the same occurrences of the visual stimuli (A alone trials, 

B alone trials, and trials with A and B occurring in simultaneous compound), however, the 

reinforcement contingencies were reversed such that lever pressing was only reinforced when it 

occurred to the individual presentations of either light (A+, B+) but not to the compound (AB-). 

All rats then experienced test trials with only Cue A illuminated. For half of the rats in each 

training condition (positive or negative patterning), these test trials occurred while the visual Cue 

B was explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit). The remaining rats experienced test trials while 
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Cue B was covered by an opaque shield. Covering Cue B at test rendered its absence 

ambiguous, much like if a tree were to block your view of a traffic light. Only rats that had 

learned a negative patterning discrimination during training treated the two test situations 

differently, responding significantly less when B was covered compared to when it was 

uncovered and unlit. This behavior would be consistent with the rat’s ability to consider the 

possibility that B was present but obscured from view. If observing Cue A caused the rat to 

retrieve a representation (or an image; Holland, 1981; Konorski, 1948; 1967) of Cue B, then the 

simultaneously active representations of both Cue A (by virtue of its physical presentation; 

Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Holland, 1983; Wagner, 1981) and Cue B (via the retrieved image) 

would predict non-reinforcement according to the contingencies experienced during training 

(lever presses to the compound presentations of AB were never reinforced during training). This 

process may be akin to your consideration that a traffic light that is blocked from view may be 

either red or green, causing you to reduce your speed. Indeed, Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) rats 

significantly reduced their lever press responses when faced with this ambiguous test situation, 

but they did not withhold from responding altogether (i.e., they didn’t behave as if they were 

certain that the obscured Cue B was actually present, much like you would not assume that a 

hidden traffic light was definitely red and bring your vehicle to a complete stop).  

On the other hand, rats that had learned positive patterning failed to distinguish between 

the two test conditions, responding at equivalently low levels whether B was explicitly or 

ambiguously absent. In other words, their responses were consistent with those demonstrated 

to non-reinforced A-alone trials from training, indicating that the rats failed to consider the status 

of B. It’s therefore possible that learning positive patterning was insufficient for the presentation 

of Cue A to retrieve an image of Cue B when it was blocked from detection. Interestingly, if 

positive patterning rats had also learned negative patterning with different (auditory) cues during 

training (Experiment 2), they also treated the two test situations differently. That is, positive 

patterning rats responded more to visual Cue A when B was covered at test compared to when 
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it was uncovered and unlit if and only if the rats had also learned negative patterning with 

unrelated auditory cues. Similar to negative patterning rats showing a reduction in responding 

when Cue B was covered in the first experiment, the behavior of positive patterning rats (that 

had also learned negative patterning) was consistent with consideration of B’s status because 

lever pressing was always reinforced when both A and B occurred together during training. 

Thus, it would seem that exposure to the negative patterning discrimination somehow enabled 

the positive patterning Cue A to retrieve an image of the ambiguously absent Cue B. 

Experiencing the physically present Cue A while the image of Cue B was simultaneously active 

may have resembled (Holland, 1990; Konorski, 1967) the reinforced AB trials from training to 

provoke lever press behavior. It is noteworthy that similarly retrieved images of Cue B produced 

opposite patterns of behavior dependent on whether the cue had previously served in a positive 

or negative patterning task - positive patterning increased responding while negative patterning 

decreased – consistent with the reinforcement contingency of compound AB trials experienced 

during training. 

These results indicate that rats are capable of distinguishing between situations in which 

they should and should not be able to verify the status of an event. While it also seems that 

negative patterning is somehow necessary for rats to make this distinction, it remains unclear 

what specific factors play a deterministic role. We (Fast and Blaisdell, 2011) hypothesized that 

this ability may be mediated by the solution strategy engaged during training. 

 Positive patterning can be solved using a simple linear summation rule (e.g., Bush & 

Mosteller, 1951; Jenkins & Ward, 1965; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & Rescorla, 1972) 

wherein subthreshold associations to each of the elements (A and B) sum together to drive 

behavioral responses during compound trials (AB). Negative patterning discriminations, 

however, are not readily solved in this manner because the associations to each element are 

already sufficiently strong to drive behavior. Therefore, summing the associations on compound 

trials would lead to a greater expectancy of the outcome, however, no reinforcement is delivered 
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on these trials. Thus, negative patterning is believed to rely on an exclusive-or (XOR; Grand & 

Honey, 2008; Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982; Medin & Smith, 1981; Smith, Coutinho, & 

Couchman, 2010) or configural (Bellingham, Gillette-Bellingham, & Kehoe, 1985; Deisig, 

Lachnit, Giurfa, & Hellstern, 2001; Kehoe & Graham, 1988; Lachnit & Lober, 2001; Lachnit, 

Ludwig, & Reinhard, 2007; Ludwig & Lachnit, 2003; Pearce, 1994) solution strategy wherein the 

compound of cues is treated differently than the sum of its parts (Rescorla, 1973). Given that 

Alvarado and Rudy (1992) reported that configural processes transfer to tasks typically solved 

with a linear operation, it is reasonable to hypothesize that this negative patterning solution 

strategy influenced how Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) rats approached the ambiguous test 

situation, even when the test involved positive patterning cue (when the rats had also learned 

negative patterning). 

Although this account is plausible given Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) results from 

Experiment 2 and the obvious difference in solution strategies between positive and negative 

patterning, alternative explanations exist. Positive and negative patterning not only differ in 

terms of solution strategy, they also differ in the ratio of possible reinforcement experienced 

during training. If equal numbers of each trial type (A, B, and AB) are presented during training, 

then the possibility for reinforcement exists on one out of every three trials for positive patterning 

(A-, B-, AB+) but on two out of every three trials for negative patterning (A+, B+, AB-). 

Additionally, proper control procedures were not utilized to examine the potential contribution of 

learning a second, cross-modality discrimination (that was not negative patterning) on 

responding during the ambiguous test situation in Experiment 2. Finally, negative patterning is 

empirically more difficult to solve, requiring significantly more training sessions to master than 

positive patterning (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011; Harris, Gharaei, & Moore, 2009; Harris, Livesey, 

Gharaei, & Westbrook, 2008). It is therefore possible that features associated with task 

challenge, such as cue uncertainty or indiscriminability, could account for the effect found. The 

present series of experiments explore these alternative possibilities. 
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Experiment 1 

Although Fast and Blaisdell (2011) acknowledge the difference in relative ratio of 

reinforcement between positive and negative patterning training conditions, we may have 

prematurely discredited the potential contribution this difference may have had on our test 

results. We cited results from Lachnit, Ludwig, & Reinhard (2007) suggesting that increasing 

reinforcement led to decreased responding on both a positive and negative patterning 

discriminations. This overall reduction contradicted our discovery that positive patterning rats 

(that had also learned negative patterning; thereby increasing the ratio of reinforcement 

experienced during training) responded more during the ambiguous trials with B covered. 

However, Lachnit et al.’s (2007) discovery applies to response levels on the positive and 

negative patterning tasks themselves, and may not transfer to the single-cue tests involving 

ambiguity that we used. It therefore remains possible that ratio of reinforcement experienced 

during training somehow interacts with the subject’s expectation of reward in an ambiguous 

situation. Experiment 1 was designed to test the hypothesis that increasing the ratio of 

reinforced to non-reinforced trials from one out of every three trials (PP, Experiment 1) to half of 

all trials (PN; Experiment 2) increased the ability of positive patterning rats to distinguish 

between the explicit and ambiguous absence of Cue B during test trials with Cue A. 

To test this hypothesis, we manipulated the ratio of reinforced to non-reinforced trials 

experienced during training with a positive patterning instrumental discrimination involving 

two lights, A and B. One group of subjects (LOW) experienced equal numbers of each trial 

type (A-, B-, AB+) during training, resulting in the possibility of reinforcement (if a lever was 

pressed) during one out of every three trials. This training mirrored that used by Fast and 

Blaisdell (2011) in our first experiment. The remaining subjects (HIGH) were presented with 

the opportunity to earn reinforcement on two out of every three trials during training by 

presenting more of the compound (AB+) trials than the elemental (A- or B-) trials. The 2:3 
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ratio utilized in group HIGH mimics the ratio of reinforcement experienced by NP rats in Fast 

and Blaisdell’s (2011) first experiment and exceeds the 1:2 ratio used in Experiment 2, both 

of which led to rats treating the two test situations differently. After subjects successfully 

mastered positive patterning, they were tested on A alone probe trials with B covered by the 

opaque shield (ambiguously absent) or uncovered and unlit (explicitly absent.) As in Fast 

and Blaisdell (2011), we controlled for generalization decrement (Bouton, 2004) by placing 

the cover between lights A and B during uncovered test sessions.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Thirty-two experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans food-restricted (to 85% 

ad lib weight) rats (Rattus norvegicus) acquired from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN) served as 

subjects. Subjects were pair-housed in transparent plastic tubs with a wood shaving 

substrate in a vivarium maintained on a reverse 12-hr light/dark cycle. Experiments were 

conducted during the dark portion of the cycle, six days a week. Rats were randomly 

assigned to one of four groups (ns = 8): LOW-covered, LOW-uncovered, HIGH-covered, or 

HIGH-uncovered (see Table 1). The procedures used in this experiment (and the following 

experiments) adhered to the policies established and approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles. 

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental Med Associates (Georgia, VT) chambers, measuring 

30 x 25 x 20 cm (L x W x H) were used for this and the following experiments. Each 

chamber was housed in a sound and light insulating chest. The chamber had Plexiglas front 

and back walls and ceiling, aluminum side walls, and stainless-steel rod floors. Each 

chamber had a water-dipper to deliver sucrose solution (20%) reinforcement into a drinking 

niche. Head entry into the drinking niche was monitored by an infrared beam and photo 

detector aligned across the niche opening. A 3.5-cm wide operant lever was positioned 1 cm 
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to the left of the food niche on the metal wall. A diffuse incandescent light located 9 cm to 

the right of the food niche could be flashed at a rate of 2 Hz to serve as A or B, 

counterbalanced. A 28-V incandescent bulb located 9 cm to the left of the food niche served 

as B or A, counterbalanced (Figure 1a). A 4-cm square solid stainless steel block, designed 

to mimic a covered light bulb, was affixed to a 7.8-cm x 4.1-cm aluminum plate. Stimuli (A, 

B, or AB) were presented for 30 s. Ventilation fans in each enclosure and a white noise 

generator on a shelf outside of the enclosures provided a constant 62 db background noise. 

 

Procedure. The procedures were similar to those used by Fast and Blaisdell (2011; 

Experiment 1).  

Magazine training. All sessions terminated after 60 min (unless otherwise noted) with 

a mean inter-trial interval (ITI) of 70 s (actual ITI values ranged from 40 to 100 s). On Days 1 

and 2, rats were trained to drink from the dipper containing sucrose solution delivered every 

20 ± 15 s. 

 

Lever-Press Shaping. On Days 3-7, rats were reinforced with 10-s access to a 

sucrose solution for lever pressing. During the first two sessions, each lever press was 

reinforced (CRF). In addition, reinforcement was delivered every 120 s, noncontingent on 

lever press behavior. During the next three sessions an average of one of every four lever 

presses was reinforced on a variable ratio (VR-4; actual values ranged from 1 to 7) schedule 

and all reinforcement delivery was contingent on lever press behavior. Subjects that failed to 

press the lever a minimum of 50 times during the final lever press shaping session were 

exposed to additional shaping sessions (including a manual shaping component) until this 

criterion was met. 
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Patterning Training. All rats received a total of 36 trials per session, consisting of A-

alone, B-alone, and AB presentations quasi-randomly presented such that no more than four 

of the same trial type could occur consecutively. Lever presses made during presentations 

of A or B were not reinforced, whereas lever presses to the AB compound were reinforced 

with 5-s access to sucrose solution on a VR-4 schedule. Multiple reinforcements could be 

delivered during each AB presentation, provided the subject repeatedly met the VR 

schedule while the cue remained illuminated.  

Rats assigned to the LOW condition experienced 12 non-reinforced presentations of 

A (A-), 12 non-reinforced trials of B (B-), and 12 reinforced presentations of A occurring 

simultaneously with B (AB+) during each session. Rats in the HIGH condition were 

presented with 6 A-, 6 B-, and 24 AB+ trials. Rats received daily training sessions until they 

met the performance criterion defined below. Feeder activity and lever pressing were 

recorded during a 30-s pretrial period and during each 30-s trial.  

A discrimination ratio (DR) was calculated by subtracting the mean elevation score 

(trial – pretrial responses) on non-reinforced trials from the mean elevation score on 

reinforced trials and dividing by the mean elevation scores across all trial types. For 

example, the DR = [mean AB – (mean A + mean B)/2] / [mean AB + (mean A + mean B)/2]. 

Given this calculation, DR scores could range between -1 and +1 with a score of 0 

representing no discrimination and a +1 indicating perfect discrimination. A DR greater than 

.65 on three of five consecutive sessions, including the two most recent sessions, was used 

as the threshold to advance subjects to testing. Because sessions were only conducted six 

days a week, subjects were never tested during a session that followed a break. Instead, 

they received one additional day of acquisition training following the break, and if they again 

met criterion, they were tested during the following session. Rats failing to meet criterion 

after 48 training sessions were moved to testing to avoid overtraining effects (e.g., Yin, 
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Knowlton, & Balleine, 2004). Two subjects were impacted by this criterion, one each in the 

LOW-covered and LOW-uncovered conditions.  

 

Test A. In each 20-min test session, rats received 12 non-reinforced 30-s 

presentations of A. In this session, half of the rats were tested with the light bulb that served 

as Cue B replaced by the stainless steel cover (Figure 1b); the remaining half were tested 

with B’s light bulb uncovered and unlit. During uncovered test sessions, the cover was 

placed next to B’s bulb (Figure 1c). 

 

Results & Discussion 

Subjects in the HIGH condition mastered the discrimination in fewer days (M = 18, 

SD = 3) than the LOW condition (M = 32, SD = 1), F(1,28) = 13.776, p =.001, d = 1.40. 

Nonetheless, both conditions successfully learned the patterning discrimination, as shown in 

Figure 2a. A mixed ANOVA across the two categories of trial type (elemental, A or B, or 

compound, AB) between the two training conditions (LOW or HIGH) and subsequent test 

condition (to-be-covered or to-be-uncovered) revealed significant main effects of trial type,  

F(1, 28) = 364.245, p < .001, d = 7.21, and condition, F(1, 28) = 45.224, p < .001, d = 2.54, 

and a significant Training Condition X Trial Type interaction, F(1, 28) = 30.475, p <.001, d = 

2.09. No other effects were significant (F-values < .2 and ps > .7), indicating that the 

covered and uncovered test conditions did not differ in behavior prior to testing. Subsequent 

planned comparisons revealed that the HIGH condition responded more than the LOW 

condition on both elemental (A or B), F(1,30) = 38.642, p <.001, d = 2.27, and compound 

(AB) trial types, F(1, 30) = 41.925, p < .001, d = 2.36. Additional paired-samples t-tests 

revealed that the LOW condition responded significantly less to elemental trials (M = 22.38, 

SD = 11.44) than to compound trials (M = 128.19, SD = 18.55), t(15) = -21.604, p < .001, as 

did the HIGH condition, t(15) = -13.388, p < .001, (M = 45.81, SD = 9.83 ; M = 237.75, SD = 
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65.09, for elemental and compound trials, respectively). These results indicate that subjects 

in both conditions successfully learned the positive patterning task despite the HIGH 

condition responding at a significantly higher rate overall. Interestingly, this result 

contradicts the effect of reinforcement found by Lachnit et al., (2007) on skin conductance 

responses in a patterning task with humans. 

 Test results are presented in Figure 2b. An ANOVA on lever press elevation scores 

between training condition (LOW or HIGH) and test condition (B covered or uncovered) 

revealed a significant main effect of training condition, with subjects in the HIGH conditions 

responding significantly more (M = 81.13, SD = 24.44) than subjects in the LOW conditions 

(M = 47.63, SD = 23.37), F(1, 28) = 15.132, p = .001, d = 1.47. No other effects were 

significant, (F-values < .8 and p-values > .3). An ANOVA computed on baseline lever press 

responses (occurring during the pretrial ITI period, prior to cue onset) between the training 

conditions and test conditions failed to reveal any significant differences, ps > .1, indicating 

that our practice of using the elevation score as the dependent variable did not mask any 

differences that would otherwise exist between the conditions. The lack of a difference in 

lever press responses between the test conditions for the HIGH condition fails to support 

our hypothesis that the increased ratio of reinforcement experienced by rats learning 

negative patterning in Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) experiments somehow increased 

sensitivity to the ambiguous test situations. The present results offer continued support for 

the more interesting alternative hypothesis that solution strategies engaged during more 

complex learning tasks (such as negative patterning) serve as a necessary determinant of 

behavior under ambiguous situations.  

 

Experiment 2 

While Experiment 1 lends further support to Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) hypothesis that 

the solution strategy engaged during negative patterning enables rats be behave sensitively to 
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ambiguous situations, it remains possible that it was not the negative patterning training that 

produced sensitivity for PP rats (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011, Experiment 2) but rather the sheer 

demand of learning multiple discriminations across two modalities. We explore this possibility in 

the present experiment by training rats to perform two concurrent positive patterning 

discriminations; one with visual cues and the second with auditory cues, before testing them on 

A-alone probe trials with B either covered and uncovered and unlit. If simply learning a second 

discrimination with cues from a different modality is sufficient to encourage rats to treat the test 

conditions differently, we would expect subjects to respond more when B is covered at test, 

compared to when it is uncovered. This would replicate the results of Experiment 2 of Fast and 

Blaisdell (2011) while eliminating the possible contribution of the negative patterning solution 

strategy. If, on the other hand, learning the more complex solution strategy for negative 

patterning is indeed necessary, subjects that are trained on two simple linear positive patterning 

discriminations should fail to treat the test conditions differently. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Thirty-two experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus 

norvegicus) that were maintained as in Experiment 1 were randomly assigned to one of six 

conditions: P-covered (n = 5), P-uncovered (n = 5), PN-covered (n = 6), PN-uncovered (n = 

5), PP-covered (n = 6), PP-uncovered (n = 5) (Table 2). 

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental chambers similar to those used in Experiment 1 were 

used. Additionally, one speaker located on the rear wall of the chamber delivered a high-

frequency tone (T; 3000 Hz) 8 dB(A) above background (62 dB) and another speaker on the 

ceiling of the chamber delivered a click train (4/s) 8 dB(A) above background. The tone and 

click train served as discriminative stimuli C and D, counterbalanced within condition.  
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Procedure. The procedures used are explained as follows. 

Magazine & Lever-press training. Identical to the procedure described in Experiment 

1. 

 

Patterning Training. During this phase, rats assigned to the P conditions (P-covered 

and P-uncovered) were trained according to the procedure used for the LOW condition in 

Experiment 1. We replicated the Experiment 2 procedure of Fast and Blaisdell (2011) for 

rats assigned to the PN conditions (PN-covered and PN-uncovered). PN rats received 6 A-

alone presentations, 6 B-alone presentations, and 6 presentations of the AB simultaneous 

compound. Lever presses made during the A or B presentations were not reinforced while 

lever presses to the AB presentations were reinforced on a CRF schedule with a 5-s 

delivery of sucrose solution. Subjects also received 6 C-alone presentations, 6 D-alone 

presentations, and 6 presentations of the CD simultaneous compound. Lever presses made 

during C or D were reinforced on a CRF schedule with a 5-s delivery of sucrose solution, 

while lever presses during the CD presentations were not reinforced. In this manner, visual 

stimuli A and B served in the positive patterning discrimination while auditory stimuli C and 

D were trained under negative patterning contingencies.   

Rats assigned to the PP conditions (PP-covered and PP-uncovered) also received 6 

A-alone presentations, 6 B-alone presentations, 6 presentations of the AB simultaneous 

compound, 6 C-alone presentations, 6 D-alone presentations, and 6 presentations of the CD 

simultaneous compound. Lever presses made during the A, B, C, or D presentations were 

not reinforced while lever presses to the AB and CD presentations were reinforced on a 

CRF schedule with a 5-s delivery of sucrose solution. In this manner, both visual stimuli (A 

and B) and auditory stimuli (C and D) served in a positive patterning discrimination. Subjects 

in the PN and PP conditions advanced to Phase 2 of acquisition after 3 days of training. 
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For all conditions, the mean ITI measured from stimulus termination to stimulus onset 

was 70 s (actual ITI values ranged from 40 to 100 s) and all discriminative stimuli were 

presented for 30-s. Trials were randomly selected during each session with the restriction 

that no more than two of the same type of trial could occur consecutively. During this phase 

and all subsequent phases, nose pokes into the food niche recess and lever presses were 

recorded during a 30-s period prior to the onset of each stimulus and during the 30-s 

stimulus presentation. This enabled us to calculate elevation scores as previously 

described. 

Concurrent Patterning Training: Phase 2. Days 12-17. A progressive increase 

to the ratio of correct lever press responses required for reinforcement was 

implemented across Phases 2 through 4 to encourage subjects assigned to the 

concurrent patterning conditions (PN and PP) to maintain overall responding while 

learning the discriminations. Sessions during Phases 2 through 4 of training were 

identical to those described in Phase 1 of training with the exception that the 

schedule of reinforcement was changed at each phase. During Phase 2 of training, 

the reinforcement schedule was changed from CRF to VR-1.5 (actual ratios 1 and 2).  

Concurrent Patterning Training: Phase 3. Days 18-23. During Phase 3 of 

training, the reinforcement schedule was changed from VR-1.5 to VR-2.5 (actual 

ratios ranged from 1 to 4). 

Concurrent Patterning Training: Phase 4 Days 24- 64. During this phase, the 

final increase to the VR reinforcement schedule was introduced, changing the VR-2.5 

used in Phase 3 to a VR-4 (actual ratios ranged from 1 to 7).  

Prior to testing, each subject’s performance was assessed to determine the 

magnitude of discrimination between reinforced and non-reinforced trials. A DR score was 

calculated as before. DR scores greater than 0.5 were considered to represent successful 

visual discrimination; subjects were tested if their average discrimination score was greater 
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than or equal to 0.5 on the visual discrimination and greater than or equal to 0.2 on the 

auditory discrimination (PN and PP; replicates the criterion used by Fast & Blaisdell, 2011; 

Experiment 2) during 3 out of 5 consecutive sessions and during the two most recent 

sessions.  

 

Test A. In each 10-min test session, rats received 6 non-reinforced test trials with A 

while cue B was either covered (conditions P-covered, PN-covered, PP-covered) or 

uncovered and unlit (P-uncovered, PN-uncovered, PP-uncovered) according to the 

procedures described in Experiment 1.  

 

Results & Discussion 

All subjects demonstrated successful discrimination by the end of training, as shown 

in Figure 3. Panel a illustrates that all groups responded more to the compound visual trials 

compared to elemental visual trials, as evidence of successful positive patterning. A mixed 

ANOVA on training trial type (elemental versus compound) between training conditions (P, 

PN, and PP) revealed main effects of trial type, F(1, 29) = 709.453, p < .01, d = 9.89, and 

training condition, F(1, 29) = 186.257, p = .015, d = 5.07. The interaction between trial type 

and training condition was also significant, F(2, 29) = 22.965, p < .01, d = 1.78. Subsequent 

planned comparisons revealed that the three training conditions did not differ on elemental 

trials (p  > .1), but group P responded significantly more than group PN (M = 131.00, SD = 

29.05 and M = 72.27, SD = 9.97, respectively), t(19) = 3.641, p = .002 and Group PP (M = 

72.91, SD = 14.58), t(19) = 2.966, p = .008, during compound trials. Group PN and PP did 

not differ from one another (p > .1), suggesting that there are at least some similarities 

between learning concurrent negative or positive patterning with respect to performance on 

an unrelated positive patterning discrimination. Additionally, all three groups demonstrated 

successful positive patterning with the visual cues by responding significantly more to the 
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compound trials compared to elemental, P: t(9) = -14.411, p < .001; PN: t(10) = -18.813, p < 

.001; PP: t(10) = -15.894, p < .001. 

The two groups that concurrently learned an auditory discrimination (PN and PP) 

appeared to have also learned their respective discriminations (Figure 3b).  A mixed ANOVA 

on training trial type (auditory elemental versus auditory compound) and training condition 

(PN compared to PP) revealed significant main effects of trial type, F(1, 20) = 8.935, p < .01, 

d = 1.34, and training condition, F(1, 20) = 393.663, p < .01, d = 8.87, and a significant Trial 

Type X Training Condition interaction, F(1, 20) = 219.745, p <.01, d = 6.63. Planned 

comparisons revealed that PN responded significantly more than PP during auditory 

elemental trials, t(20) = 12.529, p < .01, and significantly less during compound trials, (t(20) 

= -6.405, p < .01. As evidence of successful negative patterning, group PN responded 

significantly less during auditory compound (CD) trials (M = 25.91, SD = 11.4) than during 

auditory elemental (C or D) trials, (M = 61.18, SD = 11.27), t(10) = 10.980, p <.01. Likewise, 

group PP showed successful positive patterning by responding significantly more during the 

compound CD trials (M = 65.36, SD = 11.77) than during the auditory elemental (C or D) 

trials (M = 9.91, SD = 7.56), t(10) = -10.573, p < .01.  

An additional ANOVA was conducted on the days of acquisition required to meet 

testing criterion between the three training conditions, revealing a significant main effect, 

F(2, 29) = 7.987, p < .01, d = 1.05. Subsequent comparisons revealed that PN required 

significantly more days of training (M = 73.27, SD = 13.15), than either P (M = 36.44, SD = 

9.13), t(19) = -3.965, p < .01 or PP (M = 42.70, SD = 13.18), t(19) = 3.379, p < .01); 

however, P and PP did not significantly differ from one another, t(19) = -0.557, p = .584; 

suggesting that PN is even more difficult to learn than PP .  

The primary results of interest from test trials with B either covered or uncovered are 

presented in Figure 4. Only Group PN appear to treat test trials with A-alone differently 

when B was covered compared to when B was uncovered. A mixed ANOVA comparing test 
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condition (covered or uncovered) between groups P and PN supported this observation and 

indicate that we successfully replicated the results of Fast & Blaisdell (2011) with a 

significant interaction between test condition and group, F(1, 17) = 5.35, p = .034, d = 1.12. 

Planned comparisons revealed that PN responded significantly more when B was covered 

(M = 10.00, SD = 9.59) at test compared to when it was uncovered (M = -7.00, SD = 7.17), 

t(9) = 3.264, p = .010. This difference was not found in Group P (covered: M = 0.20, SD = 

23.38, uncovered: M = 13, SD = 14.39), (p > .3). Additionally, the uncovered conditions (P-U 

and PN-U) were not found to differ significantly from 0, (ps > .1).  

To determine if concurrent patterning alone was sufficient to produce sensitivity to 

ambiguity, we then conducted an ANOVA between the PN and PP training conditions and 

the covered and uncovered test conditions. If subjects in the PP condition retrieved an 

image of B when it was covered at test, we would expect them to respond more when B was 

covered compared to when it was uncovered, resembling the pattern shown in the PN 

condition. A main effect of training condition was found, F(1, 18) = 6.026, p = .024; however, 

neither the main effect of test condition nor the interaction were significant, F(1, 18) = 4.093, 

p = .058, d = 0.95, and F(1, 18) = 4.223, p = .055, d = 0.97, respectively. Planned 

comparisons between PP-uncovered and PP-covered confirmed the visual analysis that the 

test trials were not treated differently, t(9) = -0.02, p = .984 (M = 11.67, SD = 10.48; M = 

11.80, SD = 11.08 for covered and uncovered test conditions, respectively). Finally, all 

Groups responded similarly during the baseline period before presentation of A, F(5, 26) = 

1.987, p = .114, d = 0.55. 

We replicated the results of Experiment 1 with the lack of difference between P-

covered and P-uncovered groups. PN-covered responded significantly more than PN-

uncovered, also replicating the result of Fast and Blaisdell (2011; Experiment 2). We failed 

to support the hypothesis that simply learning multiple discriminations with cues from 

separable modalities encourages behavioral sensitivity to ambiguity at test because subjects 
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that simply learned concurrent positive patterning with visual and auditory cues (PP) did not 

respond differently when B was covered compared to uncovered at test.  

 

Experiment 3 

 The results from Experiment 2 indicate that concurrently learning two patterning 

discriminations with cross-modal cues is insufficient to alter how rats approach the 

ambiguous absence of a relevant cue that previously served in a positive patterning 

discrimination, unless the second discrimination involves negative patterning. That is, simply 

learning two linear positive patterning tasks with visual and auditory cues was insufficient to 

retrieve an image of the ambiguously absent cue and influence behavior. However, we 

found that rats tested with positive patterning cues did respond more when one cue was 

ambiguous compared to when that cue was explicitly absent if they had also learned 

negative patterning with unrelated cues, replicating the result of Fast and Blaisdell (2011; 

Experiment 2). This result further supports the hypothesis that negative patterning is 

necessary to enable image retrieval and produce this behavioral sensitivity; however, it 

remains unclear whether the solution strategy engaged by negative patterning is the 

determining factor.  

One additional feature of negative patterning that remains to be examined relates to 

the length of training. Fast and Blaisdell (2011) reported, and our current results confer, that 

negative patterning is empirically more difficult to solve, that is, it requires significantly more 

days of training to master (see also Harris et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2009). While 

Experiment 2 controlled for concurrent exposure to cross-modal discriminations, it did not 

control for task difficulty or length of training. Although it may be reasonable to assume that 

learning two concurrent positive patterning discriminations would be more challenging than 

a single positive patterning task within a single modality, our results do not support this 

assumption. Subjects trained on concurrent positive patterning (PP) did not require 
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significantly more days of training to master these discriminations than rats trained on a 

single positive patterning task (P).  

Given our measure of discrimination mastery using a discrimination ratio, it is 

reasonable to consider that negative patterning rats experience a fair amount of uncertainty 

related to cue-response-reinforcement contingencies, or an inability to discriminate between 

these separable features of the contingency, early in training. Perhaps it is this experience 

with uncertainty during training that prepares rats that have learned negative patterning to 

behave differently when they are later tested in the ambiguous situation. The uncertainty 

accompanying negative patterning training may explain why rats that are trained on both 

positive and negative patterning demonstrate similar sensitivity when they are later tested 

on just positive patterning cues. Indeed, others have shown that experience with a 

challenging task contributes to changes in the brain (c.f., Curlik & Shors, 2011) that may 

influence subsequent learning (Nokia, Sisti, Choksi, & Shors, 2012). This account suggests 

that the specific strategy engaged to solve negative patterning is, in itself, unnecessary as 

long as the subject is sufficiently challenged or uncertain during training. Thus, the present 

experiment was designed to directly address the hypothesis that task difficulty or length of 

training to reach mastery contributes to the behavioral approach during ambiguous 

situations. Subjects were trained on either a concurrent positive and negative discrimination 

(PN; identical to Experiment 2) with visual and auditory cues or positive patterning with 

visual cues and an insoluble pseudo-discrimination (PS) with auditory cues. The pseudo-

discrimination involved presenting the same auditory cues as in the negative patterning 

discrimination for group PN; however, each cue (and combination of cues) was reinforced 

half of the time they were presented and non-reinforced during the remaining presentations. 

This procedure effectively reduces the discriminability of reinforced and non-reinforced trials 

on the basis of the auditory cue that is present, while controlling for experience with 

combinations of auditory cues and reinforcement. Because the pseudo-discrimination is 
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unsolvable on the basis of cue occurrences, subjects in the PS condition were yoked to 

subjects in the PN condition for the purposes of testing. Each time a PN rat advanced to test 

on the basis of performance, a PS rat (that had demonstrated mastery of the positive 

patterning task) was also tested. This design also enabled us to control for overall length of 

training. Test sessions proceeded as before with non-reinforced presentations of A while B 

was either covered or uncovered and unlit. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Thirty-two experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus 

norvegicus) approximately 70 days old at the start of the experiment were maintained as 

previously described. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: PN-

covered (n = 8), PN-uncovered (n = 8), PS-covered (n = 8), PS-uncovered (n = 8), (Table 3). 

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental chambers identical those used in Experiment 2 were 

used.  

 

Procedure. The procedures used are explained as follows. 

Magazine & Lever-press training. Identical those described in Experiments 1 and 2. 

 

Patterning Training. During this phase, rats assigned to the PN conditions (PN-

covered and PN-uncovered) were trained according to the procedure used for the PN 

condition in Experiment 2. Rats assigned to the PS conditions (PS-covered and PS-

uncovered) also received 6 A-, 6 B-, and 6 presentations of the compound AB+ (only lever 

presses made during the AB compound were reinforced). Additionally, these subjects 

experienced 3 reinforced C alone presentations (C+), 3 non-reinforced C presentations (C-), 

3 reinforced D presentations (D+), 3 non-reinforced presentations of D (D-), 3 reinforced 
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presentations of the CD simultaneous compound (CD+), and 3 non-reinforced trials with CD 

(CD-). Both PN and PS rats were reinforced on a CRF schedule with a 5-s delivery of 

sucrose solution during this initial stage of patterning training. Trials were quasi -randomly 

presented with the restriction that no more than two of the same trial type cou ld occur 

consecutively within a session. Stimulus durations, ITI, and responses measured were 

identical to those used in Experiment 2. As in Experiment 2, the schedule of reinforcement 

was progressively reduced across ten days of training from a CRF to the final VR-4 

schedule.   

Prior to testing, each subject’s performance was assessed to determine the 

magnitude of discrimination between reinforced and non-reinforced trials. A DR score was 

calculated as before. PN subjects advanced to test when they achieved a DR score greater 

than or equal to 0.5 on the visual positive patterning discrimination and a DR greater than or 

equal to 0.2 on the auditory negative patterning discrimination for three out of five 

consecutive training days and the two most recent. For testing purposes, PS subjects were 

yoked to PN subjects such that when a PN subject met criterion to test, a PS subject that 

had also obtained a DR greater than or equal to 0.5 on the visual positive patterning task 

during three out of five consecutive training sessions was also advanced to test. One 

subject from each condition was removed from the experiment for failure to meet test 

criterion after 100 days of training. One additional subject from the PN-U condition was 

removed due to health complications.  

Test A. Subjects were tested according to the procedures described in Experiment 2.  

 

Results & Discussion 

Figure 5, panel A illustrates that all subjects demonstrated successful positive 

patterning discrimination by the end of training by responding more to the compound than to 

the elemental visual trials. Performance on the auditory discrimination (negative patterning 
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for group PN and pseudo-discrimination for group PS) are presented in panel B. A mixed 

ANOVA on visual training trial type (elemental versus compound) between training 

conditions (PN and PS) revealed a main effect of trial type, F(1,25) = 385.073, p < .01, d = 

7.85. No effects of training condition were found, ps > .3. Given no differences were found 

between the training conditions, subsequent planned comparisons between the elemental 

and compound trials with the visual cues were performed collapsed across training 

condition, revealing that subjects reliably responded more to the reinforced AB compound 

trials (M = 70.04, SD = 17.39) than to the visual elemental trials of A or B (M = 7.74, SD = 

6.97), t(26) = -19.649, p < .001, as evidence of successful positive patterning.  

A mixed ANOVA of auditory training trial type (elemental versus compound) and 

training condition (PN and PS) revealed significant main effects of trial type, F(1, 25) = 

47.749, p < .001, d = 2.76, and training condition, F(1, 25) = 9.653, p = .005, d = 1.24, and a 

significant Trial Type X Training Condition interaction, F(1, 25) = 54.743, p <.001, d = 2.96. 

Because the two groups experienced different training contingencies on auditory trials, 

planned comparisons were performed to compare response levels on elemental and 

compound auditory trials for each group, revealing that PN demonstrated successful 

negative patterning discrimination by responding more to elemental auditory trials (M = 

62.31, SD = 13.63) compared to compound auditory trials (M = 13.69, SD = 19.00), t(12) = 

7.015, p  < .001. PS rats that had learned the pseudo-discrimination with auditory cues did 

not show any response preferences or bias for either the elemental (M = 26.98, SD = 4.21) 

or compound (M = 28.64, SD = 7.56) auditory trials, t(13) = -1.318, p = .210, suggesting the 

trial types were indiscriminable with regard to reinforcements outcomes, as predicted. 

Additionally, this result indicates PS rats were not biased by the visual positive patterning 

discrimination to apply the same rule regarding elemental and compound trials to the 

auditory discrimination. This could indicate that the solution strategy engaged for positive 

patterning does not readily transfer across modalities and may suggest that PP rats in 
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Experiment 2 did not apply a common response rule across the two modalities, but rather, 

treated them as separate and independent. 

The results from test trials with B either covered or uncovered are presented in 

Figure 6. As in Experiment 2, only PN rats appear to treat test trials with A differently when 

B was covered compared to when B was uncovered. A mixed ANOVA was conducted on the 

responses demonstrated to A-alone trials across training and test between the four 

conditions, revealing a significant Session X Condition interaction, F(3,23) = 3.223., p = 

.041, d = 0.75. Subsequent planned comparisons revealed that although the two different 

test groups that had learned PN did not respond differently to Cue A during training (M = 

7.29, SD = 4.11, M = 11.67, SD = 7.63, for covered and uncovered test conditions, 

respectively), rats that were tested with B covered responded significantly more (M = 23.57, 

SD = 12.63) than rats that were tested with B uncovered and unlit (M = 12.33, SD = 12.22), 

as revealed in a Session X Test Condition interaction among the PN group, F(1,11) = 6.034, 

p = .032, d = 1.48. However, no differences between training and test sessions or test 

conditions (B covered compared to uncovered) were found for rats in the PS group, ps >.05. 

Specifically, PS rats tested with B covered responded nearly identically to those tested with 

B uncovered, (M = 10.71, SD = 8.12, M = 10.29, SD = 14.01, respectively). Thus, the test 

behavior of PS subjects failed to support the hypothesis that length of training or exposure 

to cue uncertainty (that resulted from training with the pseudo-discrimination) contributes to 

the rats ability to distinguish between the ambiguous and explicit absence of a cue.  

 

General Discussion 

As demonstrated by Fast and Blaisdell (2011), our rats behaved as if they considered 

the possible presence of a cue that had previously served in a positive patterning task when 

that cue was obscured from view if and only if they had also learned a negative patterning 

discrimination during training. Collectively, the results continue to support the hypothesis 
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that the strategy engaged to solve negative patterning is necessary for rats to  behaviorally 

distinguish between the explicit and ambiguous absence of a relevant cue. Given the pattern 

of behavior demonstrated, it is reasonable to consider that this behavioral sensitivity may be 

driven by a retrieved image of the cue that is obscured from view. Therefore, the strategy 

engaged to solve negative patterning may influence the efficacy of image retrieval.  

Experiment 1 eliminated an explanation for the increased sensitivity to the 

ambiguous test situation of Fast and Blaisdell (2011) on the basis of increased ratios of 

reinforcement experienced by subjects learning both positive and negative patterning 

concurrently, (compared to subjects that simply learned a single positive patterning 

discrimination). In Experiment 1, rats that had learned the linear positive patterning with a 

ratio of reinforced to non-reinforced trials mimicking the ratio experienced by negative 

patterning rats in Fast and Blaisdell’s (2011) experiments, failed to treat the ambiguous and 

explicit test situations differently. Although there was a main effect for subjects that had 

received the higher ratio of reinforcement to respond at greater levels during both the 

elemental and compound trials of training as well as the A-alone probe trials during test, 

they did show successful positive patterning discrimination and, importantly, they did not 

treat the covered and uncovered test trials any differently. These results may seem to 

contradict those reported by Lachnit et al., (2007) whom found that increasing the number of 

reinforced trials relative to non-reinforced trials led to a general decrease in response 

magnitudes. However, their procedures involved a skin conductance measure in humans 

that may be prone to habituation effects (Koepke & Pribram, 1966) and they simultaneously 

manipulated trial density within a fixed interval, essentially resulting in a massed (versus 

spaced) trial presentation condition that has been demonstrated to influence learning and 

reduce responding (see Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000 for a review). Thus, it is plausible that the 

reduction found by Lachnit et al., (2007) is specific to the particular preparation and 

procedure utilized and does not reflect a general process of reinforcement ratio in patterning 
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discriminations. Despite this discrepancy, our results clearly indicate that amount of 

reinforcement-alone does not influence rats’ expectancies under ambiguous cue situations.  

Experiment 2 demonstrated that the mere exposure to a second discrimination with 

auditory cues could not account for the increased sensitivity demonstrated by positive 

patterning rats that had also learned a negative patterning task with auditory cues. Finally, 

Experiment 3 indicated that task difficulty, operationalized by length of training and cue 

discriminability with regard to reinforcement, are not the necessary components of negative 

patterning that drive this effect.  

The fact that negative patterning appears necessary is surprising given that Blaisdell, 

Leising, Stahlman, and Waldmann (2009) reported evidence that rats discriminated between 

the explicit and ambiguous absence of a cue that had served in a Pavlovian sensory 

preconditioning task. Likewise, Waldmann, Schmid, Wong, and Blaisdell (2012) report 

similar evidence using simple Pavlovian extinction procedures. Another experiment in our 

lab (unpublished) found evidence that the ambiguous absence of a cue attenuated 

generalization decrement when only one element was presented following simple Pavlovian 

conditioning with a single compound cue. Not only do these additional demonstrations not 

involve negative patterning, they also do not rely on the XOR or configural strategies 

needed for solving negative patterning. Thus, the most conservative conclusion at this time 

is that positive patterning alone is not sufficient for rats to demonstrate response sensitivity 

to the ambiguous absence of an event. In terms of the hypothesized mechanism driving this 

behavior, positive patterning does not enable sufficient retrieval of images of associated 

cues. While negative patterning appears necessary for rats to engage in a reasoning 

process similar to those that enable you to avoid a traffic collision when a traffic light is 

obscured from view, the mechanisms underlying this necessity remain to be determined.  
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Condition Phase 1 Test 

LOW-Covered 12A-/ 12B-/ 12AB+ A- with B Covered 

LOW-Uncovered 12A-/ 12B-/ 12AB+ A- with B Uncovered 

HIGH-Covered 6A-/ 6B-/ 24AB+ A- with B Covered 

HIGH- Uncovered 6A-/ 6B-/ 24AB+ A- with B Uncovered 

 
Table 1. Experiment 1 Design. 
 
A and B are 30-s lights serving in a positive patterning discrimination. Subscripts denote the 

number of trials per daily training session. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for lever presses 

occurring during the discriminative stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no reinforcement. ‘/’ 

separates trial types presented within the same session. LOW = 1:3 reinforced to non-

reinforced trials during training, HIGH = 2:3 reinforced to non-reinforced trials during 

training. Covered and Uncovered indicate whether or not B’s bulb was covered at  test. 
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Condition Phase 1 Test 

P-Covered 
12A-/ 12B-/ 12AB+ 

A- with B Covered 

P-Uncovered 
12A-/ 12B-/ 12AB+ 

 
A- with B Uncovered 

PN-Covered 
6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 
A- with B Covered 

PN-Uncovered 
6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 
A- with B Uncovered 

PP-Covered 
6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C-/ 6D-/ 6CD+ 
A- with B Covered 

PP-Uncovered 
6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C-/ 6D-/ 6CD+ 
A- with B Uncovered 

 

Table 2. Experiment 2 Design. 

A and B are 30-s lights, C and D are 30-s auditory cues. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for 

lever presses occurring during the discriminative stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no 

reinforcement, ‘/’ separates trials within the same session. P = Positive patterning, PN = 

Positive patterning with visual cues and Negative patterning with auditory cues, PP = 

Positive Patterning with both visual and auditory cues. Covered and Uncovered indicate 

whether or not B’s bulb was covered at test. 
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Condition Phase 1 Test 

PN-Covered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 

A- with B Covered 

PN-Uncovered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 

A- with B Uncovered 

PS-Covered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

3C-/ 3D-/ 3CD+ 

3C+/ 3D+/ 3CD- 

A- with B Covered 

PS- Uncovered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

3C-/ 3D-/ 3CD+ 

3C+/ 3D+/ 3CD- 

A- with B Uncovered 

 
Table 3. Experiment 3 Design. 
 
A and B are 30-s lights, C and D are 30-s auditory cues. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for 

lever presses occurring during the discriminative stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no 

reinforcement, ‘/’ separates trials within the same session. PN = Positive patterning with 

visual cues and Negative patterning with auditory cues, PS = Positive patterning with visual 

cues and a pSeudo-discrimination with auditory cues. Covered and Uncovered indicate 

whether or not B’s bulb was covered at test. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

C. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental chamber wall. A: Stimulus configuration during 

training. Lights 1 and 2 represent cues A and B, counterbalanced within group. Panels B 

and C illustrate the chamber layout during test sessions with B Covered (B) or Uncovered 

(C). 
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A.             B. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Mean lever press (LP) elevation scores (lever presses during the discriminative 

stimulus minus lever presses occurring during equivalent time period prior to cue onset, i.e., 

minus baseline). Error bars represent the standard of the mean. A: LPs during non-

reinforced elemental (A or B; white bars) and reinforced compound (AB; black bars) trials 

from the final day of training between the two conditions. Although HIGH subjects 

responded more overall than subjects in the LOW condition, both groups show successful 

positive patterning by committing significantly more LPs during compound trials compared to 

elemental trials. B: LPs during test probe trials of A-alone with B either Covered (gray bars) 

or Uncovered (white bars). As found in acquisition, subjects in the HIGH conditions 

responded more overall than subjects in either of the LOW conditions. There was, however, 

no effect of cover in either the LOW or HIGH conditions. This result indicates that cognitive 

processes more complex than those impacted by amount of reinforcement must account for 

the results of prior experiments with PP and NP (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011).  
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A. 

 
B. 

 
Figure 3. Mean increase in lever presses (LP) from baseline during discriminative stimuli  

(elevation score) on the final session of training. Error bars represent the standard error of 

the mean. a. Responses during visual non-reinforced elemental (A or B; white bars) trials 
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and reinforced compound (AB; black bars) trials. All conditions demonstrate successful 

positive patterning by responding more to the compound than the elemental trials. b. 

Responses during auditory elemental (C or D; white bars) and compound (CD; black bars) 

trials. Group P was not exposed to an auditory discrimination during training. Auditory cues 

served in a negative patterning discrimination for PN and a positive patterning discrimination 

for PP. PN demonstrated negative patterning by responding less to the compound than to 

the elemental trials. PP demonstrated positive patterning by responding more to the 

compound than to the elemental trials.  
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Figure 4. Mean elevation in lever presses (LP) scores (subtracting baseline) during test 

probe trials of A-alone with B either Covered (gray bars) or Uncovered (white bars). Error 

bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Only PN responded significantly 

different when B was Covered compared to uncovered. Why this difference appears to be 

generated by a reduction in responding during the Uncovered test trials compared to the 

other groups is unclear at this time. The important finding is that PN responds more when B 

is covered, consistent with prior results. 
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A. 

  
B. 

  
Figure 5. Mean increase in lever presses (LP) from baseline during discriminative stimuli 

(elevation score) on the final session of training. Error bars represent the standard error of 
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the mean. A: Responses during visual non-reinforced elemental (A or B) trials (white bars) 

and reinforced compound (AB) trials (black bars). Both PN and PS conditions demonstrate 

successful positive patterning by responding more to the compound than to the elemental 

trials. B: Responses during auditory elemental (C or D; white bars) and compound (CD; 

black bars) trials. PN demonstrated negative patterning by responding less to the compound 

than to the elemental trials. PS did not show a response bias for the auditory cues that 

served in the pseudo-discrimination; suggesting the signal value of these cues remained 

uncertain with regard to reinforcement.  
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Figure 6. Mean lever presses (LP) during test probe trials (minus baseline LP) of A-alone 

with B either Covered (gray bars) or Uncovered (white bars). Error bars represent the 

standard error of the mean (SEM). Replicating the results of Experiment 2, PN responded 

significantly more when B was covered compared to uncovered. PS did not treat the two test 

conditions differently, however, suggesting that length of training and experience with cue 

indiscriminability with regard to reinforcement contingencies is not sufficient to produce 

behavioral sensitivity to the two test conditions. 
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Chapter Four: Involvement of Medial Prefrontal Cortex and 

Cholinergic Modulation in the Dorsal Hippocampus during 

Decision-Making under Ambiguity 

 

This chapter includes portions of Fast, Flesher, Nocera, Fanselow & Blaisdell (in 

preparation).  

 
 

Abstract 

The ability to make decision when faced with uncertain circumstances deteriorates with age 

and is a notable deficit among populations with Alzheimer’s disease. Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011) discovered that rats may use strategies similar to humans when making behavioral 

decisions under situations of ambiguity. We applied these procedures to investigate possible 

neural mechanisms mediating the ability to make decision under ambiguity. Given that 

dysregulations in the functions of both the hippocampus and the acetylcholine 

neurotransmitter system have been correlated with cognitive decline in aging populations 

and Alzheimer’s disease, Experiment 1 examined the rat’s ability to apply  inferential 

reasoning-like strategies to draw on past experience and guide behavior during ambiguous 

situations after microinfusions of the cholinergic antagonist, scopolamine, into the dorsal 

hippocampus. The results agreed with the observed correlation between these processes 

and decision-making abilities in humans; scopolamine disrupted the behavioral sensitivity 

rats otherwise demonstrated to the ambiguous situation. Experiment 2 used expression of 

the immediate early gene product, cfos, as an index of neuronal activity in the hippocampus 

and prefrontal cortex of rats. Cfos expression profiles were compared between rats that 

behaved sensitively to the ambiguous test situation and those that did not. The results 

supported the findings from Experiment 1 by confirming hippocampal involvement through 
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distinct patterns of cfos expression in rats that behaved sensitively to ambiguity. 

Collectively, the results suggest the procedures developed by Fast and Blaisdell (2011) may 

serve as a viable animal model of decision-making under ambiguous situations and offer 

insight into potential lifestyle or pharmacological interventions that may enhance this ability 

in humans. 
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Introduction 

We frequently make decisions under conditions of incomplete information. In fact, we 

rarely have direct access to all of the information in our environment. Yet it is unclear what 

cognitive processes enable the distinction between explicit and ambiguous situations and 

how this understanding influences our decisions. Moreover, the ability to make decisions in 

the face of uncertainty declines with age (Boyle et al., 2012; Dunbar & Kuchibhatla, 2011; 

West, 1996), particularly in Alzheimer’s disease or in individuals suffering from mild 

cognitive impairment (c.f., Jacus, Bayard, Raffard, & Gély-Nargeot, 2013) and is likewise 

compromised in other, non-aged, clinical populations (c.f., Brevers et al., 2012; Fond et al., 

2012), creating a need for effective means of enhancing this ability, or protecting it from 

erosion. However, little is known about the neural processes that normally mediate decision-

making in the face of uncertainty. 

Work in our lab (Blaisdell, Leising, Stahlman, & Waldmann, 2009; Fast & Blaisdell, 

2011; Waldmann, Schmid, Wong, & Blaisdell, 2012) has led to the discovery that rats 

distinguish between the ambiguous absence of an event and its explicit absence. That is, 

like humans (Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2007; Kushnir, Gopnik, Lucas, & Schulz, 2010), rats 

appear to recognize the conditions under which they should be able to observe an event 

and those conditions under which the event should be hidden from observation. Following 

certain forms of associative learning, rats also appear to make behavioral decisions under 

similar situations of ambiguity. Fast and Blaisdell (2011; see also Chapter Two) reported 

that rats must first solve a difficult negative patterning discrimination before they are capable 

of performing behavioral decisions under an ambiguous test situation. In negative 

patterning, rats are reinforced with sucrose solution for pressing a lever whenever one of 

two lights is presented (A+, B+) but not when both lights are presented simultaneously   

(AB-). Rats were then tested with only one light (A) while the other light (B) was either 
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explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit) or ambiguously absent (covered by an opaque 

shield). Rats that faced the ambiguous test situation pressed the lever significantly less. 

This behavior may reflect an inferential reasoning-like process whereby the rats drew on 

their prior experience with A and B to consider the possible presence of light B during the 

novel situation when B was blocked from detection. Alternatively, if rats had learned a 

procedurally similar discrimination with the lights (positive patterning; A-, B-, AB+), their 

behavior was unaffected by occluding B during the test. Controlling for additional features 

that distinguish negative and positive patterning (Chapter Three) indicate that the configural 

solution strategy, whereby the combination of cues (AB-) is treated differently than the sum 

of its parts (A+, B+), required for negative patterning may contribute to the inferential 

reasoning strategy engaged during the ambiguous test situation. This discovery enables 

investigation into the underlying neural mechanisms that may mediate the ability to make 

decisions under conditions of uncertainty. 

 The hippocampus is a prime candidate neural structure that may mediate inferential 

reasoning in ambiguous situations (Barron, Dolan, & Behrens, 2013; Eichenbaum, 1992;  

Eichenbaum, Mathews, & Cohen, 1989; Ji & Maren, 2007; Kumaran, 2012; Reber, 

Leuchinger, Boesiger, & Henke, 2012; Zeithamova, Schlichting, & Preston, 2012; but see 

Driscoll, Sutherland, Prusky, & Rudy, 2004). Additionally, the hippocampus undergoes 

significant atrophy with age, particularly in aging-related onset of dementia, including that 

occurring in Alzheimer’s disease (Erickson, Miller, & Roecklein, 2012; Intlekofer & Cotman, 

2013; Jack et al., 1998; West, 1996; 1999). Furthermore, the hippocampus is known to play 

a critical role in negative patterning tasks (Alvarado & Rudy, 1995; Rudy & Sutherland, 

1989; 1995; Sakimoto & Sakata, 2013; Sutherland, McDonald, Hill, & Rudy, 1989; but see 

Davidson, McKernan, & Jarrard, 1993) such as those utilized by Fast and Blaisdell (2011). 

Lesions of the hippocampus that occur prior to training, prevent (or substantially impede) the 

acquisition of negative patterning while lesions occurring post-training prevent the retrieval 
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of the discrimination. Procedures that are believed to utilize configural strategies similar to 

those needed for negative patterning (Fanselow, 1999; 2009) likewise appear dependent on 

the hippocampus (Kim & Fanselow, 1992; Maren, DeCola, Swain, Fanselow, & Thompson, 

1994; Phillips & LeDoux, 1992; Ross, Orr, Holland, & Berger, 1984; Sanderson, Pearce, 

Kyd, & Aggleton, 2006). Importantly, the hippocampus does not seem necessary for rats to 

solve simpler discriminations such as positive patterning (c.f., Holland, Lamoureux, Han, & 

Gallagher, 1999; Sakimoto, Okada, Hattori, Takeda, & Sakata, 2013). This distinction may 

explain why rats trained on simple positive patterning discriminations also do not engage 

inferential-reasoning-like behavioral strategies under conditions of ambiguity (Fast & 

Blaisdell, 2011). Nonetheless, configural approaches are brought to bear on non-configural 

or linear problems, such as positive patterning, when they follow training on a negative 

patterning or configural discrimination (Alvarado & Rudy, 1992; Mehta & Williams, 2002;  

Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002). This transfer of solution strategy may guide inferential 

reasoning in test conditions involving uncertainty (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011).  

 The cholinergic system is an additional neural mechanism of interest. Not only are 

cholinergic deficits associated with aging-related cognitive deficits and Alzheimer’s disease 

(Fisher, 2012; Grothe, Heinsen, & Teipel, 2012; Haense et al., 2012; Perry, Perry, Gibson, 

Blessed, & Tomlinson, 1977; Poirier et al., 1995; Salomone, Caraci, Leggio, Fedotova, & 

Drago, 2012), they also disrupt the ability to solve configural discriminations, including 

negative patterning (Butt & Bowman, 2002; Butt & Hodge, 1997; Butt, Noble, Rogers, & 

Rea, 2002). Moran (1992) found that systemic (intra-peritoneal; IP) administration of the 

cholinergic antagonist (scopolamine) specifically disrupted rats’ abilities to perform a well -

learned negative patterning discrimination. Richmond, Nichols, Deacon, and Rawlins (1997) 

similarly found disruptions in performance on a negative patterning-like task following IP 

injections of scopolamine.  
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 Interestingly, acetylcholine (ACh) is widely prevalent in the hippocampus (Frotscher 

& Leranth, 1985). Furthermore, cholinergic function within the hippocampus has been 

implicated in aging-related senile dementia (Perry et al., 1977), and may serve as a 

predictor of treatment efficacy in Alzheimer’s disease (Poirier et al., 1995). Additionally, 

microdialysis techniques revealed a correlation between efflux of ACh and performance on a 

negative patterning task, but the same efflux did not occur during simple discriminations 

(Hata, Kumai, & Okaichi, 2007). Hasselmo (2006) suggested that ACh in the hippocampus 

may operate to enhance salience of afferent input through pre-synaptic inhibition 

mechanisms and modulation of theta activity in the CA1 and CA3 regions. Maren and 

colleagues (1994) reported similar evidence that cholinergic projections to the hippocampus 

modulate theta rhythm while others (c.f., Sakimoto et al., 2013) have established that theta 

power is correlated with performance on a negative patterning task. Finally, Gale, 

Anagnostaras, and Fanselow (2001) found that rats that had received micro-infusions of 

scopolamine into the dorsal hippocampus were significantly impaired in their ability to learn 

an association involving configural cues.  

 Given that Fast and Blaisdell (2011) found evidence that only rats that had learned 

negative patterning engaged in behavioral decision-making when faced with the ambiguous 

situation, it is possible that hippocampal function that mediates negative patterning also 

mediates decision-making under ambiguity. This hypothesis fits nicely with the observed 

correlation between hippocampal function and cognitive decline in humans. This cognitive 

decline is also associated with dysfunction of the cholinergic system, including in the 

hippocampus. The hypothesized role of the hippocampus during decision-making is 

strengthened in consideration that others have found systemic injections of a cholinergic 

antagonist disrupts negative patterning abilities and that these abilities are correlated with 

cholinergic activity in the hippocampus. Nonetheless, to our knowledge, no studies have 

experimentally manipulated cholinergic function within the hippocampus to observe its effect 
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on either negative patterning or decision-making abilities. Experiment 1 directly tests the 

hypothesis that inferential reasoning abilities related to decision-making during conditions of 

uncertainty is modulated by hippocampal ACh by training rats on a concurrent positive and 

negative patterning discrimination task and then testing them on an ambiguous situation 

following intrahippocampal infusions of scopolamine. Fast and Blaisdell (2011) reported 

that, although rats that had only learned posit ive patterning failed to behave sensitively to 

the physical occlusion of a cue (its ambiguous absence), rats tested with positive patterning 

cues would demonstrate inferential reasoning regarding the possible presence of the 

ambiguously absent cue if and only if they had also learned a negative patterning task. This 

discovery is important because it enabled Experiment 1 to explore the possible dissociation 

between negative patterning and inferential reasoning abilities following intrahippocampal 

infusions of scopolamine. Rats were tested with a visual cue that had previously served in 

the positive patterning discrimination. Because positive patterning has not been found to 

rely on the hippocampus, any disruption in test performance found could be attributable to 

disruptions in inferential reasoning. 

 Because the vast majority, if not sole, source of cholinergic innervation to the 

hippocampus originates in the medial septum (MS; Amaral & Kurz, 1985; Chang & Gold, 

2004; Dutar, Bassant, Senut, & Lamour, 1995; Wainer & Mesulam, 1990), it is plausible that 

this region may also play a role in the ability to flexibly reason under conditions of 

uncertainty. Indeed, lesions of the MS have been found to produce comparable learning and 

performance deficits on hippocampally dependent tasks as produced by lesions of the 

hippocampus (Baxter, Holland, & Gallagher, 1997). Furthermore, loss of cholinergic function 

has been hypothesized to contribute to cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s disease (Bartus, 

Dean, Beer, & Lippa, 1982; Coyle, Price, & DeLong, 1983; Whitehouse et al., 1982; Winkler, 

Thal, Gage, & Fisher 1998) and MS projections to the hippocampus mediate theta rhythms 

(Smythe, Colom, & Bland, 1992) that are sensitive to negative patterning tasks.  
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Wang and colleagues (2006) reported functional changes in the connections 

between the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), in Alzheimer’s patients 

with memory impairments, making this brain area another region of interest. The mPFC is 

also known to regulate decision-making (e.g., Kahnt, Heinzle, Park, & Haynes, 2011), and 

interaction with the hippocampus during inferential-like reasoning tasks (Barron et al., 2013) 

specifically under conditions of ambiguity (Christakou, Brammer, Giampietro, & Rubia, 2009; 

He, et al., 2010; Jenkins & Mitchell, 2010). Aging adults also show declines in function or 

morphology of the mPFC (Raz et al., 1997; Salat, Kaye, & Janowsky, 2001), particularly in 

Alzheimer’s disease (Akbarian, Smith, & Jones, 1995; Rascovsky et al., 2014), and mPFC 

function has been shown to interact with, or compensate for, hippocampal function 

(Zelikowsky et al., 2013). It is therefore likely that mPFC structures may also play a critical 

role in decision-making strategies under ambiguity. Of particular interest within the mPFC 

are the anterior cingulate (ACC), prelimbic (PL), and infralimbic (IL) cortices (e.g., Ashwell & 

Ito, 2014; Dwyer, Dunn, Rhodes, & Killcross, 2014; Haddon & Killcross, 2006; Kennerley, 

Dahmubed, Lara, & Wallis, 2009; Marquis, Killcross, & Haddon, 2007; Pushkarskaya, Liu, 

Smithson, & Joseph, 2010; Sharpe & Killcross, 2012; Wang et al., 2006; Wang, Tse, & 

Morris, 2012) for their roles in decision-making, conflict resolution, or hippocampal tasks.  

Experiment 2 investigated potential contribution of MS and mPFC regions in 

response decisions made under conditions of ambiguity by examining expression of the 

immediate early gene product, cfos, in the brains of rats that were recently tested with a 

relevant cue either explicitly (uncovered) or ambiguously (covered) absent. Rats were first 

trained on either a positive or negative patterning discrimination. Because Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011) reported that positive patterning rats do not behaviorally demonstrate distinction 

between these two test situations, rats that were trained on positive patterning served as 

controls for neural activity associated with the sensory experiences of the test situations. 

Rats trained on negative patterning, on the other hand, were expected to employ inferential 
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reasoning strategies during the ambiguous test that would otherwise not be engaged by rats 

tested in the explicit condition. Thus, comparisons in the cfos expression profiles between 

the conditions could provide an index of additional neural structures recruited during 

inferential reasoning in ambiguous situations. The present experiments are the first to 

experimentally investigate the correlative relationship between atrophy or dysfunction in 

mPFC and hippocampal regions in inferential-like decision-making abilities under 

ambiguous situations.            

 

Experiment 1 

 To assess the role of cholinergic modulation within the hippocampus on decision-making 

during ambiguity, bilateral cannulae aimed at the dorsal hippocampus (DH) were surgically 

implanted in rats to enable local infusions of the muscarinic MI antagonist, scopolamine. Rats 

were first trained on one of two concurrent patterning tasks involving visual and auditory cues 

(Table 1). Group PN received instrumental positive patterning training with two visual cues (A-, 

B-, AB+) and negative patterning with two auditory cues (C+, D+, CD-) within each training 

session. Fast and Blaisdell (2011) reported that this training procedure led rats to behave 

sensitively to the ambiguous absence of a visual positive patterning cue. Importantly, positive 

patterning is not dependent on hippocampal function, therefore, by testing rats with these cues, 

any changes in behavior resulting from intrahippocampal scopolamine could only be attributable 

to altered reasoning abilities rather than disrupted patterning discrimination performance. Group 

PS also received positive patterning with the visual cues (A-, B-, AB+) but were exposed to a 

pseudo-discrimination with the two auditory cues. The pseudo-discrimination involved equal 

reinforced and non-reinforced trials with each cue (C± or D±) as well as the simultaneous 

compound presentation of the cues (CD±). In this way, the auditory cues were themselves 

ambiguous with regards to reinforcement delivery. As reported in Chapter Three, exposure to 

the pseudo-discrimination should be insufficient for rats to treat the visual positive patterning 
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cues differently during the two (ambiguous or explicit) test conditions. This enabled us to further 

assess the effect of scopolamine on typical positive patterning performance during the tests. 

Furthermore, others (Chan, Jarrard, & Davidson, 2003; Chan, Morell, Jarrard, & Davidson, 

2001; Davidson & Jarrard, 2004; Davidson, Kanoski, Chan, Clegg, & Benoit, 2010; Davidson, 

Kanoski, Schier, Clegg, & Benoit, 2007; Davidson, Kanoski, Walls, & Jarrard, 2005) have 

argued that the hippocampus is necessary for discriminations involving “predictable ambiguity” 

in which the cue has an inhibitory association embedded among a competing excitatory 

association. By reinforcing the same cue (e.g., C) during some presentations but not others (C±) 

during training, the pseudo-discrimination should meet the predictable ambiguity criteria to 

recruit the hippocampus. Thus, the PS group also served as a control for hippocampal 

involvement during training that does not involve the configural strategy recruited for negative 

patterning. Configural solution strategies have been hypothesized to be necessary for rats to 

reason at test (see Chapters Two and Three) because exposure to other discriminations 

(including a pseudo-discrimination) is insufficient to produce behavioral sensitivity to 

ambiguously absent positive patterning cues.  

 Following training, subjects received test sessions with only cue A presented while the 

other visual cue (B) was either explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit) or ambiguously absent 

(covered by an opaque shield). Within-subject test sessions were conducted following micro-

infusion of either scopolamine or saline, across separate sessions. Following these tests, we 

assessed performance on the trained discriminations following both scopolamine and saline 

micro-infusions (on separate sessions, within-subject). This enabled us to examine the effect of 

scopolamine on positive and negative patterning abilities as well as determine any influence of 

scopolamine on motor function, visual processing, or instrumental motivation that may have 

influenced test results.  
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Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Thirty-two experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus 

norvegicus) approximately 70 days old at the start of the experiment were acquired from 

Harlan (Indianapolis, IN). A progressive food restriction schedule was imposed prior to the 

start of the experiment to maintain rats at 85% of their ad lib weight. Subjects were pair-

housed in transparent plastic tubs with a wood shaving substrate in a vivarium maintained 

on a reverse 12-hr light/dark cycle. Experiments were conducted during the dark portion of 

the cycle, six days a week. Rats were randomly assigned to one of four conditions (ns = 8): 

PN-Covered, PN-Uncovered, PS-Covered, or PS-Uncovered). The procedures used in this 

experiment (and Experiment 2) adhered to the policies established and approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles.  

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental chambers, measuring 30 x 25 x 20 cm (L x W x H) 

were used for this experiment. Each chamber was housed in separate sound- and light- 

attenuating environmental isolation chests (ENV-008, Med Associates, Georgia, VT). The 

front and back walls and ceiling of the chambers were constructed of clear Plexiglas, the 

side walls were made of aluminum, and the floors were constructed of stainless steel rods 

measuring 0.5 cm in diameter, spaced 1.5 cm center-to-center. 

 Each chamber was equipped with a water-dipper (ENV-202M, Med Associates) that 

was normally in the raised position but could be lowered into a trough of sucrose solution 

(20%) and re-raised. When in the raised position, a small well (0.05 cc) at the end of the 

dipper arm containing sucrose solution protruded up into the drinking niche.  Delivery of the 

sucrose solution served as the reinforcement for lever presses detected during appropriate 

discriminative stimuli. Head entries into the drinking niche were monitored by an infrared 

beam and detector aligned across the opening. A 28-V bulb (ENV-215M, Med Associates) 
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house light was located on the right-side chamber wall, 6 cm from the ceiling and 4 cm from 

the rear wall to serve as discriminative stimulus A (or B, counterbalanced across subjects 

within each condition). An incandescent bulb with a plastic diffuse shield (ENV-227M, Med 

Associates) was located on the right-side chamber wall, 6 cm from the ceiling and 4 cm from 

the front wall. When flashed at a rate of 2 Hz this light served as discriminative stimulus, B 

(or A, counterbalanced). One speaker located on the rear wall of the chamber could deliver 

a high-frequency tone (T; 3000 Hz) 8 dB(A) above background and another speaker on the 

ceiling of the chamber could deliver a click train (4/s) 8 dB(A) above background. The tone 

and click train served as discriminative stimuli C and D, counter-balanced. Discriminative 

stimuli were 30 s in duration when presented. A 4-cm square solid stainless steel block, 

designed to mimic a covered light bulb, was affixed centrally to a 7.8 cm x 4.1 cm aluminum 

plate (ENV-008-FP, Med Associates). Ventilation fans in each enclosure and a white noise 

generator on a shelf located outside of the enclosures provided a constant 62-dB 

background noise. 

 

Behavioral Procedures  

Magazine training. All sessions terminated after 60 min (unless otherwise noted) with 

a mean inter-trial interval (ITI) of 70 s (actual ITI values ranged from 40 to 100 s). On Days 1 

and 2, rats were trained to drink from the dipper containing sucrose solution delivered for 10 

s every 20 ± 15 s (actual inter-trial, ITI, values ranges from 5 to 35 s). 

 

Lever-Press Shaping. On Days 3-7, rats were reinforced with 10-s access to a 

sucrose solution for lever pressing. During the first two sessions, each lever press was 

reinforced (CRF). In addition, reinforcement was delivered every 120 s, noncontingent on 

lever press behavior. During the next three sessions, an average of one of every four lever 

presses was reinforced on a variable ratio (VR-4; actual values ranged from 1 to 7) schedule 
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and all reinforcement delivery was contingent on lever press behavior. Subjects that failed to 

press the lever a minimum of 50 times during the final lever press shaping session were 

exposed to additional shaping sessions (including a manual shaping component) until this 

criterion was met. 

 

Patterning Training. Training proceeded according to the procedures described in 

Chapter Three, Experiment 2, as re-printed here, (refer to Table 1). During this phase, rats 

assigned to the PN conditions (PN-Covered and PN-Uncovered) received 6 A-alone 

presentations, 6 B-alone presentations, and 6 presentations of the AB simultaneous 

compound. Lever presses made during the A or B presentat ions were not reinforced while 

lever presses to the AB presentations were reinforced on a CRF schedule with a 5-s 

delivery of sucrose solution. Subjects also received 6 C-alone presentations, 6 D-alone 

presentations, and 6 presentations of the CD simultaneous compound. Lever presses made 

during C or D were reinforced on a CRF schedule with a 5-s delivery of sucrose solution, 

while lever presses during the CD presentations were not reinforced. In this manner, visual 

stimuli A and B served in the positive patterning discrimination while auditory stimuli C and 

D were trained under negative patterning contingencies.   

Rats assigned to the PS conditions (PS-Covered and PS-Uncovered) also received 6 

A-, 6 B-, and 6 presentations of the compound AB+ (only lever presses made during the AB 

compound were reinforced). Additionally, these subjects experienced 3 reinforced C alone 

presentations (C+), 3 non-reinforced C presentations (C-), 3 reinforced D presentations 

(D+), 3 non-reinforced presentations of D (D-), 3 reinforced presentations of the CD 

simultaneous compound (CD+), and 3 non-reinforced trials with CD (CD-). Reinforcement 

was 5-s in duration according to a CRF schedule. Trials were quasi-randomly presented with 

the restriction that no more than two of the same trial type could occur consecutively within 
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a session. As described elsewhere (Chapter Two), the schedule of reinforcement was 

progressively reduced across ten days of training from a CRF to the final VR-4 schedule.   

A discrimination ratio (DR) was calculated separately for visual and auditory 

discriminations by subtracting the mean elevation score (trial – pretrial responses) on non-

reinforced trials from the mean elevation score on reinforced trials and dividing by the mean 

elevation scores across all trial types. For example, the DR = [mean AB – (mean A + mean 

B)/2] / [mean AB + (mean A + mean B)/2]. Given this calculation, DR scores could range 

between -1 and +1 with a score of 0 representing no discrimination and a +1 indicating 

perfect discrimination. PN subjects advanced to surgery and then test when they achieved a 

DR score greater than or equal to 0.65 on the visual positive patterning discrimination and a 

DR greater than or equal to 0.2 on the auditory negative patterning discrimination for three 

out of five consecutive training days and the two most recent. For testing purposes, PS 

subjects were yoked to PN subjects such that when a PN subject met criterion to test, a PS 

subject that had also obtained a DR greater than or equal to 0.65 on the visual positive 

patterning task during three out of five consecutive training sessions was also advanced to 

surgery and then testing. One subject from each condition was removed from the 

experiment for failure to meet test criterion after 100 days of training.   

 

Test A. Test sessions occurred following microinfusions of saline or scopolamine. 

Each subject received three separate test sessions in the order of saline, scopolamine, and 

saline microinfusions (Figure 1). This enabled us to assess the effect of scopo lamine on test 

behavior that was previously demonstrated (during the first session following a saline 

infusion) as well as examine any chronic effect of scopolamine or practice effects on test 

performance. A minimum of one patterning training session separated each test session to 

ensure that the test procedures were not disruptive to patterning discrimination 

performance. Subjects were required to demonstrate mastery/retention of the patterning 
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training discriminations, according to the test criterion described above, before re-testing. 

Additionally, to ensure that no traces of scopolamine remained in the rats nervous system 

during subsequent sessions, subjects remained in the vivarium and were not exposure to 

patterning training or test sessions for  7 days following scopolamine infusions.  

Twenty minutes prior to each test session, rats received bilateral infusions of either 

scopolamine (50µg/µl; Test 2) or saline (Tests 1 and 3). Rats were habituated to the infusion 

context and manual restraint a minimum of two days prior to receiving an actual infusion. 

During habituation and infusion sessions, rats were manually restrained while dummy 

cannulae were removed and internal cannulae (33-guage, 8 mm) connected to PE-20 

polythylene tubing were inserted into the implanted guides. Tubing was connected to 10-µl 

Hamilton syringes and mounted on an infusion pump (Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, 

MA). Infusion procedures and volumes were based on those used by Gale and colleauges 

(2001). During infusion sessions, a volume of 0.5 µl per side was infused at a rate of 0.25 

µl/min. To facilitate diffusion, internal cannulae remained in place for an additional minute 

following infusion of drug/vehicle. Dummy cannulae were then replaced and rats were 

returned to their home cages in the vivarium until they were transported to the conditioning 

chambers and testing commenced.  

During the first 15 min of each test session, rats received 6 non-reinforced 30-s 

presentations of A. In the remaining 30 min of the 45-min test session, cues C, D, and CD 

were presented six times each, with the restriction that no more than two of the same trial 

type could occur consecutively. Lever presses occurring during cues C, D, and CD were 

reinforced according to the subjects’ training contingencies, (i.e., C+, D+, CD- for PN rats 

and C±, D±, CD± for PS rats). During these test sessions, the light bulb that served as Cue 

B was replaced by the stainless steel cover for rats assigned to the covered conditions (PN-

Covered and PS-Covered). As in Fast and Blaisdell (2011), we controlled for generalization 
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decrement (Bouton, 2004) by placing the cover between lights A and B during test sessions 

for rats assigned to the uncovered conditions (PN-Uncovered and PS-Uncovered).  

 

Patterning Assessment following Infusions. These sessions were identical to those 

used during the final stage of patterning training but were conducted 20 min following 

microinfusions of saline, scopolamine, and saline, in that order. Infusion procedures were 

identical to those described above. As with the testing procedure, subjects were given a 7 

day break from experimental procedures following scopolamine infusions prior to resuming 

training. Subjects were required to demonstrate successful retention/mastery of the 

discrimination on one patterning training session following each patterning assessment 

session before they were re-assessed following another infusion.    

 

Surgical Procedures 

Rats were given a minimum of 3 days of free access to food after meeting test 

criterion. Bilateral guide cannulae (26-guage, 7 mm) aimed at the DH (3.7 mm posterior to 

bregma, 2.5 mm to either side of midline, and 2.5 mm ventral from skull) were surgically 

implanted. Rats were first anesthetized with isoflurane in oxygen (1.5% MAC) and treated 

with atropine (subcutaneous., 0.1 mg/kg) before being mounted in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf 

Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Their heads were shaved and their eyes were treated with 

artificial tears (Akwa tears) to maintain hydration. Their scalps were cleansed with 

alternating wipes of Betadine and 70% ethyl alcohol then were incised and the fascia 

retracted. Bregma and lambda were positioned in the same horizontal plane by adjusting the 

skull. Stainless steel guide cannulae were then lowered into place through small burr holes 

drilled into the skull and held in place with dental acrylic. Dummy cannulae (33-guage, 7 

mm) were inserted into the guides and were replaced with sterilized dummy daily following 

surgery. Carprofen was administered subcutaneously (5mg/kg) once per day for 48 hours 
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following surgery and the antibiotic trimethoprim sulfate (TMS) was dissolved in the rat’s 

drinking water (0.5 mg/ml) for one-week following surgery. Rats were maintained on an ad 

lib diet for a minimum of 5 days before again being progressively restricted to no less than 

85% their free-feeding body weight and resuming patterning training. Rats were required to 

again meet the DR criterion, described above, before advancing to test. One subject was 

euthanized after completing all test sessions and only one saline patterning assessment 

session because guide cannulae became dislodged.   

 

Histological Procedures 

 Cannulae placements (Figure 2) were assessed after rats completed all behavioral 

testing procedures. Rats were anesthetized and perfused intracardially with phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were extracted and 

cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution for minimum of 72 hours before being frozen ( -80º C). 

Coronal slices (40 µm) including the entire width of the cannula tract were collected and 

mounted on microscope slides. Tissue was then stained for nissl bodies (cresyl violet) and 

imaged with brightfield microscopy.   

 

Results & Discussion 

The results from the final day of patterning training are presented in Figure 3. Panel 

A illustrates that all subjects successfully learned the visual positive patterning 

discrimination by responding more to the compound (AB+) trials than to the elemental (A-, 

B-) trials. Performance on auditory trials during the f inal patterning session are presented in 

panel d. PN rats showed successful negative patterning performance by responding more to 

the elemental trials (C+, D+) than to the non-reinforced combination of cues (CD-) while PS 

rats did not respond differently to any of the auditory cues. Performance during patterning 

assessment sessions appears to have remained stable for both visual positive patterning 
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trials (Panel B) and auditory trials (Panel E) for PN and PS conditions following saline 

infusions. Panels C (visual) and F (auditory) show performance during patterning 

assessment sessions following microinfusions of scopolamine. While response patterns do 

not appear to be affected on the positive patterning or the pseudo-discrimination, a deficit 

appears for the auditory negative patterning discrimination (PN).  

A mixed ANOVA on the visual positive patterning DR scores across the two saline 

patterning sessions (sessions 1 and 3) and between the PN and PS training conditions 

(collapsed across Covered and Uncovered test conditions) revealed no significant main 

effects or interactions (ps > .35) indicating that positive patterning behavior remained stable 

across the test sessions and was not affected by the intervening scopolamine infusion. 

Given no differences were found between the saline patterning assessment sessions, a 

second mixed ANOVA on visual DR scores between the first saline session and the 

scopolamine patterning session between the PN and PS conditions was conducted to 

examine scopolamine’s effect on the visual positive patterning discrimination, revealing a 

main effect of session, F(1, 24) = 6.803, p = .015, d = 1.065. No main effect or interaction 

with training condition was discovered, ps > .57, indicating that the training conditions did 

not differ. Subsequent post hoc comparisons were conducted collapsed across condition 

with alpha adjusted to .0167, using the Bonferroni method to correct for multiple 

comparisons. Although a slight reduction in discrimination existed following scopolamine 

infusions (M = 0.50, SD = 0.376), positive patterning abilities were not significantly affected 

compared to performance following saline infusions (M = 0.72, SD = 0.380), t(25) = -2.000, 

p = .056, d = 0.800. Following both saline and scopolamine infusions, subjects responded 

significantly more to the reinforced compound (AB; M  = 57.903, SD = 28. 339, M = 41.032, 

SD = 29.884, respectively) than to the individual cues (A or B; M = 7.468, SD = 7.656; M = 

11.823, SD = 12.257, respectively), t(26) = -16.247, p < .001, d = 6.373, t(26) = -5.764, p < 

.001, d = 2.261, respectively. Furthermore, DR scores following scopolamine infusions were 
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not found to differ significantly from 0.65 (the threshold established for successful 

discrimination and used to determine advancement to test), t(25) = -2.000, p = .056. These 

results indicate that scopolamine did not influence the rat’s ability to respond appropriately 

to training contingencies on a positive patterning task. Furthermore, they indicate that visual 

processing, motor function, and instrumental motivation were unaffected by microinfusion of 

scopolamine into the DH.  

An additional mixed ANOVA was performed on the auditory DR scores from the two 

patterning assessment sessions following saline infusions (sessions 1 and 2) between the 

two training conditions (PN and PS), revealing only the expected main effect of training 

condition, F(1, 23) = 12.431, p = .002, d = 1.470. This effect was expected because only PN 

was trained with discriminable auditory cues. The null effect of session confirmed that the 

intervening scopolamine session did not disrupt performance on the saline auditory 

discriminations and provided justification for performing all subsequent analyses using 

performance from just the first saline session. A second mixed ANOVA on the auditory DR 

scores from the saline assessment session and the scopolamine session between the two 

training conditions revealed main effects of session, F(1, 24) = 8.845, p = .007, d = 1.214, 

and training condition, F(1, 24) = 5.820, p = .024, d = 0.985, but no interaction between 

these factors. Because we hypothesized that scopolamine should disrupt negative 

patterning abilities, subsequent comparisons were performed. No differences across the 

sessions were found for group PS, t(12) = 1.663, p = .122, d = 0.960; however, PN rats were 

significantly impaired on the negative patterning task following microinfusion of scopolamine 

into the DH (M = 0.11, SD = 0.275) compared to following saline microinfusions (M = 0.36, 

SD = 0.190), t(12) = 2.477, p = .029, d = 1.430. Similar to the effect others (Moran, 1992; 

Richmond et al., 1997) have demonstrated using systemic administration, microinfusions of 

scopolamine into the DH severely impeded the ability to solve the negative patterning 

discrimination. No changes in performance were demonstrated by rats that had learned a 
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pseudo-discrimination with the same auditory cues. Furthermore, given that both visual and 

auditory trials occurred intermixed within each patterning assessment session, and PN rats 

did not show deficits in their ability to discriminate visual positive patterning cues, we can 

conclude that the disruption to negative patterning abilities was not an artifact of changes in 

motor function or instrumental motivation. 

 Lever press behavior during test sessions with the visual cue B either uncovered and 

unlit (explicitly absent) or covered by the opaque shield (ambiguously absent) following 

saline microinfusions are presented in panel a of Figure 3. Before analyzing test 

performance between the conditions, a univariate ANOVA was conducted on lever presses 

occurring during A-alone trials (minus responses occurring prior to cue onset) from the 

previous patterning training session between the four test conditions (PN-Covered, PN-

Uncovered, PS-Covered, PS-Uncovered). No differences in responses to A were found, F(3, 

23) = 0.947, p = .434, d = 0.406, suggesting that any differences found during the test 

session could be attributable to sensitivity to the ambiguous test situation. A mixed ANOVA 

on lever presses occurring across the two saline test sessions (sessions 1 and 2) between 

the four test conditions (PN-Covered, PN-Uncovered, PS-Covered, PS-Uncovered), 

revealed no effects or interactions between session or condition, ps > .06, again suggesting 

that the test performance was reliable, despite the intervening session with scopolamine.  

To assess the effects of covering cue B during tests and performance following 

scopolamine administration (Figure 4, Panel B), another mixed ANOVA on lever presses 

occurring during cue A (minus responses occurring prior to cue onset) across the final day 

of training, the saline test, and the scopolamine test was conducted between the four test 

conditions. A main effect of session, F(2, 46) = 14.530, p < .001, d = 1.124, and a Session X 

Condition interaction, F(6, 46) 2.756, p = .023, d = 0.490 was found. The interaction was 

further assessed with paired-samples t-tests to compare lever press responses from 

acquisition to the saline test, saline test performance to the scopolamine test, and 
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acquisition to the scopolamine test for each condition. Only the PN-Covered groups showed 

significant differences in behavior across the three sessions, all other ps > .05. Specifically, 

PN-Covered responded significantly more when B was ambiguously absent during saline 

test sessions (M = 5.125, SD = 17.39) compared to when B was explicitly absent on A-alone 

trials from acquisition (M = -2.143, SD = 7.603), t(6) = -3.639, p = .011, d = 2.971. This 

difference was eliminated during scopolamine sessions (M = -0.143, SD = 3.132), that is 

behavior between acquisition and scopolamine sessions did not differ, t(6) = 1.469, p = 

.192, d = 1.199, while responses were significantly reduced during scopolamine sessions 

compared to saline sessions, t(6) = 3.610, p = .011, d = 2.948. The difference demonstrated 

between saline test sessions and acquisition replicates the effect of Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011) and is consistent with the rats engaging in an inferential reasoning-like strategy to 

consider the possible presence of B when it is blocked from detection because the 

simultaneous presentation of both A and B during training was always reinforced, while trials 

in which only appeared were not. 

 Finally, because our lever press dependent variable subtracted lever presses 

responses that occurred prior to cue onset (baseline responses) we assessed whether the 

effects described above could be explained in terms of changes in baseline lever press 

rates between conditions or across sessions. An overall reduction in baseline responses 

could produce an increase in responses to the discriminative stimulus using this measure 

(e.g., when B was covered), even if no actual increase to the cue occurred. Likewise, an 

increase in baseline could produce an artificial reduction in our dependent variable (e.g., 

during scopolamine test sessions). A mixed ANOVA of mean baseline responses across the 

saline and scopolamine test sessions between the four test conditions revealed a main 

effect of session, F(1, 23) = 6.102, p = .021, d = 1.030, but no significant effects of 

condition. The main effect of session cannot account for the pattern of results described 

above. Given the null effect of condition on baseline responding, changes in this measure 
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across session cannot explain why only PN-Covered responded more during saline tests 

compared to all other sessions. Furthermore, baseline responses were found to decrease 

for all conditions following scopolamine infusions (M = 6.111, SD = 8.377) compared to 

saline tests (M = 11.000, SD = 9.417). A reduction in baseline could artificially inflate our 

dependent measure; however, the only effect during scopolamine tests involved a reduction 

in responding for PN-Covered. The reduced baseline found during scopolamine tests is 

consistent with an overall reduction during these sessions (both during cue occurrence and 

prior to cue onset). However, given that baseline responses were subtracted from trial 

responses in our analysis, this overall reduction should be sufficiently compensated for and 

cannot explain the significant decrease demonstrated by only PN-Covered. 

Collectively, the behavioral results replicate those reported by Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011); only rats that learned negative patterning, in addition to the visual positive patterning 

discrimination, were sensitive to the ambiguous absence of one positive patterning cue 

during test. This behavior is consistent with the rats engaging in an inferential -reasoning-like 

process to consider the possible presence of B when it is occluded from view because 

simultaneous presentations of A and B were always reinforced during training (AB+) but A-

alone was never reinforced (A-). Importantly, scopolamine localized in the DH disrupted this 

decision-making process in the ambiguous situation (though did not affect lever press 

behavior in any other condition, including when B was explicitly absent). It is important to 

note that scopolamine did not disrupt the rats’ abilities to solve the visual positive patterning 

discrimination. This result may suggest that exposure to negative patterning did not cause 

PN rats to apply the negative patterning solution strategy while solving the positive 

patterning discrimination. Alternatively, it might suggest that the hippocampally dependent 

negative patterning solution did transfer to the positive patterning task during training; 

however, when hippocampal function was disrupted, different neural structures were 

capable of mediating positive patterning performance. In either case, the results indicate 
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that intrahippocampal scopolamine did not disrupt behavior during A-alone trials while B was 

covered because of an underlying deficit in the ability to discriminate between A and AB 

trials. Additionally, subjects were perfectly capable of responding at significantly high levels 

after receiving a scopolamine infusion, as evidenced by AB trial performance during the 

patterning assessment session. This was true despite an overall reduction in response 

levels during this session. The results thus indicate that the effect of scopolamine found 

during ambiguous test situations was indeed specific to the behavioral decision-making 

strategy, specifically, scopolamine disrupted decision-making under ambiguity. 

 

Experiment 2 

 Although Experiment 1 revealed an important role for cholinergic modulation in the DH 

on decision-making strategies under ambiguous situations, it is unlikely that the hippocampus 

acts independently to mediate this behavior. The prefrontal cortex has a well-established role in 

aspects of the decision-making process, including the ACC, IL, and PL structures within the 

mPFC (c.f., Ashwell & Ito, 2014; Barron et al., 2013; Christakou et al., 2009; Dwyer et al., 2014; 

Haddon & Killcross, 2006; He, et al., 2010; Jenkins & Mitchell, 2010; Kahnt et al., 2011; 

Kennerley et al., 2009; Marquis et al., 2007; Pushkarskaya et al., 2012; Smithson, & Joseph, 

2010; Wang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012). Additionally, although ACh input to the DH 

originates in the MS, Chang and Gold (2004) reported the continued (though reduced) presence 

of ACh in the hippocampus following complete ablation of the MS, suggesting a role for residual 

ACh function within the hippocampus. Furthermore, subregions within the DH are known to 

perform different neuronal transformation functions that may correspond to different task or 

elements of tasks (c.f., Deng, Aimone, & Gage, 2010; Guzowski, Knierim, & Moser, 2007; 

Leutgeb, Leutgeb, Moser, & Moser, 2004; Yassa & Stark, 2011) and these micro-circuit 

functions may change with age or disease (Yassa et al., 2010; Yassa, Mattfield, Stark, & Stark, 

2011). Thus, Experiment 2 expounds on the discoveries of Experiment 1 by examining 
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expression profiles of the immediate early gene product, cfos, within the CA1, CA2, CA3 and 

dentate gyrus (DG) areas of the DH in addition to the MS, ACC, IL, and PL areas after rats have 

experienced the ambiguous or explicit absence of a cue.  

 Rats were first trained on only one discrimination; either positive (A-, B-, AB+) or 

negative patterning (A+, B+, AB-) with visual cues. Fast and Blaisdell (2011; see also Chapter 

Three) reported that rats only trained on the simple positive patterning task did not demonstrate 

behavioral sensitivity to the two test conditions. That is, positive patterning was insufficient to 

prompt the rats to engage decision-making strategies under ambiguity. Thus, the positive 

patterning (P) condition served as a control for neuronal activity provoked by the sensory 

experience with the novel test situation and may, in some ways, represent clinical populations 

for which deficits in decision-making under ambiguity have been shown. Additionally, rats that 

had learned negative patterning (N) during training would be expected to decrease lever press 

behavior during ambiguous test situations if their behavior operated according to reasoning 

about the possible presence of the occluded cue (because the simultaneous presentations of 

cues was never reinforced during training, while the presentation of just one cue was 

reinforced). Because P rats should also elicit low levels of behavior, we predicted that the P and 

N-Covered rats should elicit similar levels of behavior during test (while N-Uncovered should 

demonstrate elevated responding during test). Thus, by training rats on only P or N, we also 

controlled for any contribution of motor responses to differences in cfos expression 

hypothesized to exist between P-Covered (non-reasoning) and N-Covered (reasoning) rats.          

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Forty experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus) 

approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment were acquired from Harlan 

(Indianapolis, IN). Subjects were housed and maintained according to the procedures 
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described in Experiment 1. Rats were randomly assigned to one of five conditions (ns = 8): 

P-Covered, P-Uncovered, N-Covered, N-Uncovered, or Homecage. 

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental chambers, identical to those described for Experiment 

1 were used for this experiment. The 28-V bulb (ENV-215M, Med Associates) house light 

located to the left of the food niche on the right-side chamber wall served as discriminative 

stimulus A (or B, counterbalanced across subjects within each condition), while the 

incandescent bulb with plastic diffuse shield (ENV-227M, Med Associates) flashed at a rate 

of 2 Hz served as discriminative stimulus, B (or A, counterbalanced). As before, 

discriminative stimuli were 30 s in duration and reinforcement was 5-s access to 20% 

sucrose solution when presented. A 4-cm square solid stainless steel block, designed to 

mimic a covered light bulb, was affixed centrally to a 7.8 cm x 4.1 cm aluminum plate (ENV-

008-FP, Med Associates). Ventilation fans in each enclosure and a white noise generator on 

a shelf located outside of the enclosures provided a constant 62-dB background noise. 

 

Behavioral Procedures  

Training proceeded according to those described by Fast and Blaisdell (2011).  

Magazine and Lever-Press training. All sessions terminated after 60 min (unless 

otherwise noted) with a mean inter-trial interval (ITI) of 70 s (actual ITI values ranged from 

40 to 100 s). Procedures during this phase were identical to those described in Experiment 

1. 

 

Patterning Training. Rats assigned to the P conditions (P-Covered and P-Uncovered) 

received 12 A presentations, 12 B presentations, and 12 presentat ions of the AB 

simultaneous compound. Lever presses made during the A or B presentations were not 

reinforced while lever presses to the AB presentations were reinforced on a CRF schedule 
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with a 5-s delivery of sucrose solution. Rats assigned to the N (N-Covered and N-

Uncovered) and Homecage control conditions also received 12 A, 12 B, and 12 

simultaneous presentations of A and B; however, lever presses made during A or B were 

reinforced while those occurring to AB were not (A+, B+, AB-). Trials were quasi-randomly 

presented with the restriction that no more than two of the same trial type could occur 

consecutively within a session. As in Experiment 1, the schedule of reinforcement was 

progressively reduced across ten days of training from a CRF to the final VR-4 schedule.   

A discrimination ratio (DR) was calculated as before and subjects advanced to test 

when they achieved a DR score greater than or equal to 0.65 during three out of five 

consecutive training days and the two most recent. One subject from the Homecage control 

condition failed to meet this criterion and was excluded from analysis.  

 

Test A. During the 20 min test session, rats received 12 non-reinforced, 30-s 

presentations of A. P-Covered and N-Covered rats experienced these trials while B was 

replaced by the stainless steel block. This block was placed centrally between the light 

bulbs for A and B during test sessions for P-Uncovered and N-Uncovered subjects. 

Homecage rats served as control subjects for cfos expression patterns associated with 

having learned negative patterning and experiencing transport on the day of the test, but 

were not placed in the experimental chambers. Instead, Homecage rats were transported to 

the room housing the experimental chambers and then returned to the vivarium where they 

remained for the following 90 mins.  

 

Immunohistochemical Procedures for Cfos Expression 

 Seventy minutes following completion of the test session (or 90 min after transport 

for Homacage), rats were anesthetized and perfused intracardially with phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were extracted and stored 
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overnight in 4% PFA before being transferred to 10% sucrose solution for a minimum of 12 

hours, then 20% sucrose solution for an additional 12 hours, then finally 30% sucrose 

solution for an additional 12 hours or until the brains were no longer suspended in the 

solution. Brains were then frozen (-80º C) and sliced on a cryostat. Serial coronal sections 

(40 µm) were made with every third sample (120 µm) within the prefrontral cortical area 

(centered around 3.72 mm anterior to bregma), medial septal (centered 0.48 mm anterior to 

bregma), and dorsal hippocampal (centered 3.00 mm posterior to bregma) regions collected 

and stored in PBS at 4º C until all samples had been collected.  

Free-floating tissue samples were then washed in PBS (3 successive washes at 10 

min per rinse), incubated in 50% ETOH for 20 minutes, and 50% ETOH + 3% H 2O2 for an 

additional 20 minutes, before receiving 3 additional rinses (10 min each) with PBS. Sections 

were then incubated at room temperature for 1 hour in blocking solutions (10% normal goat 

serum + .3% Triton-X 100 in 1x PBS), followed by 72 hour incubation in rabbit antiserum 

against cfos (1:2000; Santa Cruz) at 4° C. Sections were washed for 10 minutes with PBS 

followed by two additional 10 minute washes in blocking solution and were then incubated 

overnight in biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:250; Invitrogen). After being washed (PBS, 3 

washes at 10 min each), sections were incubated in ABC reagent (avidin biotin complex kit, 

Vector Labs) at room temperature for 1 hour, washed (PBS, 3 washes at 10 min each), and 

reacted in diaminobenzidine (DAB; approximately 5 minutes) to reveal neurons labeled for 

cfos in brown. Sections were then washed (PBS, 3 washes at 10 min each) and nissl bodies 

were counterstained using Hematoxylin QS (HQS; Vector Labs), mounted on microscope 

slides, and coverslipped.  

  

Unbiased Stereology 

Images of stained tissue were captured at 20 X optical magnification using brightfield 

microscopy. One sample per subject per region of interest (ROI) was selected blind to the 
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experimental condition on the basis of tissue, image, and stain quality and integrity. Images 

were then corrected to remove blood vessels (when necessary) and normalized for 

background and non-specific staining by applying a universal filter with ImageJ software 

(Abramoff, Magalhaes, & Ram, 2004; Rasband, 1997). CFos positive cells were then 

counted manually and independently in a random sample of tissue by three researchers, 

blind to the experimental conditions, using ImageJ and with ImmunoRatio software 

(Tuominen, Ruotoistenmäki, Viitanen, Jumppanen, & Isola, 2010). After high agreement was 

reached between all measures, all samples were subjected to analysis with ImmunoRatio, 

maintaining identical threshold settings for DAB and for HQS across all samples and ROIs. 

Random sampling confirmed accuracy of the stain identification and classification from 

ImmunoRatio. The percentage of cells stained positive for cfos expression (DAB) relative to 

total cells identified in the sample (counter-stained HQS), as determined by ImmunoRatio 

was then used as the dependent variable for statistical analysis.  

 

Results & Discussion 

The results from the final day of patterning training are presented Figure 5 (Panel A). 

P subjects successfully learned positive patterning as evidenced by the increased 

responding to compound (AB+) trials, relative to the elemental (A-, B-) trials. Likewise, N 

and Homecage subjects also successfully leaned negative patterning with the same visual 

cues, by responding less during compound trials (AB-) compared to elemental (A+, B+) 

trials. A mixed ANOVA on mean lever presses occurring during the discriminative stimuli, 

minus any responses that occurred during an equivalent 30-s period prior to cue onset, was 

conducted across the two trial types (mean elemental and compound) between the five test 

conditions, revealing a main effect of trial type, F(1, 34) = 64.040, p < .001, d  = 2.745, and 

Trial Type X Condition interaction, F(4, 34) = 199.973, p < .001, d = 4.850. Planned 
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comparisons revealed that rats trained on positive patterning (P-Covered and P-Uncovered) 

responded significantly more during compound AB trials (M = 126.625, SD = 23.197) than 

during elemental A or B trials (M = 18.375, SD = 11.916), t(15) = -16.971, d = 8.764. There 

were no differences between the two test conditions (Covered and Uncovered) on elemental 

trials (M = 20.750, SD = 14.40, M = 16.000, SD = 9.103, respectively; t(14) = 0.787, p = 

.444, d  = 0.421), though Uncovered responded more during compound trials (M = 114.250, 

SD = 18.360) than Covered (M  = 139.000, SD = 21.587), t(14) = -2.470, p = .027, d = 

1.320). Thus, both P groups demonstrated successful positive patterning and did not differ 

in their response levels during the elemental trials. This is important because it indicates 

that the two conditions did not treat A-alone trials differently during training, making test 

comparisons valid. An additional planned comparison mixed ANOVA across the training trial 

types and between the three N conditions (N-Covered, N-Uncovered, Homecage) revealed a 

significant main effect of trial type, F(1, 20) = 454.726, p < .001, d = 9.537, but no main 

effects or interactions with test condition. Further analysis confirmed that N subjects 

responded significantly more during elemental (A or B; M = 134. 565, SD = 29.457) than 

during compound (AB; M = 6.783, SD = 16.941) trials, t(22) = 20.660, p < .01, d = 9.239. 

Again, this is important because it establishes that any differences demonstrated during test 

cannot be attributable to different learning or performances on the preceding training 

session. 

Lever presses during the test session are presented in Panel B of Figure 5. Only N 

rats appeared to respond differently to the two test conditions by responding less when B 

was covered compared to uncovered and unlit. An ANOVA on mean lever presses occurring 

during the cue A (minus responses occurring during an equivalent time period prior to cue 

onset; i.e., baseline) between the test conditions (with Homecage omitted), revealed a main 

effect of condition, F(3, 28) = 31.680, p < .001, d = 2.127. Planned comparisons confirmed 

the hypothesized null effect for P rats with P-Covered (M = 40.625, SD = 10.901) 
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responding equivalently to P-Uncovered (M = 50.125, SD = 10.908), t(14) = -1.742, p = 

.103, d = 0.931. Additionally, the hypothesized difference between the N conditions was also 

supported with N-Covered responding significantly less (M = 58.375, SD = 33.032) than N-

Uncovered (M = 95.125, SD = 26.734), t(14) = -2.446, p = .028, d = 1.307. Furthermore, P-

Covered and N-Covered subjects did not respond significantly differently from one another, 

t(14) = -1.443, p = .171, d = 0.771. As expected, P-Uncovered responded less than N-

Uncovered, t(14) = -4.408, p = .001, d = 2.356, as would be predicted based on the training 

contingencies of the conditions (P was never reinforced during A trials while N was always 

reinforced during A trials). Importantly, this reveals that any differences in cfos expression 

patterns found between the P-Covered and N-Covered conditions cannot be influenced by 

motor responses committed during the test session. 

The percentage of cells staining positive for cfos expression compared to all other 

cells within each of eight (CA1, CA2, CA3, and DG of the dorsal hippocampus; IL, PL, ACC 

of mPFC; and MS) regions of interest were initially analyzed with a mixed ANOVA 

conducted between the test conditions (including Homecage). A main effect of region, F(7, 

203) = 20.746, p < .001, d = 0.639, and a Region X Condition interaction, F(28, 203) = 

2.273, p < .001, d = 0.212, were found, though there was no main effect of condition, p > 

.46. The interaction was further analyzed with univariate ANOVAs between the training (P, 

N) and test (Covered, Uncovered, Homecage) conditions for each region of interest.  

Within the DH, a main effect of training condition (P, N) was found was found in CA1, 

F(1, 33) = 5.654, p = .023, d = 0.828, with rats trained on negative patterning (N) showing 

greater cfos expression (M = 9.421, SD = 2.373) than those trained on positive patterning 

(P; M = 7.719, SD = 1.521) regardless of the test condition experienced. Within CA2, a trend 

was discovered for a main effect of test condition (Covered, Uncovered, Homecage), F(2, 

32) = 2.887, p = .070, d = 0.600. Subsequent planned contrasts, with alpha adjusted to .010 

using the Bonferroni method to correct for multiple comparisons, revealed that subjects 
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tested with B Uncovered tended to showed greater cfos expression (M = 13.736, SD = 

2.904) than Homecage subjects (M = 10.500, SD = 3.451) that did not experience any 

discriminative stimuli during the test period, t(19) = 2.264, p = .035, d = 1.039, though this 

difference failed to reach significance. No other comparisons were significant. Examining 

cfos between the training and test conditions failed to reveal any differences in CA3. Finally, 

an ANOVA comparing cfos between the training and test conditions in the DG revealed a 

main effect of test, F(2, 33) = 4.804, p = .015, d = 0.763, and a Train X Test interaction, F(1, 

33) = 6.620, p = .015, d = 0.896, (Figure 5, Panel C). The interaction was further analyzed 

with planned contrasts with alpha adjusted, as described above, to reveal that N-Covered 

showed greater cfos expression (M = 10.438, SD = 3.734) than N-Uncovered (M = 5.986, 

SD = 3.023; t(13) = 2.512, p = .003, d = 1.393; Figure 6), and Homecage controls (M = 

5.357, SD = 2.626; t(13) = 3.002, p = .001, d = 1.665). Furthermore, N-Covered had greater 

cfos expression than P-Covered (M = 6.375, SD = 1.883; t(14) = -2.747, p = .005, d = 

1.468), indicating that the increased activity within the DG for N-Covered could not simply 

be attributed to the sensory experience with the cover positioned where B previously had 

been presented during training per se, but rather, is likely related to the reasoning strategy 

engaged during this ambiguous situation. Furthermore, given that the level of behavior 

demonstrated between N-Covered and P-Covered during these tests did not differ, the 

elevated cfos in N-Covered also cannot be described in terms of corresponding motor 

responses. No other differences were found in DG.       

Given that microinfusions of the cholinergic antagonist, scopolamine, into the DH 

disrupted reasoning performance in Experiment 1, and the DH primarily receives cholinergic 

projections from MS, we also examined cfos expression patterns within MS. A univariate 

ANOVA of the percent of cfos expressed between the training and test conditions failed to 

reveal any effects, ps > .12. This may, in part, be due to the presence of both cholinergic 

and inhibitory GABBA-ergic cell bodies located within the MS, both of which project to the 
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DH and have been shown to modulate theta rhythms there (Smyth et al., 1992). Theta has 

also been correlated with performance on patterning tasks (Sakimoto & Sakata, 2013). 

While cfos may be used as an index for neuronal activity, it cannot be used to distinguish 

between cell types. It is therefore plausible, though impossible to determine with the present 

experiment, that different populations of neurons were active for the different experimental 

conditions. Additionally, Chang and Gold (2004) reported residual ACh activity with the 

hippocampus following complete lesions of MS, thus, it is also possible that ACh acting 

within the hippocampal micro-circuit may, at least in part, play a role in decision-making 

during ambiguity as suggested by Experiment 1. 

Cfos expression was also examined in structures located within the mPFC. A 

univariate ANOVA between the training and test conditions in the ACC revealed a main 

effect of training condition with rats trained on negative patterning showing greater 

expression (M = 14.295, SD = 3.247) compared to subjects that had learned positive 

patterning (M = 13.263, SD = 4.770; F(1, 33) = 6.774, p = .014, d = 0.906), regardless of the 

condition experienced at test. A main effect of test condition was also discovered, F(2, 33) = 

6.552, p = .004, d = 0.891. Subsequent contrasts, with alpha adjusted, revealed that 

subjects tested with B Uncovered showed greater cfos expression (M = 13.247, SD = 4.590) 

than Homecage subjects (M = 8.571, SD = 3.841; t(20) = 2.333, p = .008, d = 1.043), and 

slightly more than subjects in the Covered conditions (M = 10.520, SD = 3.411) though this 

difference failed to reach significance, t(29) = 1.887, p = .042, d = 0.701. Covered subjects 

did not differ from Homecage, p > .2. No effects of training were found on cfos expression in 

the PL, ps > .09; however, a nearly significant main effect of test condition was discovered 

in the IL, F(2, 32) = 3.283, p = .05, d = 1.61. After adjusting alpha, no contrasts were 

significant, though there was a trend for both the Covered and Homecage test conditions to 

show greater cfos than the Uncovered condition, ps = .028 and .023, respectively.  
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Further analysis was then conducted to determine the extent to which the above cfos 

expression patterns correlated with behavior during tests (omitting Homecage). Only  cfos in 

ACC was found to correspond to lever presses demonstrated during test, r = 0.376, p = 

.022; suggesting the ANOVA results described above may have simply been driven by the 

N-Uncovered condition that showed the greatest cfos expression in ACC and a lso engaged 

in the most lever pressing during test. While interesting, the relationship between cfos and 

absolute lever press behavior is not particularly informative to our variable of interest related 

to decision-making under ambiguity. This is because only N-Covered rats showed evidence 

of this behavior by responding differently at test compared to training, however, their 

absolute lever press behavior during this test did not differ from P-Covered and P-

Uncovered (that did not demonstrate sensitivity to ambiguity). A measure of decision-making 

strategy was constructed for each subject by subtracting lever presses during test from lever 

presses to A-alone trials from the previous day’s training session. This measure could serve 

as an index of decision-making strategy engaged during the test because large differences 

would not be expected for subjects that did not experience the ambiguous test situation or 

were otherwise insensitive to this condition. Although only a trend emerged for test condition 

in CA2 from the ANOVA above, cfos expression in CA2 was positively correlated with this 

measure of decision-making, r = 0.376, p = .022. This is especially interesting in light of the 

recent discovery (Wintzer, Boehringer, Polygalov, & McHugh, 2014) that CA2 may be the 

most sensitive hippocampal region to detecting small changes in the environment. It is 

therefore possible that CA2 may play an important role in the process of identifying an 

ambiguous situation that enables flexible adaptations in behavior. Interestingly, the 

correlation between CA2 cfos expression and the change in behavior demonstrated at test 

(compared to training) was established across all test subjects, suggesting that even rats 

trained on positive patterning (P-Covered, P-Uncovered) may be capable of detecting the 
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changed situation at test, but incapable of engaging appropriate inferential reasoning 

strategies to adjust behavior. 

To further characterize the cfos expression profiles across neural structures within 

each condition, correlations were conducted between all regions of interest (8) for each test 

condition, with alpha corrected for multiple comparisons to .006. No significant correlations 

were found among brain regions for P-Covered or P-Uncovered, ps > .009. Among N-

Covered rats, a strong, though non-significant, positive correlation was found between cfos 

in IL and DG, r = 0.718, p = .045. However, cfos expression in the DG of N-Covered was 

significantly correlated with cfos expression in CA1, r = 0.865, p = .003 (Figure 7). This 

correlation was not found for N-Uncovered and normalizing expression between conditions 

by transforming cfos counts to z-scores did not alter these results. Only finding this 

correlation in the N-Covered condition suggests that an increased concordance in activity 

between DG and CA1 may represent a possible circuit related to decision-making under 

ambiguity (Ketz, Morkonda, & O’Reilly, 2013). Potentially related to this effect, N -Uncovered 

(but not N-Covered) showed a significant correlation between cfos expression in CA2 and 

CA1, r = 0.874, p = .005 (again, this pattern was unaffected when scores were normalized to 

z-scores). Given that CA2 activity was positively correlated with the change in behavior 

during tests demonstrated by N-Covered compared to training responses, it is likely that 

CA2 may influence the correspondence between DG and CA1 under conditions of 

uncertainty. Though it is impossible to determine the precise circuit of this modulation from 

the current experiment, a recent discovery from Tonegawa and colleagues (Kohara et al., 

2014) suggests that DG projects to CA2 which then synapses on CA1. Our results suggest 

this recently discovered trisynaptic circuit may mediate the behavioral decision-making of 

rats exposed to an ambiguous test situation. 
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General Discussion 

 Experiment 1 demonstrated the novel effect that microinfusions of the cholinergic 

antagonist, scopolamine, directly into the DH selectively eliminated the rats’ ability to 

discriminate between negative patterning cues. Importantly, the same subjects were still 

capable of solving a positive patterning discrimination during the same test session. Though 

others (Moran, 1992; Richmond et al., 1997) have reported that systemic injections of 

scopolamine disrupt negative patterning discrimination, we present the first demonstration 

that a localized dose of scopolamine in only the DH is sufficient to selectively impede 

performance on negative patterning while leaving simple discriminations untouched within 

the same subject. The disruption to negative patterning was reversible, subjects showed 

complete recovery of their discrimination on the task after just one week of recovery without 

additional training or exposure to the discriminative stimuli. While microinfusions of 

scopolamine into the DH have been demonstrated to prevent acquisition of other 

hippocampally dependent tasks (Gale et al., 2001), our results indicate they also prevent 

retrieval of previously learned associations. Interestingly, these prior demonstrations 

produced similar effects as systemic injections of scopolamine (Anagnostaras, Maren, Sage, 

Goodrich, & Fanselow, 1999; Gale et al., 2001). Furthermore, the context fear learning task 

utilized in these experiments is also believed to rely on a configural solution strategy 

(Fanselow, 1999; 2009) like those needed to solve negative patterning (Bellingham, Gillette-

Bellingham, & Kehoe, 1985; Deisig, Lachnit, Giurfa, & Hellstern, 2001; Holland, Thornton, & 

Ciali, 2000; Kehoe & Graham, 1988; Lachnit & Lober, 2001; Lachnit, Ludwig, & Reinhard, 

2007; Ludwig & Lachnit, 2003; Pearce, 1994). Our results suggest that cholinergic 

transmission within the hippocampus not only mediates learning about configural 

representations but also their retrieval.  

 Of even greater interest, is the disruptive effect scopolamine had on the performance 

of rats during the test condition when a cue had been obscured (ambiguous). Following a 
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microinfusion of saline, rats that had learned both positive and negative patterning (PN) 

responded more when cue B (that had previously served in the positive patterning 

discrimination) was covered compared to when it was uncovered and unlit. These responses 

were also significantly greater than those made by the same rats during A-alone trials from 

the previous training session when B was explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit). This result 

replicates the effect reported by Fast and Blaisdell (2011) and suggests that these rats 

engaged in an inferential reasoning-like process to guide their behavior. This is because A-

alone trials during training were never reinforced, however lever presses during the 

simultaneous presentations of both A and B were always reinforced. Thus, if the rats drew 

on this past experience to consider the possible presence of B when it was blocked from 

detection, they would be expected to press the lever more than if they were certain that B 

was absent. Notably, only rats that had learned negative patterning, in addition to the 

positive patterning discrimination, demonstrated this behavioral sensitivity to the ambiguous 

positive patterning cue at test. Rats that had learned a different, pseudo-discrimination (PS), 

that others (Chan et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2001; Davidson & Jarrard, 2004; Davidson et al., 

2010; Davidson et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 2005) have argued should also engage the 

hippocampus during training, did not respond differently during A-alone test trials when B 

was covered compared to uncovered and unlit.  

 Following microinfusions of scopolamine, however, these differences were 

eliminated. All rats demonstrated low response levels to test trials with A, regardless of 

training history and test condition (B either covered or uncovered and unlit). This result is 

especially exciting because it cannot be attributed to deficits in sensory process ing of the 

visual stimuli, impediments to motor response abilities, or disruptions in instrumental 

motivation. Rats were perfectly capable of responding appropriately to the positive 

patterning cues after receiving scopolamine during patterning assessment sessions. That is, 

they responded more to the simultaneous occurrence of both A and B than to either A-alone 
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or B-alone when the status of these cues was explicit. However, when presented with the 

ambiguous absence of B during test trials with B covered, the rats no longer behaved 

sensitively to the ambiguity after they had received scopolamine. Furthermore, the effect 

was not driven by overall changes in baseline response levels. Although there was a 

general trend for scopolamine to reduce responding to all cues, this explanation fails to 

address why the reduction on A-alone trials only occurred for the PN-Covered rats that 

made significantly higher responses to auditory cues that followed the test trials within the 

same session. Additionally, others (Davidson et al., 2010; Holland et al., 1999) reported 

increased responding to non-reinforced cues following hippocampal manipulations while our 

effect involved a decrease in only the condition demonstrating inferential reasoning-like 

strategies during the previous session.  

 While this could be evidence that cholinergic modulation within the hippocampus is 

critical to decision-making abilities under ambiguity, it is also possible that the effect seen 

here is an artifact or indirect effect of the disrupted negative patterning abilities. Only rats 

that had learned negative patterning showed sensitivity to the ambiguous nature of positive 

patterning cues. Given that others (Alvarado & Rudy, 1992; Mehta & Williams, 2002; 

Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002) have demonstrated that configural solution strategies (like 

those used for negative patterning) transfer to other situations, it is possible that we merely 

disrupted this transfer process or the configural strategy as opposed to the reasoning ability. 

Driscoll and colleagues (2004) reported that hippocampal lesions did not disrupt 

performance on novel combinations of cues in a transitive inference-like task, though, which 

arguably involves transfer strategies. It is, however, possible that the same mechanism that 

regulates negative patterning abilities mediates inferential reasoning. This argument is 

weakened by the pattern of disruption demonstrated between the two discriminations. PN-

Covered rats reduced responding during the ambiguous test trials but increased responding 

to the non-reinforced cues of negative patterning. The behavior on negative patterning trials 
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fits the hypothesis that the hippocampus serves to enable non-reinforced cues to inhibit 

memories of reinforcement (Davidson et al., 2007; Davidson, Kanoski, Walls, & Jarrard, 

2005). This hypothesis, however, fails to explain why scopolamine caused rats to respond 

less when presented with the non-reinforced positive patterning cue A while B was covered. 

This discrepancy may suggest an additional role for the hippocampus to verify the status of 

an event in order to perform the function of inhibiting an associatively retrieved memory of 

reinforcement. It is unclear at this time if this explanation is functionally or qualitatively 

different from the mechanism utilized for decision-making under ambiguity. 

 The finding that positive patterning training alone is insufficient to prompt rats to engage 

in decision-making strategies under ambiguity that was initially reported by Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011; see also Chapter Three) was replicated in Experiment 2. Because these subjects did not 

treat the covered and uncovered status of B during test differently, they served as controls for 

neuronal activity provoked by the sensory experience with the novel, ambiguous test situation. 

These rats may share some similarities with clinical populations for which deficits in decision-

making under ambiguity have been shown. Not only did these rats fail to behave differently 

during the ambiguous test, immunohistochemical techniques revealed that their brains also did 

not respond with the same patterns of activity as those demonstrated by negative patterning 

rats confronted with the same sensory experiences. Overall greater cfos expression was found 

in the CA1 region of the DH and in ACC for rats that had learned negative patterning compared 

to positive patterning. These differences existed regardless of the test situation subjects 

experienced. That is, although all subjects experienced illumination of just one light at test, 

neuronal activity in these areas appeared to depend on the cue’s previous association with 

reinforcement. 

 Rats that had been trained on negative patterning responded less when B was covered 

compared to uncovered and unlit, and their cfos expression profiles differed notably from all 

other conditions. Importantly, the differences in cfos expression cannot be explained by levels of 
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motor responses committed during the test situation because N-Covered rats elicited equivalent 

levels of lever pressing as both P-Covered and P-Uncovered conditions. Additionally, a 

correlation across all subjects suggested that ACC activity directly corresponded with lever 

press behavior, but this pattern did not exist when the N-Covered condition was analyzed 

independently. Furthermore, when the more appropriate measure of decision-making under 

ambiguity (operationally defined as the change in lever presses during the test session 

compared to the preceding training session) was subjected to analysis, elevated activity in the 

DG was positively correlated with activity within the CA1 region of the DH only in the N-Covered 

condition. Interestingly, Yassa and Stark (2011) reported the inverse relationship between DG 

activity and the ability to detect novelty in older adults; that is, they found that increased DG 

activity correlated with reduced ability to discriminate between new and previously experienced 

situations. This same pattern was found in CA3 leading them to conclude that a functional deficit 

in both DG and CA3 contributed to memory deficits associated with aging. The present 

experiment found no differences in CA3 activity between conditions.      

Both positive and negative patterning rats did show elevated cfos expression in the CA2 

region of the DH only when tested with B covered, suggesting that while positive patterning may 

be insufficient to enable behavioral sensitivity, subjects may nonetheless, be capable of 

discriminating between the ambiguous and explicit absence of an event. Interestingly, others 

(Wintzer et al., 2014) have recently reported evidence that CA2 may be selectively engaged to 

detect small changes in the environment. Our cfos results support this notion. Surprisingly, 

however, cfos in CA2 and CA1 was only correlated in N-Uncovered, although absolute levels of 

expression in these regions were not found to interact with training and testing conditions. 

However, Kohara and colleagues (2014) recently discovered that incoming signals received by 

DG are relayed directly to CA2 before being passed further to CA1. With the potentially related 

discovery that DG and CA1 activity was positively correlated only in N-Covered, it is possible 

that negative patterning training somehow altered the functional communication within this 
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micro-circuit as a potential mechanism responsible for, or contributing to, behavioral sensitivity 

to ambiguity. This notion is partially supported by the elevated cfos expression found in CA1 for 

all rats that had received training on negative patterning (including homecage control subjects 

that did not experience discriminative stimuli during the test period). In consideration of the 

results reported by Yassa and Stark (2011), it is also possible that deficits in decision-making 

during ambiguous situations displayed by aging populations may reflect an over-reliance on the 

more commonly known trisynaptic micro-circuit in the hippocampus involving projections from 

DG to CA3 and then to CA1, rather than the more recently discovered projections from DG to 

CA2 and then to CA1 (Figure 8). However, Yassa and Stark (2011) drew their conclusions using 

fMRI techniques that may not afford the spatial resolution necessary to distinguish between all 

areas of the hippocampal subregions. Further research examining the functional micro-circuitry 

of the hippocampus during decision-making under ambiguity is clearly needed. The most 

conservative conclusion that can be drawn at this time is that learning that depends on 

hippocampal function uniquely poises rats to respond sensitively to the ambiguous nature of a 

relevant cue while simultaneously increasing the concordance between activity in DG and CA1.  

 Given the number of experiments reporting a role for prefrontal cortex in decision-

making and the related discovery that declining function or morphology of the prefrontal regions 

apparent in aging populations is correlated with decreased decision-making abilities, it is 

surprising that we did not find any relationships between the mPFC regions examined and the 

behavioral decision-making demonstrated by our rats. The failure to identify any correlations 

between hippocampal and mPFC structures in Experiment 2 also seems at odds with those 

reported by Barron and colleagues (2013) regarding simultaneous increases in activity between 

the hippocampus and mPFC while humans engaged in a task involving learning about absent 

events through imaginary representations. Nonetheless, the combined results of Experiment 1 

and Experiment 2 complement the observed correlation between hippocampal and cholinergic 

function and cognitive decline in humans. Intlekofer and Cotman (2013) recently reported that 
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physical exercise sufficiently counteracted deficits associated with declining hippocampal 

function among aging populations and persons afflicted with Alzheimer’s disease. Our results 

may suggest additional behavioral interventions to enhance decision-making abilities which 

could be especially important for aging populations that also suffer from limited mobility.  

Collectively, the experiments described here suggest that our behavioral procedure may serve 

as a viable animal model of decision-making under ambiguity. Further research using this model 

may elucidate the neural mechanisms that underlie this ability under normal and compromised 

conditions and could inform the development of behavioral or pharmacological interventions to 

restore function or prevent its erosion. 
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Table 1.  

Experiment 1 patterning training and test conditions. A and B are 30-s lights, C and D are 30-s 

auditory cues. ‘+’ = reinforcement delivered for lever presses occurring during the discriminative 

stimulus on a VR-4 schedule. ‘-‘ = no reinforcement. ‘/’ separates trials within the same session. 

PN = Positive patterning with visual cues and Negative patterning with auditory cues, PS = 

Positive patterning with visual cues A and B and a pSeudo-discrimination with auditory cues, C 

and D. Covered and Uncovered indicate whether or not B’s bulb was covered at test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition Patterning Training Test 

PN-Covered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 

 

A- with B Covered 

PN-Uncovered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

6C+/6D+/ 6CD- 

 

A- with B Uncovered 

PS-Covered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

3C-/ 3D-/ 3CD+ 

3C+/ 3D+/ 3CD- 

A- with B Covered 

PS- Uncovered 6A-/ 6B-/ 6AB+ 

3C-/ 3D-/ 3CD+ 

3C+/ 3D+/ 3CD- 

A- with B Uncovered 
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A.           Test 1    Test 2           Test 3 
                     
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B.            Assessment 1    Assessment 2          Assessment 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Sequence of testing and assessment events. A: Following training, subjects were 

surgically implanted with bilateral guide cannulae aimed at the dorsal hippocampus and 

allowed one week of recovery before resuming experimental procedures starting with 

“refresh” training (identical to initial patterning training; see Table 1). After meeting 

performance criterion, subjects then experienced a series of three test sessions with B 

either Covered or Uncovered and unlit. These tests occurred 20 minutes after microinfusion 

of saline (Tests 1 and 3) or scopolamine (scop; Test 2). Subjects were given a 1 week break 

from experimental procedures following scop infusion. B: After completing the sequence of 

test sessions, subjects received patterning assessment tests according to this same 

sequence of events; however, the B Covered or B Uncovered tests were replaced with 

Patterning training sessions identical to those described in Panel A. These additional 

sessions allowed us to assess the effect of scop microinfusions on discrimination 

performance.  
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Figure 2. Placement of cannulae for injection of scopolamine and saline (on separate 

sessions) in the dorsal hippocampus. Closed circles represent PN subjects that experienced 

concurrent training with positive and negative patterning with visual and auditory cues; open 

circles represents PS subjects that learned positive patterning with the visual cues and a 

pseudo-discrimination with auditory cues. Coronol images were taken from Paxinos and 

Watson (2005) with coordinates indicating distance (mm) from bregma.  
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A.                                                  B.                                           C.

   
 
D.                                                  E.                                           F.  

 
 

Figure 3. Mean lever presses (LPs) occuring during the 30-s discriminative stimuli minus 

any responses occurring during the 30 s period immediately prior to cue onset (baseline). 

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Panels a through c represent 

performance on the visual discrimination across sessions. Panels d through f illustrate 

corresponding LPs to auditory cues. Visual and auditory trials occurred randomly within the 

same session. White bars represent elemental trials, black bars represent compound trials. 

A: Performance on elemental (A or B) and compound (AB) visual trials during the final 

training session. Both PN and PS show successful positive patterning by responding more 

to compound than elemental trials. B: Performance on the visual positive patterning 

discrimination 20 min after microinfusion of saline into the dorsal hippocampus (DH). Both 

PN and PS continue to show successful discrimination. C: Visual positive patterning 
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discrimination 20 min after microinfusion of scopoalmine into DH. Both groups maintain 

successful positive patterning with greater LPs to the compound trials than to the elemental 

trials. D: LPs during compound and elemental auditory trials from the final training session. 

PN shows successful negative patterning by responding less to the compound than to the 

elements. PS does not show a response bias to the auditory cues that served in the pseudo-

discrimination. E: As with the visual discrimination (panels a and b), saline infusions into DH 

did not alter performance on the auditory trials. F: Performance on auditory trials 20 min 

after receiving microinfusion of scopolamine into DH. Notably, panel c illustrates 

performance on the visual positive patterning trials from the same rats during the same 

session. PN failed to respond differently to the elemental and compound trials, indicating 

they were no longer able to solve the negative patterning discrimination, despite successful 

discrimination on the positive patterning task. PS behavior was unaffected by scopolamine.  
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A.      B. 

 
Figure 4. Mean lever presses (LPs) occurring during 30-s A-alone probe trials, minus any 

responses occurring during the 30 s immediately prior to cue onset (baseline). Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). During test sessions, stimulus B was either 

Uncovered (white bars) or Covered by an opaque shield (gray bars). A: Test session 

occuring 20 min after microinfusion of saline into DH. PN rats responded more to A when B 

was Covered compared to when it was Uncovered. PS rats did not treat the two test 

situations different. B: Test session 20 min following microinfusion of scopolamine into the 

DH. LPs did not differ between any of the groups. Only PN-Covered responded significantly 

different from test sessions following saline (panel a). 
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A.                                                 B.                                        C.   

 
 

Figure 5. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). A: Lever presses 

(LPs) during the 30-s discriminative stimulus minus LPs that occurred in the 30 s prior to 

cue onset (baseline). P demonstrates successful positive patterning by committing more LPs 

during compound trials (black bars) than during elemental trials (white bars). N shows 

successful negative patterning with fewer LPs to compound trials compared to elemental. B: 

LPs minus baseline during test session with A-alone probe trials while B was Ucovered or 

Covered. Home cage subjects remained in their homecages during the test session period. 

P subjects responded identically regardless of test condition while N responded significantly 

less when B was Covered (gray bars) compared to Uncovered (white bars) and unlit. C: 

Percent of cells staining positive for the immediate early gene product, cFos, compared to 

all other cells in the dentate gyrus (DG) of the dorsal hippocampus. CFos was used as an 

index of neuronal activity during the preceding test session. N-Covered showed significantly 

elevated levels of cFos expression compared to all other conditions.  
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A.      B. 

        
C.      D. 

         
   

Figure 6. Representative sample from dentate gyrus (DG) of dorsal hippocampus for each 

test group (excluding Homecage). CFos positive cells appear brown (DAB), all others 

appears blue or purple (Hematoxylin QS).  A: P-Uncovered B: P-Covered C: N-Uncovered 

D: N-Covered 
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A.               B. 

  
 

Figure 7. Correlation (represented by line of best fit) between normalized cfos counts 

(percent cfos positive) found in IL of mPFC and DG of DH. Correlations presented 

separately for the two negative patterning test conditions A: N-Covered B: N-Uncovered 
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Figure 8. Diagram representing the traditional trisynaptic circuity between the dentate gyrus 

(DG), CA3, and CA1 within the dorsal hippocampus (solid black arrows) and the recently 

discovered circuit between DG, CA2, and CA1 (dashed gray arrows; Kohara, 2014).  
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Chapter Five: Cue Evoked Imagery Does NOT Require a Non-Linear 

Solution Strategy 

 
Abstract 

Mental imagery involves the perceptual-like experience of an event that is not physically 

present, or detected by the senses. Fast and Blaisdell (2011) reported that rats use imagery 

to guide their behaviors when a relevant sensory cue had been occluded from detection. 

Rats that had learned a complex negative patterning (A+, B+, AB-) discrimination behaved 

as if they were guided by an image of an ambiguously absent cue (B), while rats that had 

learned a simpler positive patterning (A-, B-, AB+) discrimination did not appear to use 

imagery. These results suggested that features of negative patterning contributed to the 

rat’s ability to use imagery. Alternatively, Dwyer and Burgess (2011) argued that the 

behavior of negative patterning rats was determined by simpler associative mechanisms that 

did not involve the use of imagery. By their account, explicitly absent cues acquire signal 

value during training, such that occluding the absence of a cue produces a decrement in 

total associative value on these trials. We investigated if negative patterning was necessary 

for rats to behave sensitively to ambiguously absent cues while assessing the role of 

imagery in this behavioral sensitivity. Rats were trained on a standard Pavlovian conditioned 

inhibition (A+, B+, AX-) procedure and then tested on A-alone and B-alone probe trials while 

X was either explicitly or ambiguously absent. Rats tested with X occluded from sensory 

detection (ambiguously absent) behaved differently than rats tested when X was 

unobscured (explicitly absent). Importantly, this behavioral sensitivity was only 

demonstrated to A-alone probe trials and not to B-alone probe trials occurring within the 

same session. The results indicate that the non-linear solution strategy of negative 

patterning is not necessary for rats to behave sensitively to ambiguously absent events. 
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Moreover, these results argue against an associative account of behavior and establish a 

role for imagery in rats.  
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Introduction 

 Einstein once claimed that “Imagination is more important than knowledge. For 

knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand.” No doubt imagination plays a crucial 

role in the lives of humans. Enabling consideration of events that have not been directly 

experienced through the senses, imagination contributes to flexible and innovative approaches 

to novel situations and may serve an adaptive role in changing environments. But what 

mechanisms bridge the gap between knowledge attained through experience and imagining 

novel possibilities? Do other, non-human, animals possess these same capabilities? 

  The ability to learn simple and complex relationships between events in the environment 

and the consequences of behavioral interventions on the environment is widespread throughout 

the animal kingdom, occurring in nearly every member, including both invertebrates (c.f., 

Guillette & Hollis, 2009; Hammer & Menzel, 1995; Nowbahari, Scohier, Durand, & Hollis, 2009; 

Stahlman, Chan, Blumstein, Fast, & Blaisdell, 2011) and vertebrates (c.f., Blaisdell, Sawa, 

Leising, & Waldmann, 2006; Hollis, Pharr, Dumas, Britton, & Field, 1997; Leising, Wong, 

Waldmann, & Blaisdell, 2008; Papini, 2003; Shettleworth, 2010; Urcelay & Miller, 2010). It 

remains unclear, however, if the typical associative learning in these demonstrations involves or 

enables imagination or if it simply contributes to what non-human animals “know” (barring any 

epistemological interpretations of this term). 

 Konorski (1948; 1967) postulated that associative learning involved the formation of new 

connections within the brain. After these connections are established, presentation of a 

previously experienced stimulus could activate associated brain regions to evoke a 

representation, or image, of an anticipated event or outcome. Konorski speculated that it was 

these “hallucinations” that drove animals to behave in preparation for the impending or expected 

- though yet to occur - event. Contemporary learning theorists support Konorski’s position that 

learning involves changes in neural connections or function, though the role of images remains 

a contentious topic. This, in large part, is due to the scientific law of parsimony and Morgan’s 
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Canon (Dwyer & Burgess, 2011; Morgan, 1894) that warns psychologists against assuming 

higher psychological processes than are necessary to explain a behavioral phenomenon. 

Nonetheless, some particularly sophisticated demonstrations of learning suggest that non-

human animals may rely on imagery, specifically when expected events fail to occur in the 

environment. 

Pickens and Holland (2004) provide a review of two classes of associative learning 

phenomena in non-human animals that seemingly depend on the use of imagery. One class of 

learning includes mediated-conditioning (Holland, 1981) procedures that demonstrate rats are 

capable of learning new relationships between events that have not been directly experienced 

together in the environment. Mediated conditioning procedures involve at least two phases of 

learning. In the first phase, an association is formed between two events, (using standard 

Pavlovian conditioning procedures; AB), by physically presenting the events together. During 

the second phase, only one event (A) from the preceding conditioning preparation is presented 

in conjunction with a new event (e.g., an unconditional stimulus, US; AUS). Finally, the other 

event from the first phase of learning (B, the event that was explicitly absent during the second 

phase) is presented. Surprisingly, rats respond to this event differently than would be expected 

on the basis of just the direct experience they had with it during only the first phase of the 

experiment; that is, rats behave as if they expect the phase two event (US) to occur. Results 

from mediated conditioning experiments indicate that the formation of simple Pavlovian 

associations enable event cues (conditional stimuli; CSs) to activate or retrieve a 

representation, or image, of another event with which it is associated. This CS-evoked image is 

capable of substituting for the actual occurrence of its corresponding event, insomuch that 

additional associations are formed between the image and physical events occurring in the 

environment (e.g., BUS). This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that learning appears to 

occur to the retrieved image even when it seemingly fails to develop to other cues that are 

physically present in the environment (c.f., Holland, 1981; 1983; 2006). 
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While mediated conditioning procedures demonstrate that non-human animals use 

imagery to learn new relationships, this sophisticated ability nonetheless merely contributes to 

what the animal “knows” about its environment and fails to constitute “imagination” as Einstein 

popularly used the term. Imagination, it seems, involves more than just the simple accumulation 

of additional knowledge, but the ability to use an image to make novel predictions about 

situations that have never been experienced before. More recent work in our lab suggests that 

rats possess imagination; that is, rats may not only use images to acquire new knowledge, but 

also to aid problem-solving strategies when faced with a novel situation.  

Fast and Blaisdell (2011) discovered that rat behavior appears to be guided by 

associatively retrieved images during ambiguous situations, in which relevant cues in the 

environment are blocked from physical detection by the senses. We first trained hungry rats that 

pressing a lever was rewarded with a sweet-tasting solution if the lever press occurred in the 

presence of some visual cues or combinations of cues, but not in the presence of others. One 

group of rats were reinforced for pressing the lever whenever two lights (A and B) were 

illuminated simultaneously, but not when either light appeared by itself (A or B; positive 

patterning). Another group of rats learned the inverse relationship; their lever presses were 

rewarded if they occurred when either light occurred by itself (A or B), but not when both lights 

were illuminated simultaneously (AB; negative patterning). Rats demonstrated they had learned 

these relationships by pressing the lever substantially more during the cues that predicted 

reinforcement (AB for Group 1 positive patterning, but either A or B for Group 2 negative 

patterning) compared to the cues that did not (A or B for positive patterning Group 1 and AB for 

negative patterning Group 2).  

We then examined how the rats would behave when only partial information about the 

relevant cues was available. During test sessions, a subset of rats experienced only Cue A 

illuminated while Cue B remained unlit (explicitly absent). The remaining rats also experienced 

trials with only Cue A lit, however, we covered Cue B with an opaque shield to occlude it from 
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the rat’s view. Note that all rats experienced only Cue A illuminated during these test sessions. 

Despite the strikingly similar sensory experience of both groups, rats that experienced Cue A 

when Cue B was covered (ambiguously absent) responded on the levers differently than when 

Cue B was uncovered and unlit (explicitly absent). Importantly, this behavioral sensitivity to the 

ambiguous absence of Cue B was only demonstrated by the Group 2 negative patterning rats. 

These rats pressed the lever significantly less when B was covered compared to when it was 

uncovered and unlit. This behavior indicates that the rats were capable of distinguishing 

between the situation in which they should (B uncovered) and should not (B covered) be able to 

determine the status of an event (B) through their senses. Furthermore, it suggested that rats 

may use imagery to make behavioral decisions during conditions of uncertainty. Given the 

contingencies experienced during initial training (A+, B+, AB-) if, during test trials with Cue A 

illuminated, the negative patterning rats imagined the possibility that Cue B could also be 

illuminated (but blocked from detection), then they would be expected to press the lever less 

than if they were certain that only Cue A was present. This is because the combination of lights 

(AB-) was never reinforced during training, but the individual presentation of each light 

(including Cue A by itself; A+) was always reinforced. This is indeed how the rats behaved. 

To examine why Group 1 rats, that had learned positive patterning with the visual cues 

prior to experiencing the test situations, did not demonstrate the same behavioral decision-

making abilities, we conducted a second experiment in which all rats learned both positive and 

negative patterning discriminations with separate sets of cues (visual and auditory). This 

procedure was employed based on the hypothesis that the empirically more challenging 

(requiring more training sessions to master) negative patterning task required a more complex 

solution strategy that also engaged additional representational capacities  that rendered the 

subjects sensitive to the different test situations. These same representational capacities may 

not have been evoked by the simpler positive patterning task. By training subjects on both 

positive and negative patterning, we reasoned that the solution strategy (and its corresponding 
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representational capacities) engaged for solving negative patterning may transfer to how 

subjects approached the positive patterning cues during the subsequent test. Indeed, others 

have argued that negative (but not positive) patterning relies on configural (Bellingham, Gillette-

Bellingham, & Kehoe, 1985; Deisig, Lachnit, Giurfa, & Hellstern, 2001; Holland, Thornton, & 

Ciali, 2000; Kehoe & Graham, 1988; Lachnit & Lober, 2001; Lachnit, Ludwig, & Reinhard, 2007; 

Ludwig & Lachnit, 2003; Pearce, 1994) or exclusive-or (XOR: Grand & Honey, 2008; Medin, 

Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982; Medin & Smith, 1981; Smith, Coutinho, & Couchman, 2010) 

solution strategies and these strategies transfer to other situations that normally do not require 

them (Alvarado & Rudy, 1992; Mehta & Williams, 2002; Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002). Our 

hypothesis was supported when rats trained on positive patterning with cues A and B 

responded more when Cue B was covered at test compared to when Cue B was uncovered and 

unlit. Again, these results are consistent with the rat’s ability to imagine the possible presence of 

the occluded Cue B during trials with A because the simultaneous occurrence of Cue A and B 

was always reinforced during positive patterning training, while the single illumination of only 

Cue A was never reinforced. These results suggested that negative patterning may be a 

necessary pre-requisite for rats to imagine ambiguously absent events. 

While we interpreted these results as evidence that rats use associatively retrieved 

images to guide their behavioral decision-making, Dwyer and Burgess (2011) offered a simpler 

explanation based on associative mechanisms. By their account, negative patterning influenced 

the learning that occurred to additional features (perhaps configurations) in the conditioning 

context. Specifically, they argue that rats not only learn associations between the illuminated 

cues and the outcomes but also between the absent or unilluminated cues and the outcomes. 

That is, expectancy of reinforcement during a trial with only one light illuminated is driven by 

both the occurrence of one light and the explicit non-occurrence of the other light. Negative 

patterning involving cues A and B is typically represented as A+, B+, and AB- (where the ‘+’ and 

‘-‘ refer to the presence and absence of reinforcement, respectively); however, by Dwyer and 
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Burgess’ (2011) account, the same discrimination could be represented as AONBOFF+, BONAOFF+, 

AONBON-, where “ON” and “OFF” refer to the illuminated and non-illuminated bulb in the 

conditioning context (see also Rescorla, 1973). Given this structure, the unilluminated bulb of B 

is actually more predictive of reinforcement when it occurs in the presence of the illumination of 

A (note BOFF alone is unlikely to develop a strong excitatory association because it is also 

present during the inter trial interval). Note that AON alone is insufficient to predict reinforcement 

because it is also present during non-reinforced trials when it occurs with BON. Dwyer and 

Burgess (2011) argue that covering B’s bulb during the test effectively removed the BOFF Cue, 

and its corresponding excitatory association, to produce a reduction in the expectancy of 

reinforcement and, likewise, a reduction in lever press behavior.  

This approach also accounts for the increase in responding demonstrated by rats tested 

with positive patterning cues (after they had also learned negative patterning) based on the 

assumption that the configural approach of learning about both ON and OFF cues from negative 

patterning had transferred to how the positive patterning task was solved. By this assumption, 

positive patterning transitioned from the traditional representation of A-, B-, and AB+ to become 

AONBOFF-, BONAOFF-, and AONBON+. In this case, B’s unilluminated bulb would develop an 

inhibitory association to predict the absence of reinforcement (during AONBOFF trials) and 

overcome the otherwise excitatory prediction from A’s occurrence (acquired during AONBON+ 

trials). Thus, removing the BOFF Cue during test trials with B covered results in a loss of 

inhibition and an increase in lever press responses. 

While both Dwyer and Burgess’ (2011) and our (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011) competing 

theoretical explanations account for the pattern of results demonstrated by Fast and Blaisdell 

(2011), they employ very different mechanisms. Dwyer and Burgess’ (2011) account involves 

the passive removal of relevant associative values, akin to a generalization decrement (Bouton, 

2004) process, to produce changes in behavior. On the other hand, our account involves the 

active retrieval of an image (and its associative value) to exert behavioral control. Additionally, 
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both accounts suggest that negative patterning, or at least either a configural or non-linear 

solution strategy, is necessary for rats to behave differently when a cue is ambiguously absent 

compared to when it is explicitly absent. This premise is explicitly stated by Dwyer and Burgess 

(2011) while our results (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011; and see Chapter 3) seem to support this notion, 

however we make no overt claim regarding the necessity of negative patterning to enable 

retrieved images to exert behavioral control. In fact, other studies in our lab (Blaisdell, Leising, 

Stahlman, & Waldmann, 2009; Waldmann, Schmid, Wong, & Blaisdell, 2012) provide some 

evidence that negative patterning may not be necessary.  

The present experiment investigates if the behavior a rat engages in when confronted 

with an ambiguous situation really is driven by the rat’s imagination or by simpler associative 

mechanisms. It also examines the necessity of negative patterning to invoke these processes 

by using a Pavlovian conditioned inhibition design. Unlike negative patterning, conditioned 

inhibition does not require a configural or XOR solution strategy. It can, on the other hand, be 

solved with a simple linear operation that can also be applied to solve positive patterning.  

For example the Rescorla-Wagner model (RW: Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & 

Rescorla, 1972) uses a linear function to predict when learning should occur as well as the 

nature of that learning. According to the RW model, [ΔV = αβ(λ-V)], learning (changes, Δ, in 

associative strength, V) occurs whenever there is a discrepancy between what is predicted to 

occur and what actually happens (λ), i.e., learning is a result of surprise. Expectancies are 

determined on the basis of the sum of all previously established associations to cues that are 

present in the environment (V). In a conditioned inhibition experiment, one conditional stimulus 

(CS; A) is followed by delivery of the unconditional stimulus (US; AUS) on some trials. During 

separate trials, CS A occurs in the presence of another cue (X), in which case the US is not 

delivered (AXNO US). The RW model predicts that CS A should develop an excitatory 

(positive) associative value to predict the occurrence of the US following AUS trials. Thus, 
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when the US does not occur during AXNO US trials, surprise is generated that decrements 

the excitatory association of each of the cues (A and X) present during the trial. Assuming that 

both A and X started as truly neutral cues with regard to the US (V = 0), this causes X to 

develop a negative (inhibitory) associative value to predict the absence of the US. Once 

learning has reached asymptote, the associative value of A is equal to λ (related to US 

magnitude) to perfectly predict the US outcome during A-alone trials [(λ-V) = (λ- λ) = 0]. The 

associative value of X, on the other hand, is – λ to perfectly counteract the excitatory prediction 

from A (during AXNO US trials) and makes the omission of the US (represented by a λ value 

of 0) during these trials unsurprising (hence how learning is said to have reached asymptote; 

[(λ-V) = (0- (λ- λ) = 0)]. Applying the RW model to positive patterning (A-, B-, AB+) results in 

each cue acquiring a sub-threshold excitatory association (e.g., 0.5 if λ = 1) that, when the cues 

are presented together during reinforced compound trials (AB+), sum together to perfectly 

predict the outcome (0.5 + 0.5 = 1). The RW model cannot readily account for negative 

patterning (A+, B+, AB-) because the excitatory association established to each cue during 

reinforced trials (A+ and B+ trials) would sum during the compound trials to inaccurately predict 

the outcome. However, if the cues are represented in configural terms (like those hypothesized 

by Dwyer & Burgess, 2009; Rescorla, 1973) the RW model can successfully solve negative 

patterning. Note, however, that only in the case of negative patterning are configural 

representations needed for the linear operation of RW to account for learning in the three 

scenarios described. Thus, if a configural strategy is a necessary pre-requisite for rats to 

behave sensitively in ambiguous situations (as proposed by Dwyer & Burgess, 2009) then rats 

that have learned conditioned inhibition should not demonstrate this sensitivity. 
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Experiment 1 

In the present experiment, rats received standard Pavlovian conditioned inhibition 

training with auditory (A and B) and visual (X) CSs. CS B was always followed by delivery of a 

sucrose solution US. Similarly, CS A was followed by the US unless CS A occurred in the 

presences of CS X. In this way, X should develop as a conditioned inhibitor to predict the 

absence of the US. Following this training, we performed a summation test (Rescorla, 1969) to 

assess X’s ability to suppress responding to CS B with which it had not been explicitly trained. 

Next, we examined how the rat’s responded to CS A and CS B when X was covered.  

Dwyer and Burgess’ (2011) associative account provides two predictions for this test: i) 

given their premise that configural representations are necessary to observe an effect of 

covering a cue, and conditioned inhibition does not require configural representations to solve, 

their model predicts that no differences in behavior should be seen between rats tested with X 

covered and rats tested with X uncovered and unlit, ii) if rats form configural representations, 

though not needed, while learning conditioned inhibition, they should take the form of AONXOFF+, 

BONXOFF+, AONXON-  such that removing the XOFF cue during covered tests should reduce the 

total excitatory association on these trials and produce a decrement in conditioned responding 

(CR) to both trials with CS A and trials with CS B. Importantly, by both accounts, the CRs 

demonstrated to CS A and CS B while X is covered should be equivalent; either an equivalent 

lack of effect (i) or an equivalent reduction (ii).  

On the other hand, our hypothesis that rats are engaging in an active, imaginative 

process to behave when a cue is occluded from view predicts a reduced CR to CS A when X is 

covered compared to uncovered and unlit, but no change in CRs elicited by CS B. This is 

because our account posits that the change in behavior is driven by an associatively retrieved 

image of the occluded cue (X). The ability of a cue to retrieve an image operates as a function 

of the association between the cue and the event represented by that image (Holland, 1983; 

Wagner, 1981). For example, it has been discovered that mediated conditioning effects (that 
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involve retrieved images) rely on within-compound associations between the presented cue and 

the retrieved image (Castro, Wasserman, & Matute, 2009; Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Holland; 

1983; Liljeholm & Balleine, 2009). Thus, the inhibitory image of X should only be retrieved by 

cues with which it was previously paired. Because CS B was never explicitly paired with X (or 

CS A, which was paired with X) no association should exist between CS B and X, thereby 

preventing CS B from evoking an image of X at test. On the other hand, because CS A was 

paired with X during training, it should be uniquely poised to activate the inhibitory image of X 

which should, in turn, actively reduce the expectancy of the US, thereby suppressing CRs to CS 

A. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Twenty-two experimentally-naïve female Long-Evans rats (Rattus 

norvegicus) approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment were acquired from 

Harlan (Indianapolis, IN). A progressive food restriction schedule was imposed prior to the 

start of the experiment to maintain rats at 85% of their ad lib weight. Subjects were pair -

housed in transparent plastic tubs with a wood shaving substrate in a vivarium maintained 

on a reverse 12-hr light/dark cycle. Experiments were conducted during the dark portion of 

the cycle, six days a week. Rats were randomly assigned to one of two groups (ns = 11): 

Covered or Uncovered). The procedures used in this experiment (and in Experiment 2) were 

conducted under approval and following the guidelines established by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles.  

 

Apparatus. Eight experimental chambers, measuring 30 x 25 x 20 cm (L x W x H) 

were used for this experiment. Each chamber was housed in separate sound- and light- 

attenuating environmental isolation chests (ENV-008, Med Associates, Georgia, VT). The 
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front and back walls and ceiling of the chambers were constructed of clear Plexiglas, the 

side walls were made of aluminum, and the floors were constructed of stainless steel rods 

measuring 0.5 cm in diameter, spaced 1.5 cm center-to-center. 

 Each chamber was equipped with a water-dipper (ENV-202M, Med Associates) that 

was normally in the raised position but could be lowered into a trough of  sucrose solution 

(20%) and re-raised. When in the raised position, a small well (0.05 cc) at the end of the 

dipper arm containing sucrose solution protruded up into the drinking niche. Delivery of the 

sucrose solution served as the unconditioned stimulus (US). Head entry into the drinking 

niche served as our measure of conditioned responding (CR) and was monitored by an 

infrared beam and detector aligned across the opening that measured beam breaks 

continuously every 0.1 s. An incandescent bulb with a plastic diffuse shield (ENV-227M, 

Med Associates) was located on the right-side chamber wall, 6 cm from the ceiling and 4 cm 

from the front wall. When flashed at a rate of 2 Hz this light served as the conditioned 

inhibitor, X (or Y, counterbalanced). A 28-V bulb (ENV-215M, Med Associates) house light 

was located on the right-side chamber wall, 6 cm from the ceiling and 4 cm from the rear 

wall to serve as a conditioned stimulus (CS; Y or X, according to counterbalancing). One 

speaker located on the rear wall of the chamber could deliver a high-frequency tone (T; 

3000 Hz) 8 dB(A) above background and another speaker on the ceiling of the chamber 

could deliver a click train (4/s) 8 dB(A) above background. The tone and click train served 

as CS A and B, respectively. When presented, CSs were 30 s in duration. A 4-cm square 

solid stainless steel block, designed to mimic a covered light bulb, was affixed centrally to a 

7.8 cm x 4.1 cm aluminum plate (ENV-008-FP, Med Associates). Ventilation fans in each 

enclosure and a white noise generator on a shelf outside of the enclosures provided a 

constant 62-dB background noise. 
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Procedure.  

Magazine training. All sessions terminated after 60 min (unless otherwise noted). 

During a single magazine training session, rats were trained to approach and drink from the 

dipper containing sucrose solution by delivering the solution every 20 ± 15 s (actual inter -

trial, ITI, values ranges from 5 to 35 s). 

 

Magazine training with stimulus pre-exposure. This phase was nearly identical to the 

magazine training session on the preceding day; however, each stimulus (A, B, X, and Y) 

was presented twice randomly for 30 s with a mean ITI (measured from the offset of one CS 

to the onset of the subsequent CS) of 415 s (actual ITI values = 370, 400, 430, and 460 s). 

This was done to reduce the novelty of all cues (c.f., Bouton, Doyle-Burr, & Vurbic, 2012), 

including CS Y that would be re-introduced later during the retardation-of-acquisition test.   

 

Conditioned inhibition training. During this and all subsequent phases of the 

experiment, stimuli were separated by a mean ITI, measured from CS termination to CS 

onset, of 160 s (actual ITI values ranged from 120- to 200-s). During this phase, all rats 

received 6 A+ trials, 6 B+ trials, and 6 AX- trials. Trials were randomly presented with the 

restriction that no more than two of the same type could occur consecutively. A+ and B+ 

trials involved the 30-s presentation of the auditory cue immediately followed by delivery of 

the US. No US was delivered following AX- presentations. In this manner, the auditory 

stimuli (A and B) were trained as excitatory Pavlovian CSs while the visual stimulus (X) was 

trained as a conditioned inhibitor to predict the absence of the US.  

During this phase and all subsequent phases, nose poke head entries into the food 

niche were recorded during a 30-s period prior to CS onset, during the 30-s CS 

presentation, and during a 10-s period following CS termination. This enabled us to 

calculate elevation scores by subtracting the nose poke responses made during baseline 
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from those made during the CS. It also enabled us to monitor US retrieval following CS 

presentations in which the US was delivered (i.e., A+ and B+ trials).  

Prior to testing, each subject’s performance was assessed to determine the 

magnitude of discrimination in conditioned responses (CRs). A measure of inhibition was 

calculated by subtracting the mean number of nose pokes occurring during AX- trials per 

sessions from the mean number of nose pokes occurring during A+ and B+ trials per 

session. This measure was then normalized across subjects by dividing by the constant 

value of 350 to produce an inhibition score. Inhibition scores greater than 1.00 were used as 

the threshold for successful learning; subjects advanced to the standard summation test if 

their average inhibition score was greater than or equal to 1.00 during 3 out of 5 consecutive 

sessions and during the two most recent sessions. Because sessions only occurred 6 days 

a week, subjects never advanced to the testing following a break, but instead received one 

additional day of conditioned inhibition training. If the subject again met criteria, it was 

advanced to testing during the subsequent session. 

 

Standard summation test. In this 40 min test session, subjects experienced 3 A+, 3 

B+, and 3 AX- trials identical to those experienced during the preceding conditioned 

inhibition training. Additionally, 3 BX- trials served to measure X’s ability to transfer 

inhibitory influence over CRs that would otherwise be elicited by B as one of two standard 

assessments of a conditioned inhibitor (Rescorla, 1971). Trials were randomly presented 

with the restriction that no more than two of the same type could occur consecutively.  

 

Conditioned inhibition refresher session. To ensure that the standard summation test 

had not disrupted previously learned CRs, one additional session of conditioned inhibition 

training was conducted on the day following the standard summation test. All subjects met 

test criteria with inhibition scores greater than or equal to 1.00 during this session.  
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“Ambiguous” summation test. During this 20 min session, subjects received 3 A- and 

3 B- trials randomly presented with the restriction that no more than two of the same type 

could occur consecutively. For subject randomly assigned to the covered condition, these 

trials occurred with X Covered, (the light bulb on which X had been presented in training 

was replaced by the aluminum plate containing the solid stainless steel cover). Subjects 

assigned to the uncovered condition received the same test trials but with X’s light bulb 

remaining in place and uncovered. To control for generalization decrement (Bouton, 2004) 

resulting from the potential change in context introduced by the addition of the cover during 

covered sessions, the aluminum plate with the cover was positioned centrally above the 

food niche and immediately adjacent to X.  

 

Results & Discussion 

All subjects successfully learned the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition discrimination, 

as shown in Figure 1. A mixed ANOVA on nose poke elevation scores across the three trial 

types from training (A+, B+, and AX-) and between the two subsequent test conditions 

(covered and uncovered) revealed a main effect of trial type, F(2, 40) = 49.993, p < .001, d = 

2.24. No effects of training condition (including the interaction with training trial type) were 

significant, ps > .2, indicating that both conditions demonstrated equivalent levels of 

conditioned inhibition performance at the conclusion of training. Planned comparisons 

(collapsed across the test conditions) between the training trial types revealed that subjects 

responded equally to CS A (M = 361.00, SD = 311.807) and CS B (M = 402.86, SD = 

273.81), but demonstrated significantly fewer nose poke CRs to the AX- trials (M = -383.96, 

SD = 399.18) compared to A-alone trials, t(21) = 6.798, p < .001, d = 2.97, confirming 

successful Pavlovian conditioned inhibition performance.  

 Because subjects in the two test conditions did not perform differently during the final 

day of acquisition, the two test conditions were collapsed during analysis of the standard 
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summation test (though presented separately in Figure 2). Justification for collapsing the 

conditions was provided by a mixed ANOVA on CRs between subsequent test condition  

(covered or uncovered) and across the four trial types of the standard summation test (A+, 

AX-, B+, BX-) that revealed no significant effects of test condition, ps > .09. A main effect of 

trial type F(3, 60) = 23.630, p < .001, d = 1.23, was further analyzed with planned 

comparisons to reveal that CRs did not differ to CS A (M = 192.45, SD = 26.35) and CS B 

(as found during the final session of training; M = 222.86, SD = 25.79), t(21) = 1.161, p = 

.259. Also consistent with the training performance, CRs to AX- (M = -127.40, SD = 40.92) 

were significantly less than to CS A, t(21) = 5.910, p < .001, d = 2.58. Importantly, all 

subjects passed the standard summation test by responding significantly less to the novel 

BX trials (M = -25.86, SD = 40.67) compared to CS B, t(21) = 4.431, p < .001, d = 1.93.  

The most critical results to our hypothesis surround performance during the 

ambiguous summation test. Results from this test are presented in Figure 3. A mixed 

ANOVA across the two trial types experienced during this test (A and B) and across the two 

test conditions (covered and uncovered) revealed a significant Trial Type X Condition 

interaction, F(1,20) = 8.095, p = .01, d = 1.27. No other effects were significant, ps > .2. 

Planned comparisons revealed that subjects experiencing CS A while the putative inhibitor, 

X, was covered, responded significantly less (M = 91.73, SD = 82.66) than subjects tested 

with X uncovered (M = 261.55, SD = 172. 93), t(20) = -2.938, p = .008, d = 1.31. However, 

there was no difference in responses to CS B, t(20) = 0.058, p = .956, regardless of whether 

X was covered (M = 185.82, SD = 149.18) or uncovered (M = 181.64, SD = 197.03). Further 

analysis revealed that subjects tested with X covered also responded significantly less to 

CS A during the ambiguous summation compared to the preceding standard summation test 

(when X was explicitly absent during A-alone trials), t(10) = 2.814, p = .018, d = 1.78. The 

same was not true for rats tested with X uncovered and unlit, t(10) = -0.843, p = .419. 

Furthermore, neither test condition responded differently to CS B during the ambiguous test 
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situation compared to the preceding standard summation test, ( t(10) = 0.414, p = .688; t(10) 

= 1.042, p = .322; for covered and uncovered groups, respectively). However, both test 

conditions did respond differently to CS A during the ambiguous summation test compared 

to the AX- trials from the standard summation test (t(10) = -2.886, p = .016, d = 1.83; t(10) = 

-4.256, p = .002, d = 2.69; for the covered and uncovered conditions, respectively). The 

difference in CRs demonstrated to CS A when X was covered in the ambiguous summation 

compared to CRs demonstrated to AX- trials in the standard summation test may be 

attributable to the strength of images reported by others (c.f., Holland, 1983).  

To ensure these effects were not an artifact of changes in baseline responding 

(because our dependent variable CR subtracts responses during the CS from those 

baseline responses occurring prior to CS onset), a mixed ANOVA on baseline nose poke 

responses across training, standard summation, and the ambiguous summation test 

sessions and between the two test conditions revealed a main effect of session, F(2, 40) = 

30.020, p <.001, d = 1.73, but no effects of test condition, ps > .2. Post-hoc comparisons, 

utilizing the Bonferroni procedure to correct alpha for multiple comparisons, indicated that 

baselines did not differ between the final day of training (M = 92.56, SD = 55.52) and the 

standard summation test (M = 91.62, SD = 62.34; p = .89). However, baselines were greater 

during the final day of training and the standard summation test than during the ambiguous 

summation test (M = 35.73, SD = 42.63), t(21) = 7.138, p < .001, d = 3.12 and t(21) = 5.535, 

p < .001, d = 2.42, respectively. Although mean baselines were analyzed, the reduction 

demonstrated during the ambiguous summation test may, in part, be due to the abbreviated 

session duration (20 min) compared to training (60 min) and the standard summation test 

(40 min), indicating that baseline responses may change as a function of time in the 

experimental chamber or session. However, given no effects of condition were found, we 

can be certain the differences demonstrated between the test conditions during the 

ambiguous summation are not due to changes in baselines. Furthermore, if test 
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performance reflected an artifact of baselines, an increase in CRs would be predicted during 

the ambiguous summation test, (rather than the maintenance or reduction from prior 

sessions) because baselines were actually found to decrease during the ambiguous 

summation test. Additionally, it is unclear how baseline responses would differ within-

subjects between two different, as-yet-to-be experienced trial types.   

Rats demonstrated successful learning of the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition procedure 

by eliciting fewer CRs to CS A when it occurred in the presence of X compared to when CS A 

occurred independently on separate trials. X’s ability to suppress CRs transferred to another 

well-established CS (B) during a standard summation test (Rescorla, 1969) as evidence that it 

had acquired individual inhibitory associations with regard to the US during training. In this 

manner, the inhibitor, X, can be likened to an ‘out of order’ sign. After learning that this sign 

indicates an otherwise expected outcome will not occur, witnessing the sign in a novel situation 

can influence your expectancies. For example, you are unlikely to dispense money into a 

parking meter or vending machine with an ‘out of order’ sign affixed to it, even if you’ve never 

seen an inoperable parking meter before, because you’ve likely already learned the functional 

significance of the sign in other contexts. 

Not surprisingly, rats that experienced probe trials with CS A and CS B while X was 

uncovered and unlit (explicitly absent) in the ambiguous summation test, evinced identical levels 

of CRs as demonstrated to A-alone and B-alone trials from training and the standard summation 

test. Of greater interest is the behavior of rats that experienced these probe trials of CS A and 

CS B while X was covered by the opaque shield (ambiguously absent). The theoretical model 

proposed by Dwyer and Burgess (2011) predicted that rats would show either i) equivalently 

high CRs as those demonstrated by rats tested with X explicitly absent (because conditioned 

inhibition does not require rats to form configural representations in order to solve the 

discrimination), or ii) (given that configural representations were somehow formed anyway) CRs 

emitted during trials with CS A and trials with CS B would be equally reduced because both 
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trials involved the removal of the unilluminated bulb (XOFF) that should have developed an 

excitatory association during training. Alternatively, based on the related demonstration that 

mediated conditioning effects rely on the formation of within-compound cue associations (c.f., 

Liljeholm & Balleine, 2009) we predicted that only the CS that had formed an association with X 

(by virtue of contiguous occurrence) during training would be capable of activating an image of 

the inhibitory X during the ambiguous test situation. Once active, this image could exert 

behavioral control by reducing the expectancy of the US. Because only CS A had been explicitly 

paired with X during training, we predicted that rats would demonstrate fewer CRs during CS A 

probe trials compared to CS B probe trials while X was covered. This is precisely how rats 

behaved during the ambiguous summation test when X was covered. Rats made significantly 

fewer CRs to CS A compared to CS B. Additionally, the CRs demonstrated to CS A during this 

test, were significantly fewer than those demonstrated on A-alone trials from the preceding 

training and standard summation sessions (when the non-occurrence of X was unambiguous). 

Responses to CS B, on the other hand, did not differ from B-alone trials from training or the 

standard summation test.   

 

Experiment 2 

 While the results of Experiment 1 strongly suggest that rats actively retrieved an 

image of the ambiguously absent CS X during test trials of CS A while X was covered, we 

cannot be certain that this behavioral effect is driven by the active inhibition associated with 

X. Although X passed a summation test for inhibition, Rescorla (1971), argued that a 

putative inhibitor must also pass a retardation-of-acquisition test in order to truly be 

considered an inhibitory cue (that is, that it predicts the absence of the US). This is because 

the novel combination of cues (BX) experienced during the summation test may be 

perceived as an entirely new cue (e.g., C) rather than a combination of its elements (CS B 
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and X) or X may otherwise be distracting attention from B. Subjects would not be expected 

to evince CRs to a novel cue in the environment or when they have failed to notice the 

presence of an excitatory CS. Thus, by this account, a reduction in responding during BX 

trials, compared to CS B-alone trials, would not be indicative that X had acquired an 

inhibitory association to predict the absence of the US. To eliminate this possible alternative, 

the contingency between the putative inhibitor X is reversed during the retardation-of-

acquisition test. If X truly had acquired an inhibitory association (negative associative value 

according to the RW model) during training, than it should take significantly more trials to 

learn that X now predicts the US compared to the amount of training needed for a neutral 

cue (Y; 0 associative value according to RW) to establish the same newly excitatory 

association.  

 While unlikely, the ambiguous summation results from Experiment 2 could be 

explained in the same terms of novelty as those presented for standard summation 

performance. That is, it is possible that experience with the compound AX trials during 

training caused the subjects to respond less during A-alone presentations when X was 

covered (in the ambiguous summation test) if the novel experience of A with X-covered in 

some ways more closely resembled the AX compound than A-alone from training (Pearce, 

1994). Likewise, inexperience with compound presentation of B during training may have 

biased subjects to perceive B-alone trials with X-covered as more closely approximating B-

alone trials from training. This account differs from the universal reduction predicted by 

Dwyer and Burgess (2011), but it also does not require the active retrieval of an image (Fast 

& Blaisdell, 2011). While it is unclear how this alternative explanation would account for the 

lack of an effect in the uncovered test conditions with the opaque shield also present in the 

chamber, Experiment 2 was conducted to assess this possibility by performing a retardation-

of-acquisition test for inhibition. If subjects require significantly more training sessions to 

elicit CRs to the putative inhibitor X, than the neutral cue Y, this would serve  as evidence 
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that X could truly be considered an inhibitor in Experiment 1 and rules out all alternative 

explanations for the ambiguous summation results.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Twelve subjects that had previously served in Experiment 1 were used for this 

experiment. Six of the subjects had previously been tested while X was covered during the 

ambiguous summation test (group Covered). The remaining six subjects had experienced X 

uncovered during the same test (group Uncovered). All subjects were housed and 

maintained in identical fashion to that described in Experiment 1. 

 

Apparatus. All conditioning apparatus was identical to that used in Experiment 1.  

 

Procedures. 

Conditioned inhibition refresher session. Immediately following completion of the 

ambiguous summation test in Experiment 1, subjects received a minimum of one 

conditioned inhibition training session identical to that described in Experiment 1. This was 

done to ensure that the ambiguous summation test had not disrupted previously learned 

CRs. Subjects were again required to demonstrate successful discrimination (as indexed by 

the calculated inhibition score described in Experiment 1) before advancing to the 

retardation-of-acquisition test.  

 

Retardation-of-Acquisition Test. During these 60 minute sessions, the putative 

inhibitor (X) was trained with an excitatory contingency such that, in conjunction with 

Standard Summation Test, inhibitory learning could be assessed (Rescorla, 1971). All 

subjects received 9 X+ and 9 Y+ trials randomly presented with the restriction that no more 

than two of the same type could occur consecutively. This training continued for five 
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sessions. Response rates were compared between X and Y within- and across training 

sessions to serve as an index of learning rate (Rescorla, 1971). One subject in the 

Uncovered group developed health complications and was removed from the experiment 

before completing the retardation test. 

 

 Results & Discussion 

Retardation-of-acquisition results are presented in Figure 4. Panel A illustrates 

retardation performance pooled across the subject’s previous test condition. Paired -samples 

t-tests revealed that while CRs significantly increased to CS Y across just five sessions, 

t(10) = -3.847, p = .003, d = 2.43, no change in CRs occurred to CS X during the same time 

period, t(10) = -2.019, p = .071. Further analysis revealed that subjects did not initially treat 

CS Y and CS X differently during the first retardation session, t(11) = 1.407, p = .187, 

indicating a more rapid learning rate (or acquisition) to Y than to X. Coupled with the 

successful standard summation test results, we can conclude that our training procedures 

were sufficient to establish X as a true conditioned inhibitor because it met criterion of both 

tests. 

To determine if the test condition experienced during the ambiguous summation test 

from Experiment 1 influenced how subjects performed during the retardation-of-acquisition 

test, a mixed ANOVA was calculated across the first and fifth retardation sessions for CSs Y 

and X between the two groups (Covered and Uncovered; Figure 4, panel B). Significant 

effects of session in terms of the main effect, F(1, 9) = 23.406, p = .001, d = 3.23, and a 

Session X Group interaction, F(1, 9) = 7.794, p = .021, d = 1.86, as well as a Trial Type X 

Group interaction, F(1, 9) = 10.138, p = .011, d = 2.12 were revealed. Subsequent 

comparisons revealed that subjects that had previously been tested on A and B while X was 

covered (group Covered) did not initially treat CS X and CS Y differently, t(5) = -0.527, p = 

.621, however, they showed a strong trend to increase CRs to CS Y across the five 
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retardation sessions, t(5) = -2.443, p = .058, d = 2.19 (Figure 4, left side of panel B) while 

not changing how they responded to CS X during the equivalent duration of training, t(5) = -

0.185, p = .861, d = 0.165 (Figure 4, right side of panel B). Furthermore, despite treating CS 

X and CS Y identically during the first retardation session, there was a strong trend for the 

subjects to treat the two cues differently after just five training sessions, t(5) = -2.248, p = 

.074, d = 2.011, by evincing more CRs to Y than to X. The same was not true for subjects 

that had previously been tested with A and B with X uncovered (group Uncovered). Not only 

did these subjects treat X and Y differently during just the first session of retardation, t(5) = 

2.747, p = .040, d = 2.75, they also showed equivalent increases in CRs to CS Y (t(4) = -

3.363, p = .028, d = 3.36; note the decrease in degrees of freedom due to losing one subject 

midway through the retardation-of-acquisition test due to health complications) and CS X 

(t(4) = -3.383, p = .028, d = 3.38) across the five retardation sessions. These results indicate 

that only subjects experiencing the ambiguous summation test whi le X was covered 

successfully passed the retardation-of-acquisition test; despite the two conditions 

demonstrating equivalent training and standard summation performances.   

This is a surprising result. The groups were not anticipated to perform differently during 

the retardation test because both groups had identical training and standard summation 

experiences and performances. Group treatment only differed during the ambiguous summation 

test that occurred immediately prior to retardation. The ambiguous summation test involved 

probe trials with the two well-established excitatory CSs (A and B). Because the inhibitor (X) 

was absent during this session, we did not expect changes in inhibitory strength to result. 

Likewise, performance on the retardation test was initially collapsed across the two conditions 

and revealed that the acquisition of an excitatory association to the previously trained inhibitor, 

X, was significantly retarded in comparison to the rate of learning about a neutral stimulus, Y. 

Coupled with the successful transfer of inhibition demonstrated during the standard summation 

test, this result indicated that X could truly be considered a conditioned inhibitor (Rescorla, 
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1969) and that a retrieved image of X suppressed responding to CS A during the ambiguous 

summation test in Experiment 1.  

Upon closer inspection, we discovered that acquiring an excitatory association to X was 

only retarded for group Covered (subjects that had experienced the ambiguous summation 

probe trials while X had been covered). In other words, X’s inhibitory association had somehow 

been weakened or extinguished in group Uncovered rats that had experienced probe trials of 

CS A and CS B while X was explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit) in Experiment 1; yet this 

inhibitory association had been maintained for rats experiencing similar probe trials when X was 

covered. Importantly, the sensory experience of both groups did not differ during this session; 

that is, both groups were only presented with CS A and CS B during these sessions. 

 

General Discussion 

These results of Experiment 1 provide strong evidence that rats engage in an active, 

imaginative process to make behavioral decisions when faced with a new and ambiguous 

situation. Contradictory to a simpler associative account (Dwyer & Burgess, 2011), rats showed 

a selective reduction in responding to CS A when the inhibitor (X) was ambiguously absent 

(covered) compared to responses elicited to CS B during the same session and compared to 

responses demonstrated to CS A-alone during the preceding training and standard summation 

sessions. These results are consistent with our interpretation that CS A was uniquely poised to 

retrieve an image of X when its status could not be determined. Furthermore, the results 

indicate that negative patterning and configural representations are not necessary prerequisites 

for this ability. Notably, the summation effect demonstrated to CS A when X was covered was 

weaker than that demonstrated during training and the standard summation test. This is 

consistent with the magnitude of behavioral change demonstrated by rats that had learned the 

instrumental discrimination tasks in our prior experiments (Fast & Blaisdell, 2011; see also 
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Chapter 3). Mediated conditioning procedures relying on a CS-evoked image to facilitate 

learning have also demonstrated similar effects (Holland’s, 1983) suggesting that an evoked 

image, in some ways, may be weaker, or at least distinguishable, from the physical presentation 

of a cue (consider Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Holland, 1983; Wagner, 1981 for formalized 

theoretical accounts of this effect). This should not be surprising, given that Konorski (1967) and 

Holland (1990) have postulated that, similar to humans, rats have the ability to distinguish 

between images and reality, perhaps on the basis of the additional activity generated in the 

nervous system when physical sensation occurs. It should, therefore, not be surprising that rats 

respond with less (or more; depending on the training contingencies and associative influence 

of the image) vigor when guided by their imagination compared to a physical cue perceived 

through the senses. 

Unlike mediated conditioning effects, however, the retrieved image in our experiment 

only exerted behavioral control when its corresponding event was blocked from physical 

detection (covered) compared to when it was explicitly absent (uncovered and unlit). This may 

be due to the mediated acquisition and mediated performance distinction postulated by Holland 

(1998). This difference is also less surprising given that mediated conditioning procedures 

typically involve minimal cue-cue pairings during initial phases of training. This training 

resembles sensory preconditioning or higher-order conditioning procedures (Brogden, 1939; 

Prewitt, 1967) that are, in many ways, identical to compound CS trials (AX) in a conditioned 

inhibition procedure. In these three situations, the compound cues are not paired with the US. 

Prewitt (1967) demonstrated that with minimal cue-cue pairings, subjects demonstrated an 

excitatory expectancy between the test cue and the US (despite having never been directly 

paired, i.e., sensory preconditioning); however, with additional cue-cue trials, this expectancy 

was not shown. Similarly, Yin, Barnet, and Miller (1994) demonstrated that minimal compound 

cue trials led to higher-order conditioning (wherein the subjects demonstrated expectancy of the 

US when just one cue was presented, despite that cue having never been paired with the US 
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during training); however, with many compound cue trials, inhibition developed to the second 

cue (as assessed through summation and retardation tests). This transition from excitatory to 

inhibitory learning may correspond to the ability of the retrieved image to exert behavioral 

control (which may depend on the explicit status of the cue in the environment). Indeed, Holland 

(2005) confirmed that mediated acquisition only occurs with minimal cue-cue pairings; additional 

cue-cue presentations blocked the mediated conditioning effect. It is therefore possible that our 

use of an explicit conditioned inhibition training procedure (with many AX- trials) altered the 

behavioral control of the retrieved image from that typically demonstrated with mediated 

conditioning procedures.   

Our conclusion that rats used their imaginations for behavioral decision-making in the 

present study is strengthened in consideration of the surprising group differences discovered in 

Experiment 2. Although subjects were not anticipated to perform differently during the 

retardation test, (because both groups had identical training and standard summation 

experiences and performances leading up to this experiment), only subjects that had 

experienced the ambiguous summation probe trials with A and B while X had been covered in 

Experiment 1 (group Covered) were retarded in their acquisition of an excitatory association to 

X. In other words, X’s inhibitory association had somehow been weakened or extinguished in 

rats that had experienced probe trials of CS A and CS B while X was explicitly absent (group 

Uncovered); yet this inhibitory association had been maintained for rats experiencing similar 

probe trials when X was covered. Importantly, the sensory experiences of both groups did not 

differ during Experiment 1; that is, both groups were only presented with CS A and CS B during 

the ambiguous summation sessions. 

To understand how experience during the ambiguous summation test could have 

extinguished X’s inhibition, it is necessary to consider how learning theories predict inhibition 

can be extinguished. According to the RW model (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & 

Rescorla, 1972) presenting the inhibitor independently without the US or any other cue should 
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decrement the negative associative value of the inhibitor. With enough presentations, the theory 

predicts that the associative value of the inhibitor should return to zero, or neutral with regard to 

the US. However, Zimmer-Hart and Rescorla (1974) found no evidence that these presentations 

attenuated inhibition. Furthermore, the RW model makes the related prediction that presenting 

the inhibitor in the presence of a neutral or novel cue, but without the US, should instill an 

excitatory (positive) association to the neutral cue, if the inhibitory (negative) association of the 

inhibitor is maintained. This prediction has also not been supported (Baker, 1974; Cardwell & 

Wilson, 2007). Alternatively, the Comparator Hypothesis (Miller & Schachtman, 1985; Stout & 

Miller, 2007) predicts that inhibition is attenuated by extinguishing the excitatory association of a 

cue with which the inhibitor had been associated. While Lysle and Fowler (1985) found that 

post-training extinction of a an excitatory context caused a punctate inhibitory cue to fail 

retardation, Hallam, Matzel, Sloat, and Miller (1990) tested this prediction more directly in a 

series of experiments that involved training standard conditioned inhibition (A+, B+, AX-). 

Following this training, CS A’s excitatory association was extinguished by presenting it alone 

and without the US. This post-training extinction of CS A subsequently reduced the inhibitor’s 

(X’s) ability to pass a summation test (Experiments 1 and 2) and a retardation test (Experiment 

3). Thus, it is plausible to consider that during the ambiguous summation test, probe trials of CS 

A without the US resulted in some extinction to this CS that likewise reduced the inhibition of X. 

But why would this extinction only occur for subjects that were tested on CS A while X 

was explicitly absent in the uncovered condition? Others (Rescorla, 2003; Soltysik, 1985; 

Soltysik et al., 1983) have demonstrated that the excitatory association of a cue is maintained if 

extinction trials (presentations without the US) are performed in the presence of an established 

conditioned inhibitor. Although the inhibitor, X, was not explicitly present for either group of 

subjects during the ambiguous summation test, the results from this test strongly indicate that 

rats tested while X was covered were imagining X (as evidenced by the reduced CRs to CS A). 

The fact that X subsequently passed the retardation test for these same group of subjects, 
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suggests that the active image of X was sufficient to protect CS A from extinction during probe 

trials without the US. Although all probe trials consisted of identical sensory experiences (only 

CS A or CS B were physically presented) between the two conditions, X was explicitly absent 

from these trials when subjects were tested with X uncovered (in other words, nothing was left 

to their imagination), such that CS A was not likewise protected from extinction during these 

probe trials. These results seem to contradict the results from others (Durlach & Rescorla, 1980; 

Holland, 1983; 2006) that suggest images evoked by a CS cannot modulate, or otherwise 

participate in, additional learning to the CS that evoked them. However, in our case, the evoked 

image of X may have simply prevented additional (extinction) learning from occurring to CS A.   

Although unexpected, the retardation-of-acquisition results strengthen our conclusion 

that rats used their imaginations when they were faced with the novel and uncertain test 

situation in which the status of an event is ambiguous. The results also suggest that rats may 

perceive this ambiguity. Rats did not respond differently on test trials of B with X covered. We 

interpret this result as a failure of B to retrieve an image of X. Additionally, this may indicate that 

these trials were unambiguous to the rat because there were no trials with B and X during 

training to lead rats to imagine that X might be present. The prior associative history of A and X, 

on the other hand, was sufficient for CS A to retrieve a representation of X and create ambiguity 

when X’s true status was blocked from detection (covered). The collective results from the 

ambiguous summation test in Experiment 1 and the retardation-of-acquisition test in Experiment 

2 further suggest that learning preparations that are theorized to produce simple associations 

between punctate cues and biologically relevant outcomes may also result in additional cue-cue 

associations that are not critical for solving the experimental contingencies. This should not be 

surprising given that learning does not proceed in a vacuum; there are countless other cues 

ever-present. It could, therefore, be adaptive to form cue-cue associations between contiguous 

events (Miller & Schachtman, 1985; Wagner, 1981). Indeed, cue-cue associations provide the 

framework for other associative learning situations, such as sensory preconditioning (Brogden, 
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1939) and have been shown to influence the likelihood that humans will employ imaginative 

strategies to learn about absent events (Liljeholm & Balleine, 2009). Occluding a cue from 

physical detection may therefore provide an important assay for probing what additional 

associations have formed as a result of experience. The results of such investigations could 

inform contemporary learning theories. 

 Collectively, our results demonstrate that associative learning mechanisms not only 

provide “knowledge,” but also establish the foundation for imagination. By forming associations 

between related events, the ability to retrieve a representation or image is facilitated. A retrieved 

representation may simply be activity in the nervous system that does not correspond to direct 

experience through the sensory organs. This, of course, does not necessarily invoke a mental 

representation as we may experience when we, as humans, imagine something that is not 

physically present. While others (Holland, 1990; Konorski, 1967) have speculated that rats, like 

humans, can distinguish between an image and reality, it is unfortunate that we cannot ask our 

rats to describe their subjective experience when an image is active. Nonetheless, a strong 

relationship exists between neural activity corresponding to sensory perception and imagination 

of the same events (Barton & Cherkasova, 2003; Farah, 1984; Farah, Levine, & Calvanio, 1988; 

Ganis, Keenan, Kosslyn, & Pascual-Leone, 2000; Ganis, Thompson, & Kosslyn, 2004; Jadhav, 

Kemere, German, & Frank, 2012; Johnson & Redish, 2007; Knauff, Kassubek, Mulack, & 

Greenlee, 2000; Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2000; Lewis, O’Reilly, Khuu, & Pearson, 2013; Mellet, 

Petit, Mazoyer, Denis, & Tzourio, 1998; O’Craven & Kanwisher, 2000; Singer, Carr, Karlsson, & 

Frank, 2013; Sparing et al., 2002). Even if the subjective experiences of imagery are different 

between humans and non-human animals, it is plausible that the same mechanistic foundation 

subserves both occurrences, or experiences, between the two species. Our results suggest that 

rats functionally use imagery in much the same ways described by humans (Barron, Dolan, & 

Behrens, 2013), with regards to imagination, to enable novel predictions about situations that 

have never been experienced before.        
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Figure 1. Experiment 1 mean nose poke (NPs) conditioned responses occurring during the 

conditioned stimuli (CSs) minus NPs that occurred during an equivalent time period 

immediately prior to CS onset (baseline) during the final conditioned inhibition training 

session. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Subjects responded at 

equivalently high levels to both CS A (white bars) and CS B (gray bars) with a significant 

reduction in NPs demonstrated to AX- trials (black bars). No differences existed between the 

two test conditions (Covered, Uncovered). 
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Figure 2. Experiment 1 summation test mean nose poke (NPs) conditioned responses 

(CRs) occuring during the conditioned stimuli (CSs) minus baseline NPs. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). No differences existed between the two 

conditions. Subjects maintained equivalently high levels of CRs to both CS A (white bar) and 

CS B (light gray bar) and the significant reduction to AX- trials (black bars) demonstrated on 

the final day of training. Additionally, all subjects showed a significant reduction in CRs to 

the novel BX trials (dark gray, rightmost bar) compared to B trials, as evidence of successful 

summation. 
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Figure 3. Experiment 1 “ambiguous summation” test mean nose poke (NPs) conditioned 

responses (CRs) occurring during the conditioned stimuli (CSs) minus baseline NPs. Error 

bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The horizontal, dashed, gray line 

represents mean CRs to CS A and CS B (which did not differ) during preceding standard 

summation session. Responses to B (gray bars) did not differ between the groups or from 

the CRs demonstrated during B trials from the standard summation test. However, subjects 

responded significantly less to A (white bars) when the conditioned inhibitor (X) was 

Covered at test compared to Uncovered and unlit. CRs to A when X was covered were also 

significantly less than CRs demonstrated to A during the standard summation test.  
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A. 
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Figure 4. Experiment 2 mean increase in nose pokes (NPs) occurring during each CS (Y 

and X) minus NPs occurring during an equivalent time period prior to CS onset (baseline). 
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A: Retardation-of-acquisition results collapsed across the two test conditions from the 

preceding session. CS X (dashed line) previously served as the conditioned inhibitor in a 

standard Pavlovian conditioned inhibition procedure. CS Y (solid line) was neutral with 

regard to the US at the start of this phase. During retardation tests, each cue was always 

followed by the US. The putative inhibitor (X) passed the test for retardation: conditioned 

NPs to CS Y increased significantly across just five test sessions, while there was no 

significant increase in NPs to CS X during this same time period.  B: Retardation-of-

acquisition results presented separately for each of the two ambiguous summation test 

conditions. The dashed line represents responses made by subjects tested with X covered 

during the preceding ambiguous summation test. The solid line represents CRs displayed by 

subjects that were tested with X uncovered and unlit during the ambiguous summation test. 

The Left panel illustrates NPs to CS Y on the first and fifth test session. Both groups 

significantly increased NPs to CS Y across the five sessions of retardation. The Right panel 

illustrates NPs to CS X on the first and fifth retardation sessions. There were no differences 

in NPs to CS X between the groups on the first session. However, only subjects that had 

been tested with X explicitly absent (Uncovered) during the ambiguous summation test 

demonstrated a significant increase in CRs by the fifth test session, indicating the putative 

inhibitor, X, only passed retardation for the Covered condition.   
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Chapter Six: General Conclusions 

 

The inability to base a decision on a rational inference in an ambiguous situation can 

be especially damaging to an organism’s ability to successfully navigate novel situations in 

an ever-changing environment. Inferences are based on, but go beyond, pr ior learning to 

guide behavior in novel settings. This process may rely on the ability to generate an image 

of past events (Farah, 1995). Given that we rarely have access to all of the relevant 

information in our environment, and that this ability is severely compromised among aging 

populations, (particularly those suffering from Alzheimer’s disease), research investigating 

the processes that normally enable this ability have the potential to profoundly impact 

human life.    

This project aimed to develop and characterize a rodent model of image-based 

inferences to respond in an ambiguous context. This work builds on the discovery that rats 

distinguish between the explicit and ambiguous absence of a relevant event (Blaisdell, 

Leising, Stahlman, & Waldmann, 2009). Furthermore, this project aimed to elucidate 

psychological and neurological processes that mediate decision-making under ambiguity by 

utilizing the model in experimental manipulations to investigate the causal relationships 

between these factors. This project aspired to contribute to the understanding of dysfunction 

in clinical populations by building on related correlative observations of brain function and 

reasoning abilities in humans.   

 

Non-Human Animals Use Images to Acquire New Information 

 Chapter 1 reviewed a variety of procedures historically used to examine the 

mechanisms responsible for non-human animals to learn about absent events. Coupled with 

the more contemporary demonstrations of mediated conditioning and retrospective 
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revaluation in both humans and non-human animals, these procedures strongly suggest that 

retrieved representations (or images; c.f., Delamater, 2011; Konorski,  1967) play an 

important role in learning about features that are not physically present in the environment. 

Although these techniques demonstrate that non-human animals are capable of imagery, it 

remained unclear to what extent these images could influence behavioral decision-making 

strategies. 

 

Prior Learning Influences When Images Will Guide Behavior in Novel Situations 

    In addition to establishing that rats discriminated between the explicit absence of 

an event (when its status could be physically confirmed through the senses) and its 

ambiguous absence (when no sensory information about the status was available , for 

example, when the event had been physically occluded), the work of Blaisdell and 

colleagues (2009) provided a viable method for investigating how images influence 

behavior. Superficially, this process may not seem to expound on the work described in 

Chapter 1, however, it involves the immediate application of an image to guide behavior in 

the present circumstance, rather than the image’s influence in acquiring new information to 

guide behavior in subsequent situations. Chapter 2 described the procedures used to asses 

this function. The results indicated that images could indeed guide how rats responded to 

the ambiguous status of a relevant cue. Surprisingly, this ability depended on what the rat 

had already learned about the cues. Rats that had learned a complex instrumental 

discrimination with two lights serving as discriminative stimuli indicating when a lever press 

response would be rewarded, behaved as if they considered the possible presence of a light 

cue that had been occluded by an opaque shield at test. However, rats that had learned a 

simpler discrimination involving the same lights did not demonstrate this same sensitivity. 

That is, rats that had learned the simple task behaved identically when one light was 

covered compared to when it was uncovered and unlit.  
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These results indicated that the rats were either incapable of distinguishing between 

the two situations (unable to detect ambiguity) or unable to make an inference. Alternatively, 

it was possible that both groups of rats were similarly capable of detecting the ambiguous 

situation and responded similarly by withholding from behavior that required physical 

exertion under these circumstances. The difficult discrimination had rewarded rats for 

pressing the lever whenever only one of the two lights was illuminated, but not when both 

were illuminated simultaneously (A+, B+, AB-). These rats responded less during test trials 

when one light (B) was covered than when it was uncovered and unlit. We interpreted these 

results as indication that the rats were considering the possible presence of the light that 

had been blocked from physical detection because the rats were never reinforced for 

pressing the lever when both lights occurred simultaneously during training. However, it is 

possible that the rats were not imagining light B, but were simply engaging in a utility 

process to conserve energy expenditure when the situation became unclear during test. The 

same explanation could account for the lack of effect demonstrated by rats that had learned 

the simple task. During training, these rats were rewarded for pressing the lever whenever 

both lights were simultaneously illuminated, but never when just one light was presented (A-

, B-, AB+). Thus, these rats elicited very few lever press responses when only light A was 

illuminated. If they were capable of imagining the possible presence of the covered light B, 

we might expect them to engage in greater lever press behavior; however, if they applied a 

utility strategy to deal with the ambiguous situation, they would not be expected to press the 

lever.   

To distinguish between these competing accounts, we conducted a second 

experiment wherein subjects were trained concurrently on the simple and complex tasks 

using visual and auditory cues. One group of subjects learned the simple task with the 

visual cues and the complex task with the auditory cues, while the second group of subjects 

learned the complex task with the visual cues and the simple task with the auditory cues. All 
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subjects were then tested as before with one visual cue illuminated while the second cue 

was uncovered and unlit (explicitly absent) or covered by an opaque shield (ambiguously 

absent). Rats that had learned the complex task with the visual cues behaved as before, 

they responded less when the second light was covered compared to when it was 

uncovered and unlit. Interestingly, rats that had learned the simple task with the visual cues 

demonstrated their ability to distinguish between the two test situations by responding 

differently when one light was covered compared to uncovered. Specifically, these rats 

engaged in more lever pressing during the ambiguous test situation compared to the explicit 

test. These results failed to support a utility account of behavior in ambiguous situations.  

The experiments described in Chapter 2 confirmed that rats are capable of 

distinguishing between the explicit and ambiguous absence of an event. Importantly, they 

suggested that associatively retrieved representations (images) may enter into an inferential 

reasoning-like process to determine behavior during novel, ambiguous situations. 

Furthermore, they established a role for learning history in this process and provided a rat 

model of deficient or insensitive reasoning strategies under ambiguity.  

 

Reinforcement History, Cue Modality, and Experience with Cue Uncertainty do NOT 

Contribute to the Use of Imagery 

 One notable distinction between rats that appeared to engage in inferential reasoning 

strategies when faced with an ambiguous situation in Chapter 2 and rats that did not, was 

the complexity of the discrimination these rats had learned. The difficult task (negative 

patterning) is believed to require a configural or exclusive-or strategy to solve (Bellingham, 

Gillette-Bellingham, & Kehoe, 1985; Deisig, Lachnit, Giurfa, & Hellstern, 2001; Grand & 

Honey, 2008; Kehoe & Graham, 1988; Lachnit & Lober, 2001; Lachnit, Ludwig, & Reinhard, 

2007; Ludwig & Lachnit, 2003; Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982; Medin & Smith, 1981; 

Pearce, 1994; Smith, Coutinho, & Couchman, 2010) whereby the combination of cues (AB) 
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are treated differently than the sum of its parts (A and B). This strategy has been shown to 

transfer to other situations that normally would not require it (Alvarado & Rudy, 1992; 

Williams & Braker, 1999; 2002), including the simple task (positive patterning) rats were 

presented with in Chapter 1. The possible influence of this cognitive strategy was supported 

in a series of experiments that found no effects on approach to the ambiguous situation 

when all other features that distinguished positive and negative patterning were 

manipulated. That is, after controlling for the relative ratio of reinforced trials to non-

reinforced trials, learning multiple discriminations with both visual and auditory cue 

modalities, and length of training or experience with cue uncertainty during training, rats that 

were tested with visual cues that had served in the simple positive patterning task failed to 

respond differently when one light was covered compared to when that light was uncovered 

and unlit. These results suggested that negative patterning, or the configural solution 

strategy that it engages, may be necessary prerequisites enabling behavioral decision-

making under ambiguity.  

 

The Dorsal Hippocampus and Prefrontal Cortex Play a Role in Imagery 

 By identifying the necessary and sufficient features of decision-making under 

ambiguity in the development of our behavioral protocol, Chapter 3 offered insight into 

potential neural mechanisms of this phenomenon. Notably, the same neural processes that 

mediate performance on the complex negative patterning task are some of the same 

structures that are compromised in clinical populations showing deficits in decision-making 

abilities, including under conditions of uncertainty (Barron, Dolan, & Behrens, 2013; 

Christakou, Brammer, Giampietro, & Rubia, 2009; Eichenbaum, 1992; Eichenbaum, 

Mathews, & Cohen, 1989; He, et al., 2010; Jenkins & Mitchell, 2010; Ji & Maren, 2007; 

Kumaran, 2012; Reber, Leuchinger, Boesiger, & Henke, 2012; Zeithamova, Schlichting, & 

Preston, 2012). The experiments in Chapter 4 revealed that disrupting cholinergic function 
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within the dorsal hippocampus prevented rats from using an image of the ambiguously 

absent event to guide their behavior. Furthermore, it was found that the same application of 

a cholinergic antagonist, scopolamine, in the dorsal hippocampus disrupted the rats’ ability 

to solve the negative patterning discrimination while leaving positive patterning abilities 

intact, offering some support of the hypothesis that the computational process engaged for 

negative patterning solution is recruited during the decision-making process when faced with 

uncertainty. These results are consistent with the observed correlation between 

hippocampal and cholinergic integrity and aging-related cognitive deficits in humans 

(Erickson, Miller, & Roecklein, 2012; Fisher, 2012; Grothe, Heinsen, & Teipel, 2012; Haense 

et al., 2012; Intlekofer, & Cotman, 2013; Jack et al., 1998; Perry, Perry, Gibson, Blessed, & 

Tomlinson, 1977; Poirier et al., 1995; Salomone, Caraci, Leggio, Fedotova, & Drago, 2012; 

West, 1996; 1999).  

 Additionally, by analyzing expression profiles of the immediate early gene product, cfos, 

as an index of neuronal activity, it was discovered that dynamic changes in functional circuitry 

within the hippocampus and between the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 

corresponded with image-based inferences made during the ambiguous test situation. These 

discoveries offer insight to possible mechanisms responsible for, or contributing to, behavioral 

sensitivity to ambiguity. Coupled with recent discoveries regarding the function (Wintzer et al., 

2014) or connections between hippocampal regions (Kohara et al., 2014), it is possible that the 

distinct patterns of cfos expression reported in Chapter 4 may correspond to transitions in 

circuit-level neural activity observed between elderly participants with and without deficits on a 

mental imagery task (Blumen, Holtzer, Brown, Gazes, Verghese, 2014). 

 

Behavior in Ambiguous Situations Relies on Imagination 
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 The behavior demonstrated by subjects that were sensitive to the ambiguous 

absence of a cue described in Chapters 2 and 3 was consistent with the rats’ ability to 

consider the possible presence of a cue that was obscured from physical detection. 

Retrieving a representation (or imagining) a cue that signaled non-reward should produce a 

decrease in lever press behavior while imaging a cue that signaled reward should produce 

an increase in behavior. However, Dwyer and Burgess (2011) offered a generalization 

decrement (Bouton, 2004) explanation for this pattern of behavior. By their account, the 

complex negative patterning task was solved through an associative learning process that 

involved learning relationships between reward and the cues that were both explicitly 

present and explicitly absent during training. Thus, the unlit light bulb could itself provide 

signal value with regard to the expectancy of reward. Removing the unlit bulb from the 

environment when the cue was covered at test would likewise result in a reduction of 

associative strength and lead to a corresponding change in behavior. By their account, 

negative patterning (or a task similarly reliant on configural strategies) would be necessary 

to produce a change in behavior under ambiguous situations and this change in behavior 

should be equally demonstrated to all cues presented in the absence of the unlit light bulb. 

We tested these predictions in Chapter 5 by training rats on a Pavlovian conditioned 

inhibition procedure that does not rely on a configural learning process. Rats learned to 

anticipate the delivery of sucrose solution whenever they heard an auditory cue (A), unless 

it occurred while a light (X) was simultaneously illuminated. By this procedure, the light 

should come to predict the absence of the sucrose. By Dwyer and Burgess’ (2011) account, 

the unlit bulb should also come to predict the occurrence of the sucrose. During training, 

rats were also exposed to a second auditory cue (B) that was always followed by delivery of 

sucrose (B never occurred with the light, X). We then measured the rat ’s expectancy of the 

sucrose when each of the auditory cues was presented with the light explicitly absent (the 

unlit bulb present) or covered by the opaque shield.  
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 If removing the unlit bulb from the chamber reduced expectancy of the sucrose, then 

a decrease in anticipatory behavior should be observed to each of the auditory cues (A and 

B). On the other hand, if rats used a retrieved image to guide their expectancy when the 

light was covered, then we might expect a reduction in responses to A (because it was 

paired with X during training) but high levels of responses to B (because it was never paired 

with X during training.). This was precisely how the rats behaved. Within the same test 

session, rats elicited significantly fewer responses to A than to B when X was covered. 

Responses were also significantly fewer to A when X was covered compared to when X was 

uncovered and unlit. These results indicate that negative patterning (or configural solution 

strategies) is not necessary for rats to behave sensitively to ambiguity. Furthermore, they 

suggest that behavior during conditions of uncertainty is driven by retrieved images of 

events experienced in the past, rather than from removal of excitatory features of the 

context. 

 

Theoretical Considerations Concerning Evocation of Images  

  Chapters 2 and 3 suggested that negative patterning or configural representations 

were necessary for rats to retrieve an image to guide their decision-making processes 

during an ambiguous situation. While sufficient, Chapter 5 reported that configural strategies 

are not necessary. Given rats do not always demonstrate behavioral sensitivity to ambiguity, 

the question of what features involved in learning enable this sophisticated reasoning ability 

remains.  

One simple possibility is the development of cue-cue associations because other 

procedures that are known to evoke imagery (as described in Chapter 1) utilize this form of 

learning. However, no learning theory at present can address why these associations would 

be formed after experiencing a conditioned inhibition procedure but not after learning a 

positive patterning discrimination (c.f., Wagner, 1981). Both procedures involve cues that 
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occur independently on some trials and in conjunction (contiguous) with other cues on 

separate trials. Both procedures can also be solved with a simple linear function whereby 

combinations of positive (excitatory) or positive and negative (inhibitory) associations 

interact in an additive way to predict outcomes (c.f., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner & 

Rescorla, 1972).  

The experiments presented in Chapter 4 suggest that learning that engages the 

hippocampus may influence the likelihood the hippocampus will also be critically engaged 

during the reasoning process. While configural strategies are believed to depend on the 

hippocampus, neither positive patterning nor the conditioned inhibition procedure requires 

the hippocampus. Pre-training lesions produce no deficits in learning conditioned inhibition 

and only subtle deficits with post-training lesions have been reported (Chan, Jarrard, & 

Davidson, 2003; Chan, Morell, Jarrard, & Davidson, 2001; Solomon, 1977). Following 

hippocampal lesions, rats still respond appropriately to the training cues, however, they 

show slight impairments on a summation test for inhibition (Rescorla, 1969). During the 

summation test, the previously established inhibitor (X) is presented with a different 

excitatory cue (B) than it was paired with during training. Successful summation is 

demonstrated when fewer responses are elicited by this novel combinations of cues than 

are demonstrated to cue B alone, in other words, summation involves the transfer of 

inhibition to a novel setting. Following hippocampal lesions, rats responded less during 

these trials compared to B alone trials from training; however, responses during these novel 

trials were more than those demonstrated by rats with an intact hippocampus (Chan et al., 

2003). Because lesioned and non-lesioned animals performed similarly on a retardation-of-

acquisition test for inhibition, Chan and colleagues (2003) concluded that the hippocampal 

lesions failed to significantly impact conditioned inhibition learning or performance. 

However, it is noteworthy that the one deficit (though slight) produced by the hippocampal 

lesions involved presentation of novel combinations of cues. Behavior during this test could 
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be argued to represent an inference because it involves applying prior learning in a novel 

setting. Indeed, others have argued that the inferential processes that enable decision-

making when confronted with novel combinations of cues relies on the hippocampus 

(Eichenbaum; 1992; Eichenbaum et al., 1989; Zeithamova et al., 2012). Nonetheless, 

Chapter 4 established that hippocampal manipulations do no impact positive patterning 

performance.   

One possible distinction between positive patterning and conditioned inhibition is the 

nature of the associations that sum during trials with multiple cues. In positive patterning, a 

linear learning function predicts that each cue (A and B) acquires a weak excitatory 

association with the outcome (though trials with just one cue are never reinforced). These 

associations are additive to perfectly predict the outcome when the cues occur together. On 

the other hand, conditioned inhibition involves one strong excitatory association (A) and an 

equally strong inhibitory association (X) during compound trials. This combination of 

competing excitatory and inhibitory associations would also be expected to occur during 

negative patterning trials with compound cues (because each cue is reinforced but the 

combination of cues is not), and may be similar to what others (Chan et al., 2001; Davidson 

& Jarrard, 2004; Davidson, Kanoski, Chan, Clegg, & Benoit, 2010) have referred to as 

“predictable ambiguity”. Predictable ambiguity occurs when a cue or situation has competing 

inhibitory associations embedded among excitatory associations and is believed to rely on 

the hippocampus for resolution (Chan et al., 2001; 2003; Davidson, Kanoski, Schier, Clegg, 

& Benoit, 2007; Davidson, Kanoski, Walls, & Jarrard, 2005; Ji & Maren, 2007). According to 

Davidson and colleagues (2005; 2007), the hippocampus accomplishes this by enabling 

non-reinforced cues to inhibit memories of the outcome that would otherwise be predicted. 

In most cases, cues with predictable ambiguity rely on additional information in the 

environment (the environment itself or the status of another cue) to resolve the ambiguity 

(c.f., Fanselow, 2009). By extension, this suggests that the hippocampus may operate in 
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these circumstances to verify the status of additional events in the environment. Thus, 

predictable ambiguity may mediate the formation of cue-cue associations that are necessary 

for evoking imagery.  

This notion is supported by the results of Ross, Orr, Holland, and Berger (1984) who 

found that hippocampal lesions selectively disrupted acquisition and retention of cue-cue 

associations in discriminations that could be considered to involve predictable ambiguity. 

Nonetheless, the predictable ambiguity account alone fails to explain why the pseudo-

discrimination procedure utilized in Chapters 3 and 4 was insufficient to evoke the use of 

imagery at test. If predictable ambiguity merely involves competing excitatory and inhibitory 

associations occurring simultaneously for a cue, the partial reinforcement schedule utilized 

in the pseudo-discrimination procedure should instill this property in the cues. However,  

exposure to the pseudo-discrimination failed to produce sensitivity to the ambiguous test 

situation. Additionally, responses to the cues that served in the pseudo-discrimination were 

unaffected by our hippocampal manipulation. These results suggest two possibilities. One 

possibility is that partial reinforcement schedules may not instill predictable ambiguity. 

Indeed, learning theories utilizing linear operations (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner 

& Rescorla, 1972) predict this procedure should simply maintain a neutral association 

between the cues and the outcome. This is because the excitatory gain acquired during 

reinforced trials should be attenuated during non-reinforced trials. A similar process would 

apply to positive patterning to instill weak excitatory associations (without any competing 

inhibition, or predictable ambiguity) to each cue. A second possibility is that predictable 

ambiguity alone is insufficient to induce cue-cue associations. Indeed, cue-cue associations 

are believed to form during initial phases of sensory preconditioning and mediated 

conditioning procedures when predictable ambiguity should not exist. In these procedures, 

cues are presented in conjunction with one another before the subject experiences (or has 

an expectancy of) a relevant outcome. Nonetheless, this learning depends on cue-cue 
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associations and hippocampal function (Myers, Gluck, & Granger, 1995; Nicholson & 

Freeman, 2000). Notably, the first demonstration that rats behave sensitively to ambiguous 

situations used a sensory preconditioning procedure (Blaisdell et al., 2009). 

 To resolve these inconsistencies, I propose that predictable ambiguity drives the 

formation of cue-cue associations if the ambiguity regarding the cue’s signal value can be 

resolved on the basis of another cue or feature in the environment. In other words, 

associations form between cues when the expectancy of an outcome on the basis of one 

cue is modulated by the occurrence, or non-occurrence, of another cue. Importantly, strong 

cue-cue associations may also form in the absence of predictable ambiguity if the cues are 

experienced exclusively in combination with one another. This may occur when these cues 

are the only surprising event in the environment (as in sensory preconditioning) or if the 

cues are always presented in compound during conditioning (e.g., Bouton, Doyle-Burr, 

Verbic, 2012). Positive patterning procedures fail to meet these guidelines because each 

cue is experienced independently during training and the contingency between the cues and 

the outcome does not produce competing excitatory and inhibitory associations.                      

Strong cue-cue associations should be sufficient to enable the presentation of one 

cue to evoke an image of the second cue. Under normal conditions, the evoked image may 

serve to guide attention to the second cue in the environment. The explicit absence of the 

second cue may inhibit this evoked image and adjust expectancies accordingly. This 

process may engage the hippocampus similarly to the mechanism proposed by Davidson 

and colleagues (2005; 2007). However, when the status of the modulatory second cue is 

blocked from physical detection (as when it is covered by an opaque shield in the 

experiments described in this thesis), there is no mechanism by which to inhibit the evoked 

image and its corresponding associative value. This proposed mechanism suggests that the 

hippocampus not only mediates the successful transfer of associations to novel situations 

with explicitly present cues, it also subserves the retrieval of images that guide decision-
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making under ambiguity (but see Kim et al., 2013). Furthermore, it may offer a novel 

explanation for the role of images in some anxiety disorders (Edwards, 2007; Holmes & 

Mathews, 2010) and decision-making processes (Farah, 1995; Tippett, Blackwood, & Farah, 

2003). According to the proposed model, the ability for rats (and perhaps humans) to make 

inferences when faced with uncertainty is dependent on the retrieval an image 

corresponding to an associated modulatory event. Deficits in decision-making under 

ambiguity would therefore be expected when: i) insufficient cue-cue associations have 

formed from prior experience, ii) the ability to retrieve an image has been compromised, or 

iii) the ability to detect the ambiguous nature of the situation has been compromised (e.g., 

deficits in novelty detection). 

    By this description, rats that have simply learned positive patterning fail to engage 

in behavioral decision-making under ambiguity because of the failure to form sufficient cue-

cue associations (i), while the disruption in decision-making caused by microinfusion of 

scopolamine into the hippocampus could be caused by a failure to retrieve the appropriate 

image (ii) or a disruption in novelty detection (iii). Importantly,  an analysis of cfos expression 

(Chapter 4) indicated novelty detection (iii) may also be mediated by hippocampal 

processes (see also Wintzer et al., 2014) separate from those needed to flexibly retrieve an 

image. Thus, by identifying separable mechanism that may correspond to distinct neural 

processes, the proposed model could guide assessments used to determine the cause of 

deficits in decision-making under ambiguity in humans and offer more focused procedures 

to enhance these abilities. For example, Liljeholm and Balleine (2009) describe a procedure 

for enhancing configural representations in humans that subsequently altered how they 

used imagery. Similar procedures could not only enhance decision-making abilities under 

conditions of uncertainty, but could also enhance the efficacy of cognitive behavior therapies 

that rely on the use of imagery (Bradley, Greene, Russ, Dutra, & Westen, 2005; Foa & 

Meadows, 1997; Harvey, 2003; Lewis, O’Reilly, Khuu, & Pearson, 2013). Furthermore, the 
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results presented in Chapter 5 indicate that caution should be exercised when conducting 

cognitive behavior therapies relying on evoked imagery (e.g., Lewis et al., 2013) to ensure 

these images do not co-occur in the physical presence of cues that may otherwise elicit the 

image. Our results indicate failure to consider these additional cues may reduce the efficacy 

of treatment because activating the image was sufficient to protect the physical cue from 

extinction.   

 Collectively, the experiments described in this thesis reveal that in certain situations, 

associations that are superlative to those needed to solve discriminations (i.e., cue-cue 

associations) may be formed during simple associative learning preparations. The 

procedure for obscuring a cue from physical detection developed in these experiments may 

provide a method for examining these otherwise latent associations and could inform 

learning theory. Importantly, this project achieved its aims of developing an animal model of 

decision-making under ambiguity. This model may aid additional research about this 

sophisticated process. At another level, the experiments presented in this thesis are the first 

to suggest that (like in humans) the hippocampus in rats may play a mediating role in the 

ability to detect ambiguity and make inferences involving retrieved images. Furthermore, 

they suggest that engaging the hippocampus to form cue-cue associations may facilitate 

these abilities. These discoveries, and future ones made possible with our rodent model, 

could inform the development of interventions that can improve and enhance problem 

solving strategies in both educational and clinical settings, including among aging 

populations. 
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